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Preface

Nordic Concrete Research (NCR) is since more than 35 years the only scientific journal devoted 
to concrete research in the Nordic countries, i.e., in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and 
Sweden. It has a twofold aim; (i) to provide the Nordic concrete researchers a non-bureaucratic 
scientific journal with usually a rather rapid review process and (ii) to provide the readers a 
source of information on concrete news and novelties from the Nordic countries often 
highlighting items especially interesting for these countries concerning geography, geology, 
climate, and construction traditions.

The Nordic Concrete Federation and its Research Committee, that also constitutes the Editorial 
Board of NCR, have decided that NCR shall transfer from a paper journal to an electronic 
journal, where readers may read all papers free of charge. This system is called “Open Access” 
and is recommended by both universities and research councils to facilitate dissemination of 
new knowledge.  Thereby, we are confident that NCR will attract both more authors and more 
readers. Due to highly appreciated financial support from the Nordic cement industry, also 
submitting papers will be free of charge. This volume of NCR will be published both 
electronically in Open Access and traditionally as on paper. 

You are most welcome to submit research articles to the new, electronic Nordic Concrete 
Research. The second volume is scheduled for December 2018. For more information on the 
Nordic Concrete Federation and Nordic Concrete Research, see www.nordicconcrete.net. But 
for time being, I wish you an interesting reading of this volume’s ten papers covering both 
material aspects, e.g., Poisson’s ratio, thermal conductivity, and deterioration mechanisms, and 
structural aspects, e.g., meso-mechanics and an analysis of dome plug for the spent nuclear fuel 
repository.

Stockholm in June 2018

Johan Silfwerbrand
Editor of NCR
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents results from investigations on the long-term influence of concrete surface 
and crack orientation on ingress in cracks. Five reinforced concrete structures from Norway 
exposed to either de-icing salts or seawater have been investigated. Concrete cores were taken 
with and without cracks from surfaces with vertical and horizontal orientation. Carbonation in 
cracks was found on all de-iced structures, and a crack on a completely horizontal surface 
appeared to facilitate chloride ingress. Ingress of substances from seawater was found in all 
cracks from marine exposure. However, the impact of cracks on chloride ingress was unclear. 
Horizontal cracks on vertical surfaces appeared to facilitate self-healing. 

Key words: Cracks, exposure, ingress, field observations, long-term 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research presented in this paper is part of the ongoing research project “Ferry-free coastal 
route E39” initiated by the Norwegian Public Roads Administration. A main part of project WP 
7.1.1 “Relevance of crack width and decompression requirements (limits) due to durability 
aspects of conventional reinforcement” is the collection of long-term field data on the influence 
of cracks on chloride ingress and reinforcement corrosion. Furthermore, the impact of exposure 
and orientation of concrete surface and cracks on self-healing and chloride ingress is 
investigated. This paper presents results from field studies performed in 2017. 

Reinforcement corrosion due to chloride ingress or carbonation is one of the major deterioration 
mechanisms of steel reinforced concrete structures. There is evidence that cracks facilitate the 
ingress of chloride ions and shorten the time to initiate reinforcement corrosion [1].

According to Eurocode 2 [2] a limiting calculated crack width (wmax) should be established to 
maintain proper functioning or durability of reinforced concrete structures. For ordinary 
reinforcement and exposure classes XC, XD and XS the recommended value for wmax is 0.3 mm 
[2]. The fib model code for service life design (MC-SLD) [3] gives guidelines on the impact of 
cracks on service life. These guidelines for chloride and carbonation induced corrosion are 
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. Horizontal surfaces with cracks and chloride exposure from 
top are regarded the most severe exposure condition. In this case special protective measures 
should be taken in the presence of cracks to ensure service life ≥ 10 years.  For vertical or 
horizontal concrete surfaces with exposure from the bottom, service life ≥ 50 years is expected 
for surface crack width (wk,cal) up to 0.3 mm given high quality concrete (cover ≥ 50 mm and 
w/c ≤ 0.5). For carbonation induced corrosion, there is no differentiation made between 
horizontal and vertical surfaces. The concrete should be of “adequate quality” and wk,cal ≤ 0.3 
mm to obtain a service life of at least 50 years [3].

Table 1 - Crack width guidelines for chloride induced corrosion on horizontal and vertical 
surfaces according to MC-SLD [3].

Surface Exposure Crack Crack width
(wk,cal)

Protective 
measure

Service life

Horizontal From top On top No limit Special measures ≥ 10 years
Horizontal From 

bottom
Water not 
leaking 
through 
cracks

≤ 0.3 mm High quality 
concrete 
(cover ≥ 50mm; 
w/c ≤ 0.5)

≥ 50 years

Vertical

Table 2 - Crack width guidelines for carbonation induced corrosion according to MC-SLD 
(2006) [3].

Surface Exposure Crack Crack width
(wk,cal)

Protective 
measure

Service life

- - - ≤ 0.3 mm Adequate 
concrete cover 

≥ 50 years
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Laboratory experiments of the influence of cracks on chloride ingress and corrosion are mainly 
performed on horizontal concrete surfaces with exposure from the top. A typical experimental 
set up is ponding of a crack with chloride solution from top [4]. When discussing the orientation 
of cracks, the orientation is only described with regard to the reinforcement, i.e. coincident 
cracks (parallel to reinforcement) and intersecting cracks (perpendicular to the reinforcement); 
but not with regard to the concrete surface [5].

Self-healing of cracks in concrete is highly dependent on the exposure condition and the 
presence of water is the most important factor [6]. The main mechanisms of self-healing seem to 
be of chemical nature. Chemical causes of self-healing of cracks exposed to water are e.g.
further hydration of unhydrated cement grains or the formation of calcium carbonate crystals on 
the crack surface. The formation of calcium carbonate on crack surfaces is examined in detail 
and considered the most important mechanism of autogenic self-healing in the presence of fresh 
water [7]. Formation of C-S-H phases, portlandite and ettringite was observed in cracks after 3 
month curing in water [8]. For cracked concrete exposed to seawater the formation of brucite 
(Mg(OH)2) or ettringite was also observed [9-11].

Only very few studies investigated the impact of surface and/or crack orientation on ingress. 
Most studies do not describe the exposure conditions in detail. Information on the surface 
orientation is typically lacking. According to the authors’ knowledge there are no data available 
on the impact of crack and surface orientation on self-healing of cracks. This paper presents 
observations from field studies on chloride ingress and self-healing in cracks with regard to 
surface orientation and crack orientation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials

Investigated Structures
Table 3 gives an overview of the investigated field structures. Figure 1 shows the location of the 
investigated field structures. The investigations covered three structures exposed to de-icing 
salts (Cecilie Bridge, Tåsen Tunnel and Moholt Bridge) and two marine exposed structures 
(DNV column and Hafrsfjord Bridge). The investigations on Cecilie (16 years old) and Moholt 
Bridge (25 years old) concentrated on shrinkage cracks in the edge beams. The exact exposure 
of the edge beams is not well documented. The investigated edge beams were adjacent to the 
pedestrian path which was not salted. However, the driving lane was regularly salted as part of 
winter maintenance. Salt could have been transported to the edge beams by wind and salt spray 
due to frequent traffic. Additionally, the bridges are only 1 and 2 kilometres away from 
Trondheim fjord which could lead to some airborne chloride exposure. Similarly, it was not 
possible to define the exact exposure of the concrete core received from Tåsen Tunnel (20 years
old). Inside the tunnel, no de-icing salts are used. However, the road where the tunnel is located 
is categorized in the highest priority class of winter maintenance in Norway, meaning regular 
use of de-icing salts. The distance between tunnel drive in and the location of the core was about 
1 km. Both the DNV column and the foundations of Hafrsfjord Bridge are exposed to tidal 
seawater for 33 and 50 years, respectively. The DNV column was reinforced with three 
concentric reinforcement cages, parts of which was coupled to a sacrificial anode for an 
unknown period [12]. It is our expectation that the impact on ingress has been limited due to a 
very low current, as no corrosion of the reinforcement cages was observed after removing all the 
concrete.
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Figure 2 illustrates the investigated structural parts showing the different orientation of the 
investigated concrete surfaces and the orientation of the investigated cracks.  The red circles 
indicate locations of coring. Concrete cores were taken from horizontal and vertical surfaces. 
The edge beam from Cecilie Bridge was the only completely horizontal surface of all 
investigated structural parts. The edge beam from Moholt Bridge had a slope of about 4 %. 
From Tåsen Tunnel, the DNV column and the foundation of Hafrsfjord Bridge, cores were taken 
on vertical surfaces. 

Table 3 - Overview over investigated structures [13]
Structure Cecilie

Bridge
Tåsen
Tunnel

Moholt
Bridge

DNV column Hafrsfjord 
Bridge

Type Beam (Box-
girder) 
bridge

Culvert Slab bridge Part time 
dynamically 
loaded column

Beam bridge 
(NIB)

Location Trondheim Oslo Trondheim Bergen Stavanger
Structural part Edge beam Tunnel wall Edge beam Column Foundation
Cracks Shrinkage Shrinkage Shrinkage Dynamic 

loading
Shrinkage, 
restraint

Cover (mm) 70 50 50 50 90
Concrete C55 N/A * C45 C60 B35
Cement N/A N/A N/A SP 30-4A N/A
Cement Type N/A N/A N/A CEM I N/A
Surface 
orientation

Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical Vertical

Crack 
orientation

Vertical Vertical Vertical Horizontal Vertical

Age (years) 16 20 25 33 50
Exposure De-icing 

salt
De-icing 
salt

De-icing 
salt

Tidal 
seawater

Tidal 
seawater

Climate Inland Inland Inland Marine Marine
* N/A: not available
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Figure 1 – Map of Norway showing the location of the investigated bridges, after [14]

Figure 2 - Illustration of the investigated structural parts showing the concrete surface and 
crack orientation. Locations were cores where taken are illustrated in red.
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While the Tåsen Tunnel and Hafrsfjord Bridge had vertical cracks, the DNV column had a crack 
with horizontal orientation. Except for the DNV column, it is expected that the investigated 
cracks are due to early drying shrinkage or thermal restraint. The investigated crack from the 
DNV column derives from dynamic loading [15]. None of the structures allowed cores to be 
taken from different surfaces or crack orientations.

Concrete Cores
For all structures it was tried to drill concrete cores through reinforcement with crack width 
above and below 0.3 mm [2]. Additionally, reference cores next to the cracks were taken when 
possible. Table 4 gives an overview of the drilled concrete cores from the investigated field 
structures. The approximate location of concrete cores is illustrated in Figure 2. 

For Cecilie Bridge and Tåsen Tunnel it was only possible to retrieve one (1) core for the 
investigation. The concrete cores from both structures were drilled on a surface crack with crack 
width 0.45 mm. Three (3) cores were drilled from Moholt Bridge, with no crack and surface 
crack widths of 0.2 and 0.55 mm. The crack mouth of the investigated cracks from the de-iced 
structures appeared open. 

From the DNV column six (6) concrete cores were drilled. Four (4) concrete cores were drilled 
on the horizontal crack in the tidal zone. Two (2) reference cores were drilled below the crack in 
the tidal zone. Core D_0aT was drilled only about 0.1 m below the crack while core D_0bT was 
drilled about 0.4 m below the crack. The crack was located close to the mean water level. The 
location of the mean water level at the DNV column is illustrated in Figure 2. The tidal changes 
in Bergen at the field station are about ± 0.8 m. The surface crack width on the cores varied 
between 0.15 to 0.50 mm. [16]

Six (6) concrete cores were taken from Hafrsfjord Bridge. Four (4) cores including a reference 
without crack were taken from the tidal zone. The mouth of the cracks in the tidal zone appeared 
sealed. The surface crack width was about 0.20 mm. Two (2) cores with cracks were taken in 
the splash zone. The surface crack width of these cores was 0.40 and 0.50 mm and the crack 
mouth appeared open. 
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Table 4 - Overview of the concrete cores taken from the different structures 
Structure Core id. Exposure Height 

above 
mean 
water 
level 
(m)

Surface 
crack 
width
(mm)

Crack 
depth
(mm)

Concrete 
cover 
(mm)

Crack 
mouth 
open/sealed

Cecilie
Bridge

C_0.45D* De-iced 0.45 70 (wc)** 70 Open

Tåsen
Tunnel

T_0.45D De-iced 0.45 50 (wc) 50 Open

Moholt
Bridge

M_0D
M_0.2D
M_0.55D

De-iced
De-iced
De-iced

0.00
0.20
0.55

40
70 (wc)

50
Open
Open

DNV 
column

D_0aT*
D_0bT
D_0.2aT
D_0.5T
D_0.15T
D_0.2bT

Tidal
Tidal
Tidal
Tidal
Tidal
Tidal

-0.1
-0.4
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1

0.00
0.00
0.20
0.50
0.15
0.20

150 (wc)
150 (wc)
150 (wc)
150 (wc)
150 (wc)

50

Sealed
Sealed
Sealed
Sealed

Hafrsfjord 
Bridge

H_0T
H_0.2aT
H_0.2bT
H_0.2cT
H_0.4S*
H_0.5S

Tidal
Tidal
Tidal
Tidal
Splash
Splash

0
0
0
0
+0.6
+0.6

0.00
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.40
0.50

100 (wc)
110 (wc)
120 (wc)
120 (wc)
110 (wc)

90
Sealed
Sealed
Sealed
Open
Open

* D: de-icing salts; T: tidal zone; S: splash zone
** wc : whole core
Italic = extracted with reinforcement

2.2 Methods

Surface crack width measurements were performed manually with a crack width ruler (accuracy 
± 0.05 mm) on the concrete surface before drilling of the concrete cores. The measurements 
were undertaken during spring or autumn at temperatures between 5 and 15°C. 

Concrete cores were drilled with a water-cooled concrete saw and tapped dry. After a fast visual 
inspection in the field, the cores were tightly packed in several layers of plastic. Before analysis 
and in between experiments, the cores were stored in plastic in a room with a temperature of 
5°C. 

The concrete cores were used for chloride profile grinding and µ-XRF elemental mapping. The 
concrete cores were cut into two halves with a water-cooled concrete saw and tapped dry with a 
moist cloth. Quantitative chloride profiles were taken from one of the halves of concrete cores 
not containing cracks. Profile grinding was done in 5 mm steps for the first 30 mm and 10 mm 
steps from 30-100 mm. Thin layers were ground inwards from the exposed surface. The chloride 
content of these layers was determined with potentiometric titration method. About 5 g of the 
concrete powder of each section was dissolved in 50 ml 80°C (1:19) HNO3 and filtrated after 1 
h. The chloride content in the resulting filtrated solution was determined by potentiometric 
titration with a Titrando 905 titrator from Metrohm. 0.01 M AgNO3 was used as titrant. [17]
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Concrete cores taken with and without cracks were analysed with micro X-Ray fluorescence (µ-
XRF) without further preparation [18] Elemental maps were obtained on a M4 Tornado from 
Bruker. The instrument operates with a Ag X-Ray source and two silicon drift detectors 
simultaneously for fast analysis. A collimator focuses the X-ray beam to a spot size of about 25 
µm. Elemental maps were acquired with 50 kV accelerating voltage and 600 µA tube current. A 
distance of 60 µm between each measuring point and a speed of 1 ms/pixel were chosen for 
qualitative maps. For each map, the signal detected as counts per second (cps) is normalized to 
100 %. The brightest areas represent the highest measured cps. All maps are normalized 
individually and colour codes should not be compared directly.

Carbonation depth was characterized by spraying the freshly cut concrete surface with 
thymolphthalein indicator. After cutting, the concrete surface was dried with paper prior to 
spraying with the indicator solution. The thymolphthalein solution was prepared by dissolving 
1 g of the indicator (powder, grade “ACS, Reag. Ph Eur” (VWR)) in a mix of 30 ml of deionized 
water and 70 ml of ethanol [19]. Thymolphthalein gives a colour change in the pH range of 9 to 
10.5 Above this range, the colour of thymolphthalein gets bluish while, below it, 
thymolphthalein becomes colourless.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the results and discussion chapter the expression “self-healing of cracks” will be used in cases 
where a precipitation of new phases was observed inside the crack. However, neither 
mechanical nor ingress tests were performed to verify if the investigated cracks actually were 
self-healed or self-sealed, respectively.  

3.1 De-iced Structures

Figure 3 shows the µ-XRF chlorine maps of concrete cores taken from Cecilie Bridge, Tåsen 
Tunnel and Moholt Bridge. The surface crack width of the cracks was 0.45 mm for Cecilie 
Bridge and Tåsen Tunnel and 0.55 mm for Moholt Bridge. Figure 3 (left) shows the chloride 
ingress in the cracked concrete core from Cecilie Bridge. An even chloride ingress over the 
whole width of the concrete core is visible within the first 10 mm. Besides that, chloride ingress 
is visible along the crack. Chloride ingress from the crack surface into the concrete was 
observed over the full length of the core, i.e. 100 mm. In contrast to this, the concrete cores from 
Tåsen Tunnel (Figure 3 middle) and Moholt Bridge (Figure 3 right) did not show an impact of 
the crack on the chloride ingress. 

In the core from Tåsen Tunnel, somewhat higher chlorine intensities were observed around the 
steel-concrete interface compared to the bulk of the concrete. A possible explanation could be 
micro-cracking in the steel-concrete interface facilitating the accumulation of chloride. The 
surface crack width was similar in the core from Cecilie Bridge and Tåsen Tunnel. However, the 
core from Cecilie Bridge was taken from a horizontal surface, while a crack from a vertical 
surface was investigated in Tåsen Tunnel. The time of direct exposure is generally longer on a 
horizontal surface, which can explain the higher ingress into the crack observed in Cecilie 
Bridge. 

In the core from the Moholt Bridge, there seems to be a very low level of chloride ingress in the 
concrete surface. The measured intensities in the surface near region are not much higher than in 
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the bulk of the concrete i.e. almost disappearing in the background noise. The investigated edge 
beam from Moholt Bridge is similar to the edge beam investigated on Cecilie Bridge, except for 
the slope. Both bridges are categorized in the same winter maintenance class and the wind 
exposure is similar. However, compared to Cecilie Bridge the edge beam of Moholt Bridge is 
not completely horizontal but had a slope of 4%. 

In cores drilled above reinforcement from Moholt Bridge and Tåsen Tunnel general corrosion 
was found on the surface of the steel in contact with carbonated concrete. However, the extent 
of corrosion was limited. Carbonation in cracks was observed in all cores taken from de-iced 
structures regardless of the surface crack width. Figure 4 shows the corrosion imprint in the 
steel-concrete interface, general corrosion on the reinforcement and the carbonation of the crack 
surface from the concrete core taken from Moholt Bridge. The example shown is from the 
concrete core with limited chloride ingress presented in Figure 3 (right).

Figure 3 - µ-XRF chlorine maps of concrete cores from de-iced structures. Left: Core C_0.45D 
from the Cecilie Bridge; Middle: Core T_0.45D from the Tåsen Tunnel; Right: Core M_0.55D 
from the Moholt Bridge. The orientation of the cores represents the surface orientation in the 
field. R = reinforcement

Figure 4 - Concrete core M_0.55D from the Moholt Bridge. Left: Cut concrete core; Middle: 
Carbonated crack surface and steel-concrete interface of the corroded rebar Right: General 
corrosion on the upper surface of the reinforcement and corrosion imprint in the steel-concrete 
interface for the reinforcement beneath the crack. 
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3.2 Marine Structures

For the marine exposed structures, quantitative chloride profiles of reference cores without crack 
were taken. µ-XRF mapping was performed on concrete cores with and without cracks. Figure 5 
shows the chloride profiles of a core from the 33-year-old DNV column (D_0aT) and the 50-
year-old Hafrsfjord Bridge (H_0T). The chloride profiles look similar with about 0.6 % Cl by 
weight of concrete in the outer 10 mm of the concrete cores. 

Figure 5 - Quantitative chloride profiles of cores H_0T and D_0aT from Hafrsfjord Bridge and 
the DNV column, respectively. Both cores were without crack and from the tidal zone.

Figure 6 shows the chlorine, magnesium and sulphur maps of four concrete cores from the DNV 
column. The first core to the left is the reference core with no crack. All four concrete cores 
show an even chloride ingress from the concrete surfaces. Compared to the reference core there 
is no apparent deeper chloride ingress in the cracked cores. In the crack of core D_0.5T, 
magnesium is visible within the first 20 mm. In cores D_0.15T and D_0.2T, the cracks are 
difficult to see due their small size and the extensive self-healing observed in these cracks. 
Magnesium and calcium rich products were found in all cracks, which is typical for self-healing 
of concrete exposed to seawater [9, 11]. Right after cutting and after cleaning the reinforcement 
with acid, no corrosion was observed. During storage, corrosion developed on the cut steel 
surfaces in the concrete cores. Corrosion was especially observed on the outer reinforcement, 
which can be explained by a higher chloride content in this area. Further details on the 
investigations performed on the DNV column are given in [14].
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Figure 6 - Chlorine, magnesium and sulphur maps from cores from the DNV column. Left: Core 
D_0aT without crack from the tidal zone; Middle left: Core D_0.5T, surface crack width 0.5 
mm; Middle right: Core D_0.15, surface crack width 0.15 mm; Right: Core D_0.2, surface 
crack width 0.2 mm. The cracked concrete cores were located about 0.2 m higher than the 
reference concrete core without crack. The indicated cracks are partly healed.

Figure 7 shows the chlorine, magnesium and sulphur maps of four concrete cores from 
Hafrsfjord Bridge from the tidal and splash zone. The first core to the left is the reference core 
with no crack. In the field, it was observed that the crack mouth was sealed in the tidal zone. 
The same cracks but higher up (splash zone) had an open crack mouth. When the concrete cores 
were extracted, the crack surfaces did not show signs of self-healing, independently of exposure. 
Most cores fell apart along the crack surface and had to be taped together for µ-XRF analysis. 
The cracks of the concrete cores shown in Figure 7 appear therefore larger than the original size. 
The sealing of the crack mouths in the tidal zone might be explained by leaching from the 
cement paste followed by precipitation. Although, no self-healing was observed, magnesium 
precipitation on the crack surfaces was detected with µ-XRF in all cores. Furthermore, ingress 
of sulphate through the cracks is clearly visible from the sulphate maps. While magnesium 
seems to precipitate on the crack surfaces, sulphur appears to diffuse into the concrete. 
Magnesium and sulphate were detected as deep as 100 mm in core H_0.4S. The very light spots 
in the sulphur maps are pores, and are also visible in the calcium mapping. This could be 
explained by potential precipitation of gypsum on the pore walls. Despite, the clear ingress of 
seawater in to the cracks, an impact of the cracks on chloride ingress was not detectable. 
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Figure 7 - Chlorine, magnesium and sulphur maps from cores from the Hafrsfjord Bridge. Left:
Core H_0T without crack from the tidal zone; Middle left: Core H_0.2aT, surface crack width 
0.2 mm, from the tidal zone at the same height as core H_0T; Middle right: Core H_0.5S, 
surface crack width 0.5 mm from the splash zone; Right: Core H_0.4S, surface crack width 0.4 
mm, from the splash zone.
Two cores from Hafrsfjord Bridge (H_0T and H_0.5S) were drilled through reinforcement, one 
off crack and one on crack. Both the uncracked reference core (H_0T) and the cracked core 
(H_0.5S) did not show signs of reinforcement corrosion. Compared to the other investigated 
structures, the cover depth at the foundations of Hafrsfjord Bridge was higher with about 90 
mm. 

As mentioned before, magnesium precipitation was observed inside cracks for both, the DNV 
column and Hafrsfjord Bridge. However, self-healing was only observed in cores taken from the 
DNV column. Figure 8 shows a close up picture of the crack in core H_0.2aT from Hafrsfjord 
Bridge and core D_0.5T from the DNV column. In core H_0.2aT we can see an open crack with 
some precipitation on the crack surface. In core D_0.5T we can see a layer of products closing 
the crack. In both cases, the phases were rich in calcium and magnesium. 
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Figure 8 - Left: Open, not self-healed crack of core H_0.2aT from the Hafrsfjord Bridge; Right: 
Closed, self-healed crack of core D_0.5T from the DNV column. 

3.3 Influence of concrete surface and crack orientation on ingress and self-healing

Table 5 gives a summary of the obtained results with regard to chloride ingress, carbonation, 
self-healing and corrosion.

Table 5 - Summary of results on chloride ingress and carbonation along cracks and self-healing 
of the analysed concrete cores from the different structures. 
Structure Concrete 

surface
Surface 
crack 
width 
(mm)

Crack 
orientation

Impact of 
crack on 
chloride 
ingress

Carbonation
in cracks

Self-
healing

Impact of 
crack on 
corrosion

Cecilie
Bridge

Horiz. 0.45 Vertical Yes Yes No N/A

Tåsen
Tunnel

Vert. 0.45 Vertical No Yes No N/A

Moholt
Bridge

Horiz. 0.0
0.2
0.45

Vertical
No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No Yes

DNV Field 
Station

Vert. 0.0
0.2
0.5

Horizontal
No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No - CP
No - CP
No - CP

Hafrsfjord 
Bridge

Vert. 0.0
0.2
0.45

vertical
No
No

No
No

No
No

N/A
No

N/A = not available
CP = potentially cathodic protected via sacrificial anodes

Carbonation of cracks was observed on all the de-iced structures regardless of the surface 
orientation, and carbonation induced corrosion was observed on the reinforcement surface 
extracted with cores from the de-iced structures. A clear impact of a crack on chloride ingress 
was only observed for the completely horizontal surface (Cecilie Bridge). 

Ingress of seawater in the cracks was observed in magnesium and sulphur mappings; however, a 
potential impact of cracks on chloride ingress was not detectable. The horizontal crack on the 
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marine exposed DNV column seem to favour self-healing, and complete self-healing of cracks 
was only observed in the cores taken from the DNV column. In contrast, the vertical crack on 
the Hafrsfjord Bridge was not self-healed. This might be explained by a horizontal crack being 
wet for longer time, as seawater might stay longer inside the crack after it is filled. In a vertical 
crack the water can move more freely out of the crack. 

Figure 9 illustrates the observed long-term influence of concrete surface and crack orientation 
on ingress in cracks. A crack on a horizontal top surface (1) appears to represent the most severe 
condition with regard to ingress. This supports the guidelines given in the fib model code for 
service life design (MC-SLD) [3]. A crack on a vertical surface is less severe. The potential for 
self-healing of a crack in marine exposure seems to be facilitated with a horizontal crack, i.e. 
vertical cracks (2) appears more severe than horizontal cracks (3).

Figure 9 - Illustration of the observed long-term influence of concrete surface and crack 
orientation on ingress in cracks.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This research presents preliminary results from a limited amount of samples. However, there are 
some indications on the influence of exposure and orientation of surface and cracks on ingress 
and self-healing as listed below.

• On de-iced structures, chloride ingress in cracks was only observed on a completely 
horizontal surface. This supports the guidelines in MC-SLD describing horizontal 
surfaces with exposure from top as the most severe condition [3].

• Complete carbonation of crack surfaces was observed on all three structures exposed to 
de-icing salts regardless of surface crack width and surface orientation.

• On the two marine exposed structures, ingress of magnesium and sulphur from seawater 
was observed. Magnesium was precipitated inside the crack, while sulphur diffused from 
the crack surfaces into the concrete. The impact of cracks on chloride ingress was 
unclear. 

• Complete self-healing of cracks was only observed for a horizontal crack on a vertical 
surface exposed to the marine tidal zone.  
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ABSTRACT
The second largest cause of lung cancer is related to radon (222Rn) and its progenies in our 
environment. Building materials, such as concrete, contribute to the production of radon gas 
through the natural decay of 238U from its constituents. The Swedish Cement and Concrete 
Research Institute (CBI) has examined three concrete recipes where only an additive as well as 
fly ash were added as single constituents to a reference recipe and compared to a reference 
concrete. The inputs of an additive as well as a supplementary cementitious material (fly ash) 
were made as a mean to investigate their potential influence on the radon exhalation rates of the 
concrete. Measurements were performed with an ATMOS 33 ionizing pulsation chamber for at 
least five different occasions for each recipe during a 22 month period. The results indicate a 
reduction of the exhalation rate by approximately 30-35 % for each altered recipe. This means
roughly 1.5-2 mSv per year decrease in effective dose to a human using an additive or a
supplementary cementitious material such as fly ash in relation to the investigated standard 
concrete.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Ionizing radiation and health

The second largest cause of lung cancer is ionizing radiation generated by radon and its 
progenies [1]. The EU legislation, its Construction Products Regulations [2] and the EU´s Basic 
Safety Standards (BSS) directive [3] currently put a strong focus on ionizing radiation of 
building materials and safety for the public. In 2018 the implementation of the current BSS 
should be fulfilled in the European countries´ national legislation. From a national standpoint the 
increase in environmental awareness is noticed by adequate procurements involving legal
certification documents in the building process relating to environmental issues for public health.
The world health organization (WHO) also recommends a maximum radon level of 100 Bq/m3

due to large inter-pooling studies by Darby et al. [4] showing a clear link with increased 
mortality due to increase of radon in households.

Radon being a noble gas in the transformation chain of 238U was thoroughly monitored as an
environmental risk to habitants in Swedish households in the 1980´s [5]. A large part of the 
Swedish building stock is composed by concrete. However, in response to environmental goals 
by the national authorities the increased use of crushed bedrock instead of glaciofluvial 
sediments may in part increase the risks. The 238U and 232Th content in the crushed bedrock is 
higher than in natural glacofluvial material. According to Jelinek and Eliasson [6] glaciofluvial 
materials, especially sands, have lower thorium and uranium levels compared to equivalent 
bedrock that has not been physically or chemically broken down. This is due to leaching through 
percolation of water and natural sorting processes that “flushes” the radioactive isotopes out 
from the coarser fractions, whilst they are enriched in the finer particle size fractions (clay and 
silt) [6]. 

Stranden [7] presented in experiments that the important parameters of radon exhalation of 
building materials primarily are; permeability, porosity, moisture, pressure gradient and 
temperature of the material. Since the temperature and pressure gradient are factors that have 
been set equal in this study, permeability of the material and its porosity and moisture content are 
the remaining key parameters. 

The permeability is in part related to the porosity of the material [7, 8, 9, and 10]. Using Fick´s 
first law of mass transfer, a diffuse flow through a material under a steady state condition of a 
radon source concentration, can be determined. The porosity could be related to diffusion 
through a material [9] according to

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷/𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (1)

where, D is the diffusion coefficient (m2/s) and De, the effective diffusion coefficient (m2/s). The 
effective diffusion coefficient relates to the air voids in the system, while the diffusion 
coefficient relates to the areal cross section of the (bulk) material investigated. 
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The radon diffusion coefficients can be expressed as the diffusion length L (m) as to give a 
measure of how much radon that are exhaled before 50 % of the radon is decayed. Using the 
radon decay constant l (s-1), the diffusion relates to the radon diffusion length according to

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = �𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷/𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 (2)

The relative humidity (RH) or moisture content within the concrete is also a key ingredient in the 
transport mechanism of radon [7, 11]. Particularly, it is interesting how this impact reflects upon 
the exhalation rate of radon during hydration. The influence of relative humidity and moisture 
content of concrete on the radon exhalation rate was examined and modelled by Cozmuta et al. 
[11] for a concrete receipt with a w/c-ratio of 0.38. Figure 1 presents the modelled curve of 
exhalation of radon as a function of relative humidity within the concrete.

Figure 1 – The modelled curve demonstrates the very low radon exhalation rate at 100 to 90 % in 
relative humidity, meaning, very little radon escapes from the concrete surface, when the concrete is 
saturated (high moisture content). Based on [11].

Accordingly, an additive, that repels water droplets (hinders free transport –clogging the pores)
from the concrete surface, may also have a direct effect of the permeability or diffusion rate 
within the concrete [8].

Measures to reduce radon in building materials have only been studied to a minor extent.
Chauhan & Kumar [9] showed the potentials of reducing the radon gas exhalation rates from 
concrete using rice husk. Also Yu et al. [12] and Taylor-Lange et al. [13] demonstrated the 
possible measures of reducing the exhalation rate of radon gas from different concrete surfaces 
using supplementary cementitious materials, such as fly ash or metakaolin. 

In this research a comparison of (i) a reference concrete, (ii) a reference concrete with an 
addition of a liquid additive (hydrophobant) as well as, (iii) a concrete with a supplementary 
cementitious material (SCM) added (fly ash) are made. The corrosion inhibitor and 
hydrophobant, X1002 Hycrete, is directly added to the water in the concrete recipe. The fly ash 
used is a class N – fly ash originating from E-mineral in Denmark. 
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Radon exhalation rate and radon gas measurements

The principle makes use of a “closed system with a radon source enclosed”. As radon from the 
concrete product builds up within a sealed aluminum container a measure of the radon exhalation 
rate could be calculated for the first 24 hours. The codes adopted are defined in ISO Standard 
11665-7 [14]. 

The radon gas exhalation rate E (Bq/m2h) is calculated knowing the initial conditions of the 
radon gas concentration in the “closed system” and within this project the linear regression 
model has been applied. The equation for the linear regression model [14] can be described as:

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = {(C−Co)× 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉}
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(3)

where: E = exhalation of radon gas (Bq/m2h), C = concentration of radon gas measured by the 
radon gas monitor (Bq/m3), C0 = background concentration of radon gas at initiation (Bq/m3), t =
time of duration (h), A = effective surface area of the sample (m2), V = volume of the container 
including hoses. 

The Swedish Cement and Concrete Research Institute uses an ATMOS 33 (Figure 2), which is 
calibrated at a yearly basis at the Swedish Radiation and Safety Authority (in Swed. 
Strålsäkerhetsmyndigheten). The instrument is calibrated to a predefined level of 200 Bq/m3. A 
correction factor (F-factor) of 1.04 has been applied for all measurements.

The instrument uses an ionizing pulsation chamber, that measures the alpha decay of 218Po. The 
decay of 218Po has a distinct electric charge of 6 keV that could be counted and converted to 
222Rn knowing the decay rates of 222Rn and 218Po. Thus, the instrument displays the “radon level”
in Bq/m3 in its display and numerical mean values are recorded and stored every 10 minutes. 
Consequently, a 24 hour recorded series always contains 144 mean values used for the regression 
analysis. The model neglects any back diffusion of the concrete [14]. To ensure good linearity 
during the first 24 hours of the measurement a large volume of air in relation to the exhalation 
area of the concrete is used.

Calculation of radon gas in indoor air within a room is according to guidelines in the Swedish 
legislation, Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning [15] and their references 
to Åkerblom & Clavensjö [16]. Knowing the exhalation rate (E) of the construction material a 
finalized calculation of the radon gas level within a room can be completed. The calculated 
radon gas level (concentration in Bq/kg) within a room can be described as:

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1
(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆+𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)  𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
(4)

where, Cm = radon level, concentration (Bq/m3) in the room, 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 = radon decay constant, n =
circulations of air/hour, E = exhalation rate of radon gas (Bq/m2h), A = surface of exhalation 
within the room (m2) and V = volume of the room (m3). 
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Figure 2 – The Atmos 33 (Atmos 12DPX) connected to the aluminum container. The hoses and 
connectors used are intended for high pressure gas flow (welding equipment). They are used as to ensure 
no leakage. The sealing of the containers is made with a butyl-aluminum tape that has been tested to 
ensure no leakage of radon. 

2.2 Assessments

Concrete recipes
The concrete recipes contained identical constituents (aggregates, cement, water) where the only 
difference was (i) a contribution of an additive (Hycrete) to one recipe and, (ii) substitution of 
some Portland cement by fly ash (10 % wt. of binder content) to one of the concrete recipes. 

Identical concrete cubes (150 × 150 × 150 mm) were cast and after demolding the cubes were
cured in a water bath for one week. The cast cubes were thereafter stored in a conditioning room 
at 23°C and 50 % RH between all measurements. The measurements were conducted during a 22
month period encompassing five or six separate measurements for each concrete recipe. 

A standard CEM II/A-LL 42.5 R (Portland clinker cement with a portion of 6-20 % limestone 
and rapid hardening properties) from the Skövde cement factory was used as binder. The 
component of air was set to approximately 1 %. A cement-content of 350 kg/m3 was applied. 
The fly ash used originates from E-mineral (Denmark) and is categorized as B4 with fineness 
“N”. The efficiency factor, defined as k-value, was set to 1. 
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The recipe using an additive followed the recommendations of the manufacturer. The portion 
used was the recommended maximum dose of ~3 % (vol.) of the water content. Table 1 presents 
the recipes and proportions used.

Table 1 – Recipes and proportions (in kg/m3 and weight %) of the different constituents in the assessed 
concrete specimens.  

Constituents Standard recipe Standard recipe + 
additive

Standard recipe + 
fly ash

kg/m3 Weight 
(%)

kg/m3 Weight 
(%)

kg/m3 Weight 
(%)

Cement, CEM II 350 15.4 350 15.3 315 11.8

Crushed 
aggregate, 0/8 

(75 wt %)
1276.7 55.6 1277.7 56.0 1269.1 55.9

Crushed 
aggregate 8/16 

(25 wt %)
425.6 18.7 425.9 18.7 423.0 15.8

Water 227.5 10.0 227.5 10.0 227.5 10.0

Air 0.01 (~1.5%) 0.01 0.01 (~1.5%) 0.01 0.01 (~1.5%) 0.01

Fly Ash - class 
N 35 1.3

Superplasticizer1

(sikament 56) ~0.7 0.2 ~0.7 0.2 ~0.7 0.2

Additive1,
Hycrete X1002 - 10.5 2 -

Total 2280.1 2281.4 2269.9

w/c ratio 0.65 0.65 0.65
1 The additives sikament 56 and Hycrete X1002 are presented as “%” of cement binder weight.

Relative Humidity
Measurements were made using equipment from Vaisala Oy named Vaisala HM44. The 
equipment uses the variation in electric potential in the air due to the actual moisture content 
within the air (difference in conductivity) at a steady state temperature. A calibration kit, 
designed HMK 15 aided as to ensure limited drifting of the probes. The salts, LiCl and K2SO4,

were chosen as to encompass the full span of relative humidity (11 to 98 % in RH at 
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approximately 20°C). Using calibration tables from Greenspan [17] an uncertainty less than 1.5
% was calculated for the probes before the first measurements were initiated. 

The procedure to assess the relative humidity within the concrete could be defined as (i) a hole of
15 mm in diameter and 50 mm depth was drilled in each concrete cube 10 days after casting, (ii) 
black plastic tubes (hollow inside) were inserted into the drilled holes, (iii) a sealing epoxy were 
added between outside of plastic tubes and the concrete to ensure no leakage of air.

The measurements were conducted by inserting the probe inside the plastic tube and sealing it 
with a rubber gasket at the top (Figure 3). The probes were fixed in place for at least two days 
before the measurements were commenced according to recommendations [18]. The first 
measurements were made approximately two weeks after the concrete specimens were cast. 

A supplementary control task was also conducted. The concrete specimens were also weighed 
within one day after measurement of their respective readings of the RH (Figures 4 and 5). This 
was conducted as to ensure that the measured relative humidity of the concrete specimens 
provided reasonably reliable values.  

Figure 3 – Two of the three investigated concrete cubes (150 X 150 X 150 mm) sealed with aluminum 
tape on each side except the top. The figure also shows the plastic tubes on top as to measure the relative 
humidity. The current reading is 88.6 % in relative humidity using probe 7 at 23.9°C for the recipe 
containing an additive.
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Figure 4 – The investigated concrete cubes resting on a carriage before measurement of their respective 
weight. 

Figure 5 – Measurement of weight for one of the cast cubes. The same calibrated scalar from Mettler-
Toledo was used for each weight measurement. 
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3. RESULTS

Figure 6 presents the measured radon exhalation rate of the three concrete recipes investigated as 
a function of time. The included error bars (±5 %) originate from repetition measurements
performed by Döse et al. [19] for similar recipes with the same w/c-ratio. The relative humidity 
as a function of time for each concrete cube investigated is also shown in Figure 7. A slight 
difference in their relative humidity could be observed after 22 months. 

A distinct difference in exhalation rate between a standard recipe and a recipe using an additive
or SCM is in general evident. An overall gross reduction of ~30-35 % in the exhalation rate 
(Bq/m2h) using an additive or SCM could be estimated for RH lower than 85-80 % (Figure 8)

But, the results of each concrete recipe are jittery and far from linear, particularly for readings 
were the relative humidity is high (>80-85 % RH). However, in each measurement series a fairly 
low initial radon exhalation value is followed by a maximum. This is clearly evident in Figure 8
where the radon exhalation rate of the three concrete recipes investigated is presented as a 
function of the relative humidity. 

 
Figure 6 – The radon exhalation rate as a function of time (date) of the concrete recipe investigated. 
The error bars are ± 5 % [19]. 
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Figure 7 – The relative humidity as a function of time (date) for each concrete sample 
investigated.  

Figure 8 – The radon exhalation rate as a function of RH of the concrete samples investigated.
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Control measurements of the concrete cubes’ masses were performed throughout the study. In 
Table 2, the measured initial length of the sides of the cubes, their initial and final masses and 
calculated volumes and densities are tabulated. 

Table 2 – The initial and final mass, length of the cast cubes and their respective volume and 
density. 

Recipe Mass, 
initial

Mass, 
final

Mass, loss Length of sides of cubes Volume Density

A B C

(kg) (kg) (kg) (m) (m3) (kg/m3)

Fly Ash 7.368 7.238 0.130 0.150 0.150 0.149 0.0033 2201

Standard 8.016 7.911 0.105 0.149 0.151 0.151 0.0034 2378

Hycrete 8.010 7.902 0.108 0.150 0.151 0.151 0.0034 2340

Noticeably, the density of the concrete recipe containing fly ash is markedly lower than the 
densities of the other two recipes (Table 2). The other recipes also have slightly higher densities 
than designed. It is also apparent that the loss of water (mass) seemingly is greater for the recipe 
containing fly ash. In Figure 9 the density correction as the mass decrease during hydration for 
each recipe is shown. In Figure 10 the mass as a function of the relative humidity is presented. 
Using a polynomial function of 2nd order a strong r2-value can be demonstrated.

Figure 9 – The density of the concrete cubes as a function of the relative humidity for the three 
concrete cubes investigated.
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Figure 10 – The mass of the concrete cubes as a function of the relative humidity for the three concrete 
cubes investigated.

Figures 6 and 8 give an indication of a strong variation of the exhalation rate, especially the 
concrete recipe containing fly ash, at RH values > 85%. Seemingly a more reliable estimate of 
the mean radon exhalation rate could be achieved at RH values < 85-80 %. In Table 3, the 
exhalation rates for each concrete recipe and their ratios (difference) in percent (%) in relation to 
the standard recipe are presented. 

Table 3 – The exhalation rates of the different concrete recipes and their ratios in relation to the standard 
recipe.

Date

RH-
Standard 

recipe 
(RH)

Radon 
exhalation -

Standard 
(Bqh/m2)

Radon 
exhalation -

Fly ash 
(Bqh/m2)

Radon 
exhalation -

Hycrete 
(Bqh/m2)

Difference in 
radon 

exhalation 
rate (%) - Fly 
ash/ Standard

Difference in 
radon 

exhalation rate 
(%) - Hycrete/ 

Standard

2016-03-101 95.1 35 34 28 0.98 0.79

2016-04-061 87.8 45 48 28 1.08 0.63

2016-05-301 82.3 45 30 36 0.67 0.80

2016-09-202 77.1 46 31 29 0.67 0.63

2017-02-221 71.2 43 - 27 - 0.63

2017-11-221 63.2 42 30 32 0.71 0.76

1Measurements of each recipe performed ± one week .2.Measurements of each recipe performed ± two 
weeks.
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4. DISCUSSION

The irregular pattern of radon exhalation rates displayed during the hydration process of in 
particular the recipe containing fly ash and in part the recipe containing a bulk additive (liquid) 
may have a sound explanation. For all recipes the initial (first) values measured had an RH in the 
interval 90-96 %. This is of interest in relation to the study made by Cozmuta et al. [11] where 
the exhalation rate for values in the range of 100-90 % in RH were modelled to be very low to 
moderate. This phenomenon is due to radon gas almost not being permeable in a water filled 
pore structure [11, 12] compared to air filled voids. The maximum levels of radon exhalation 
according to their study [11] were also in the range of an RH of 85-80 %. This seemingly 
corresponds satisfactorily to the current study. The reference concrete (Figure 7), in part, 
manifests their modelled behavior of the exhalation rate at different RH. 

The difference in densities between the recipes could not be pleasingly explained. The standard 
recipe as well as the recipe containing fly ash deviates more than expected. The higher degree of 
evaporation of water (Table 2) of the fly ash recipe, however, may imply an added excess of 
water compared to the designed recipe that may in part explain the low w/c ratio. The difference 
in the measured densities between the standard recipe and the fly ash accounts for ~7 % wt. 
Radon exhalation is influenced by the density of a material and a material’s density is 
proportional to the energy quantity “stopping power” [20], that could be defined as, 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (5)

where S = stopping power (Mev/cm), dE is energy loss per traveled distance and dx is traveled 
distance
However, it is beyond the scope of this article to further elaborate on the density influence, but 
for concretes with a rather small difference between densities, the influence upon exhalation rate 
is considered negligible. For a deeper understanding the reader is advised to Isaksson & Rääf
[21]. But, in short, an increased density yields a higher stopping power (MeV/cm) within a 
material (concrete), resulting in less radon being able to escape to the surface of a material. 
Consequently, if densities were set equal (as they were supposed to), the resulting radon 
exhalation difference between the investigated recipes would be even larger, than presented 
within this study. Significantly, and in view of the results, it could be seen that parameters, such 
as a materials permeability and porosity, hence have a much more substantial impact then the 
density difference observed between the concrete recipes.

The strong fluctuations of the radon exhalation rate at specifically, higher RH-values, are likely 
due to high initial porosities and loose pore structure of the concrete specimens in their initial 
stages of hydration. This favors a high transport rate [12]. This hypothesis is clearly 
demonstrated by Zhuqing & Guang [22], who through tests on cement pastes compared 
reference cement with admixtures containing fly ash during a two year period. This should be 
emphasized, especially for the binder mix containing fly ash (SCM), where the puzzolanic effect 
needs to initiate before a more consistent pore structure of the concrete is defined. This may 
explain the initial high values of the radon exhalation rate of the recipe containing fly ash. 

De Jong [8] reported that an addition of fly ash in general reduces the general pore size, which is 
consistent with findings by Zhuqing & Guang [22], where the relative critical pore size of 
cement paste blended with fly ash is smaller than for reference cement paste after 90 days of 
curing and onwards. Setina et al. [23] reported similar conclusions where the use of micro silica 
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as a SCM reduced the total pore volume and also an overall smaller pore size compared to a 
reference concrete. Based on a series of experiments, also Keller et al. [24] reported that the use 
of fly ash gives a more dense concrete (better degree of compaction) and that the reduced pore 
size reduced the overall permeability of the concrete specimens. A decrease of the average pore 
size reduces the inter-connectivity between the pores and the permeability as a result. The 
current study seemingly supports this concept. 

It is also the authors’ belief that the rather small differences (in kg) in the input of aggregates 
between the concrete recipes should not have any remarkable influence upon the radon 
exhalation rate. Nor the substitutions of some fly ash instead of Portland cement. Even though 
the largest contribution of radium-226 and consequently radon resides from the aggregates, the 
minor difference between the recipes would not generate any significant change in the overall 
uranium (parent atom of radon production) content of the concrete cubes cast.

The liquid additive, Hycrete X1002, is a bulk additive that contains alkali-metal ions (sodium or 
potassium) in combination with carboxylic acid groups and polysiloxane constituents [25]. The 
product is protected by several US-patents [26-31]. Then general concept of bonding of a silane 
or polysiloxane to the concrete surface is in text and figures eminently explained by Selander in 
his doctoral thesis [32]. The initial key is to create a covalent bond of an inorganic substance to 
an organic. In brief, the hycrete bulk additive is added to the water, initiating a three stage 
process; (i) hydrolysis, followed by (ii) condensation and (iii) bonding [33]. In this process the
alkoxy groups of the polysiloxanes generate a thin film (hydrophobic film) [33] that will swiftly 
bond to the cement, calcium-silicate hydrates (C-S-H) or aggregate surfaces. The carboxyl acid 
group (R–COOH) is strongly attracted to calcium at any surface, and the polymer (hydrophobic 
part) will subsequently position itself in close proximity to the surface [34]. This bonding with 
cement, or C-S-H or aggregate leads in turn to a reduced free transport of water and reduced 
breathability [33, 34] and hence also a reduced water absorption [34, 35]. The “hydrophobic 
film” acts in part as an impermeable layer [33]. This is caused by the large differences in surface 
tension of water and silicones (72 mN × m-1 and 22 mN × m-1, respectively) and thus water 
cannot penetrate the film easily. However, as mentioned, the pore structure is still open, but with 
a lower diffusion coefficient [33]. 

V. Spaeth et al. [35] showed in experiments that this immediate contribution of a bulk additive as 
a result also delays the hydration of the C-S-H linkage. Selander et al. [34] demonstrated in a 
study with shotcrete the effect of adding a hydrophic additive. The capillary absorption of the 
tested hydrophobic specimen with a w/c ratio of 0.55 was reduced by 85 % in relation to the 
reference concrete. Consequently, it is likely that the use of a hydrophobic product strongly 
reduces the diffusion length L of radon and less radon is able to reach the surface per unit time. 
As earlier described the diffusion length will consequently be much lower, indicating that only a 
part of the radon contained within the concrete cubes is able to reach the surface before it decays. 
In some recent experiments by Chauhan and Kumar [36], a concrete series using ordinary 
Portland cement with a w/c ratio of 0.45, and containing different additions of micro silica 
showed an interval of 0,02-0,13 m in radon diffusion length [36]. Meaning, most of the radon
within the investigated cubes of this study would have been expected to contribute to the radon 
exhalation at the surface. 

Though, the primary intent of the study was to investigate, whereas any differences could be 
observed in radon exhalation rate of three different concrete recipes, the study was not 
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thoroughly prepared. The lack of more study material (several concrete cubes of each recipe) in 
part hindered further examination of the diffusion rates of the concrete recipes or control 
measurements of the compressive strength of each material.

Secondly, since only one concrete cube of each recipe was studied, this statistically causes a 
relatively large uncertainty. Thus, further testing is emphasized and should be carried out before 
any definitive conclusions can be drawn. Nevertheless, a distinct trend in exhalation rate between 
the different recipes is noticeable for concrete specimens with a RH < 80-85 %. 

Finally, the measurements depth for the RH may be addressed. The readings were made 50 mm 
into the concrete samples. This of course, does not reflect the relativity humidity on the top 
surface, nor the core of the concrete cubes. The depth was chosen to be at least 50 mm into the 
concrete, to ensure reliable readings. Most certainly, the surface of the concrete will display 
slightly lower RH-values. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the current study it has been demonstrated a reduction of ~30-35 % of radon gas exhalation 
rate from concrete specimens using a liquid additive (Hycrete, X1002) or a SCM (fly ash) at 
relative humidity’s <80-85 %. The use of SCM as a binder, also serves a mean to lower the 
overall use of Portland cement worldwide. This at the end generates a positive impact from an 
environmental aspect. 

The effect of using a liquid additive or a SCM-material may have a strong impact on the radon 
gas exhalation rate of concrete and consequently the radon gas level within a room. Chauhan & 
Kumar [9, 36] demonstrated a similar effect using an alternative material such as rice husk and 
micro silica in different concrete recipes.

The reduction of radon exhalation rates also reduces the effective dose received by human 
beings. Using guidelines of ICRP [37], the reduction is equivalent to ~1.5-2 mSv per year. This 
is in relation to the reference value of the normal concrete specimen investigated and relates to 
the European reference room [38] where all walls, tile and floor are made of concrete.

The results demonstrate the significance and effectiveness of an additive and a supplementary 
cementitious material as an aid in reducing radon levels in building materials. Consequently, 
these material choices may be an optional way as to further limit the exhalation of radon. Further 
and more comprehensive studies are needed as to confirm and validate the initial assessments. 
Current studies are ongoing including several other liquid additives and supplementary 
cementitious materials in order to verify the initial results. 
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ABSTRACT
Well-known frost destruction mechanisms applicable to concrete not exposed to salt are, (1) 
hydraulic pressure during freezing, (2) growth of ice-bodies in capillaries during freezing. 
Theories behind these mechanisms are presented. A third mechanism, ice expansion during 
heating of frozen concrete, is put forward. The validity of a certain mechanisms is discussed by 
analyzing its ability to explain experimental observations.
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1.                EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Investigations of the validity of a certain frost destruction mechanisms are best performed on 
specimens that are isolated from water exchange with the environment during freeze/thaw. 
Typical results of such experiments are seen in Figures 1-4. All these experimental observations 
must be explained by the destruction theory if this is to be valid.
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1.1 Critical water content, critical air-pore spacing

The water content in concrete can be expressed in terms of degree of saturation, S, where S = 0 
and S = 1 correspond to complete dryness and complete saturation (all pores including air-pores
and pores in aggregate water filled). Above a certain critical degree of saturation damage occurs 
at freezing while no damage occurs below the critical value. The critical value is independent of 
the number of freeze-thaw cycles and rate of freezing but might be somewhat dependent on the 
lowest freezing temperature. The concept critical degree of saturation is discussed in detail in [1].
An example of the experimental determination of the critical degree of saturation is shown in 
Figure 1, published in  [1]. Each specimen had an individual water content that was kept constant 
during the test.

Figure 1 - Determination of the critical degree of saturation of an OPC-concrete with w/c-ratio 
0.45 and 6% air. E0 and En are the E-modulus before freeze/thaw and after n freeze/thaw cycles 
[1].

The critical degree of saturation will normally not be reached until a certain fraction of the air-
pore system has been water-filled. The fact that the critical saturation exists indicates that there 
must exist a certain critical flow distance between places where water freezes and air-pores not 
filled by water. The critical flow distance is individual for each type of concrete but independent 
of the shape of the air-pore system. A theoretical analysis of the relation between the critical 
degree of saturation and the critical flow distance is performed in [2]. Analysis performed for an 
OPC-concrete with w/c-ratio 0.57 gave the critical flow distance 0.33 mm. The critical flow 
distance for other types of concrete might be somewhat different. 

1.2                Effect of water content on length change

Figure 2 shows measurements of length changes during freezing and thawing of two moisture 
sealed cement pastes with the same w/c-ratio but with two different water contents. Temperature 
is measured in the Centre of the specimen. The amount of frozen water is only about 4 grams 
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higher in the paste with big expansion. The measurements were made in a combined 
calorimeter/dilatometer [3]. The following observations are made:

• Freezing is not initiated until pore water has been super-cooled to about -5°C. Then, 
temperature is rapidly increased to about -1°C at the same time as the specimen expands 
momentarily and reversibly.

• The specimen contracts more than normal thermal contraction when the water content is 
below the critical value.

• The specimen expands when the water content is above the critical value.
• At thawing, the expanded specimen maintains its expanded state, or even expands a bit 

further, until temperature has increased to about -10°C when big contraction occurs until 
the entire specimen is thawed.

• When the water content is above the critical value there is big permanent expansion of the 
specimen after complete thawing.

Figure 2 - Length change measurements during freezing and thawing of a non-air entrained 
cement paste specimen with w/c-ratio 0.83. Specimen volume, 100 cm3. Pore volume, 59 cm3.
Temperature measured inside the specimen. Upper figure: Specimen saturation 0.83 which is 
below critical. Total volume of ice is 22 cm3 at -10°C. Lower figure: Specimen saturation 0.90 
which is above critical. Total volume of ice is 30 cm3 at -27°C.
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1.3                Effect of temperature curve and air on length change

Measurements of length changes of moisture sealed concrete specimens frozen and thawed in air 
are shown in Figure 3 [4]. Temperature was measured on the surface of the specimen. 
Temperature in the freezing cabinet was held constant at -15°C and -30°C during 12 hours. The 
specimen surface rapidly adopted the same constant temperatures. The following observations are 
made:

• Non-air-entrained concrete with water content above critical: the concrete expands during 
freezing. After 7 hours the specimen expands rapidly due to terminated super-cooling. At 
further cooling, expansion continues. When temperature is held constant at -15°C and at       
-30°C expansion immediately stops. When temperature continues to decrease, expansion 
continues. 

• Air-entrained concrete with water content below critical: the concrete contracts during 
freezing. When temperature is held constant at -15°C and -30°C contraction immediately 
stops. When temperature continues to decrease, contraction continues.

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - Length changes versus temperature curve for concrete with water-cement ratio 0.60. 
Temperature measured on the specimen surface. Data from [4]. Upper figure: non-air-entrained 
concrete. Lower figure: air-entrained concrete, air content 6%. 
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More examples of this type of effect of the temperature curve on length change of moisture sealed 
concrete are found in [4].

1.4                Effect of temperature-time curve on ice formation

An example of the amount of ice in concrete as function of temperature and time is shown in 
Figure 4, [4]. The following observations are made:

• When temperature lowering halts, ice formation immediately stops
• When temperature lowering is resumed, ice formation immediately re-starts.

Figure 4 - Relation between temperature-time curve and ice formation. w/c-ratio 0.40. No air 
entrainment. Data from [4].

1.5                Hysteresis between ice formation and ice melting

A result of a calorimeter measurement of ice formation and melting is shown in Figure 5, [4].
Temperature was measured in the calorimeter compartment. The specimen temperature is 
somewhat higher during cooling and somewhat lower during heating due to time lag between 
calorimeter and specimen. There is big hysteresis between the amount of ice formed and ice 
melted at all temperatures. The reason is that water is super-cooled in isolated capillaries during 
the cooling phase while it melts at a temperature which corresponds to the pore radius. When 
temperature is about -45°C no super-cooling exists but water freezes homogeneously.

Results show that the rate of freezing has no influence on the amount of ice formed at a given 
temperature [4].
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Figure 5 - Example of the hysteresis between ice formation and ice melting. w/c-ratio 0.60, no air 
entrainment. Freezing rate 3.6°C/h and 7.8°C/h. Data from [4]. Temperature measured in the 
calorimeter compartment.

2. DESTRUCTION MECHANISM - HYDRAULIC PRESSURE

2.1              Theory

When water freezes in capillaries and in water-filled air-pores, excess water caused by the 9% 
increase in water volume when transformed into ice has to flow to the nearest air-filled spaces. 
There are two parts in the freezing process during which hydraulic pressure might be relevant:
Part 1: When temperature is gradually lowered after termination of super-cooling there will be a 
gradual increase in ice formation. The rate of ice formation is normally rather low, but 
permeability is also low due to ice formation. At high degree of saturation the only possibility 
for excess water to escape is through the narrow gel pore system since gel pore water is un-
freezable. Increased amount of frozen water can therefore be accompanied by continuous 
expansion provided the water content is high.
Part 2: When initial super-cooling is interrupted, temperature rapidly increases and a 
certain amount of water freezes in a very short time.

Part 1: Gradually lowered temperature and increase in ice formation 
Water transport takes place in a narrow and partly ice-filled pore system and it will exert 
pressure to the pore walls. Fracture occurs when the pressure exceeds the tensile strength of the 
cement paste. When this happens, the flow distance t exceeds a critical value tCR (m). The 
mechanism was presented and discussed by Powers [5]. The model in Figure 6 is used for 
calculating the pressure and the critical flow distance.
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Figure 6 - Model for calculating the hydraulic pressure: saturated spherical cement paste shell 
with impermeable outer surface surrounding an empty spherical air-pore with radius r.

Water can only flow towards the void, since water outside the sphere has to move to voids in 
neighboring spheres. The rate of total excess water Wx (m3/s) formed within the outer shell with 
thickness tCR - x is:

          𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0,09 ·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ

·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

· �
4π
3

(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)3 −
4π
3

(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)3�                                                   (1)

Where,
dwf/dθ ice formation as function of the freezing temperature, m3/(m3·degree)
dθ/dt rate of temperature change in cement paste during freezing, degree/s
tCR the critical shell thickness, i.e. the critical flow distance, m

The area Ax (m2) across which this flow takes place is:

          𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 4π · (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)2                                                                                                                  (2)

Water flow creates pressure that is described by Darcy´s law:

          𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 · 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2                                                                                                    (3)

Where,
dP/dx pressure gradient, Pa/m
K permeability coefficient, m2/(Pa·s)

Pressure is zero at the periphery of the void. It is highest at the outer periphery. Inserting values 
for Wx and Ax in Equation (1) and integrating over the shell thickness gives the following 
expression for the maximum pressure:
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          𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =
0,09

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ · 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
3𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

· �
(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)3 − (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)3

(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

0
                                                (4)

The critical flow distance is obtained when max pressure equals the tensile strength ft of the 
cement paste; Pmax = ft. Solution of Equation (4) gives the following expression for the critical 
flow distance (the radius r of the void is exchanged for its specific surface α, i.e. r = 3/α):

          𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 �
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶·𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

9
+

1
2
� =

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 · 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

0,09
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ · 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

                                                                                        (5)

The validity of the hydraulic pressure theory can be checked by introducing data for the 
parameters on the right hand side of the equation and thereby calculating the value of the critical 
flow distance. The calculated value is compared with the experimentally determined value. 
Agreement between the two values is an indication of the validity of the theory. There are three 
obstacles:

1. The critical flow distance must be known.
2. The specific surface of the air-filled part of the air-pore system when tCR is reached must 

be known. 
3. The permeability of the partly frozen cement paste must be known. 

The critical flow distance can be calculated from an experimentally determined value of the 
critical degree of saturation. The calculation also gives the value of the “critical specific surface” 
α corresponding to the critical flow distance. The only information required is the air-pore size 
distribution. The method is described in [2]. The following critical specific surface was obtained 
for an OPC-concrete with water-cement ratio 0.57: α = 9.3 mm-1 = 9.3·103 m-1. Inserting this 
value and the observed critical flow distance 0.33 mm = 0.33·10-3 m gives: 

   9.2 · 10−8  =
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 · 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

0,09 ·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ · 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑θ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

   𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2                                                                                   (6) 

All parameters except the permeability can be experimentally determined. Uniaxial tensile 
strength of cement paste with w/c-ratio 0.57 is at least 6 MPa (tensile strength of the solid 
material on micro-level is about 200 MPa [7]. The strength is reduced by porosity, P, according 
to the following approximate relation ft ≈ 200(1-P)3 MPa, where P ≈ 0.6. Thus ft ≈ 12 MPa.
This value is further halved due to possible effects of micro-defects). Experiments show that 
dwf/dθ ≈ 10-3 m3/m3·degree [4]. This value is valid during a big temperature interval for a 
concrete with w/c-ratio 0.60 once the rapid ice formation after super-cooling has occurred, see 
Figure 5. The value is not influenced by the freezing rate, which was shown experimentally. 
The freezing rate used for determination of tCR was dθ/dt ≈ 10-3 degree/s (3,6 degree/hour). This 
is representative for the freezing rate of outdoor air. Then, the following maximum permeability 
is needed for obtaining the actual observed critical flow distance:

          𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 =
9.2 · 10−8 · 0,09 · 10−3 · 10−3

6 · 106
= 1.4 · 10−21     𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 · 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
                                        (7)
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The only pores that are not blocked by ice when a large fraction of ice has been formed are the 
gel pores since water in these is not freezable. According to measurements by Powers [6] the 
permeability of gel pores at room temperature is 7·10-11 darcy corresponding to 7·10-20

m2/(Pa·s). The permeability is decreased at lowered temperature due to lower water viscosity. 
According to [8] the viscosity of super-cooled water at -20°C is 4 times higher than at +20°C. 
Thus, the permeability of gel water at -20°C is about 2·10-20 m2/Pa·s. This value is 7 times 
higher than the required permeability according to the hydraulic pressure theory. One cannot 
exclude, however, that ice in capillaries blocks water transfer from gel pores before it can reach 
air-filled spaces, which makes permeability even lower than for un-blocked gel pores.  
Therefore, the calculation of the required permeability above does not necessarily contradict the 
hydraulic pressure theory.

Part 2: Interrupted super-cooling
Examples of interrupted super-cooling and the accompanied rapid increase of specimen length 
are seen in Figures 2 and 3. The expansion shown in Figure 2 for the cement paste specimen 
with high degree of saturation is immediately reversed when rapid ice formation ends, which 
indicates that the reason for expansion is hydraulic pressure. The super-cooling is about -6°C
and the expansion about 0.2 ‰. The fact that contraction occurs shows that the expansion was 
not big enough to harm the specimen. Figure 3 (upper figure) shows big expansion of a concrete 
specimen when super-cooling is terminated at about -7°C. Also in this case the expansion is 
about 0.2‰. This is of the same order as the fracture strain of concrete.

The amount of ice formed when super-cooling is terminated can be calculated from the 
“instantaneous” temperature rise when super-cooling is terminated. The process is almost 
adiabatic. The amount of ice formed within a materials volume V can then be calculated by:

          𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 =
γ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 · 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

ρ𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · ∆ℎ
· ∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇⋅𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ≈ 0.006 · ∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 · 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉                                                                                (8)

Where,
Wf amount of frozen water, m3

∆T instantaneous temperature rise at termination of super-cooling, K
ρw density of water, 1000 kg/m3

∆h heat of fusion of water, 333·103J/kg
γm density of material, ≈ 2200 kg/m3

cm specific heat of material, ≈ 0.9·103 J/(kg·K)
V materials volume within which ice formation is very rapid, m3

All parameters on the right hand side, except volume V are known. ∆T is directly observed by 
the actual temperature-time curve. The volume of the specimen in Figure 2 is 10-4 m3 (100 
cm3) and the temperature rise 5°C. Thus, the maximum amount of ice rapidly formed is 
0.006·5·10-4 = 3·10-6 m3 or 3 cm3. This is about 6% of the total amount of water in the 
specimen. The volume expansion of this ice is 0.1·3.6 = 0.36 cm3. The observed volume 
expansion is 3·0.2·10-3·100 = 0.06 cm3. Thus, as expected, expansion due to hydraulic 
pressure is smaller than the expansion of water when it freezes. 
 
Ice formation is initiated at some point in the specimen and is then spread by a velocity of 
about 10 mm/s [9]. This means that all water in a fictitious sphere with radius r m 
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surrounding the point of nucleation is nucleated within time r·1000/10 = 100·r s. The 
volume of this sphere is supposed to be equal to the actual specimen volume 10-4 m3, 
which gives a fictitious radius of 2.9·10-2 m.  The nucleation time is 100·2.9·10-2 = 2.9 s.  
 
The average rate of ice formation in the sphere is: 
 

          
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
·

1
∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=
3 · 10−6

10−4 ·
1

2.9
= 10−2  

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 · 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
                                                             (9) 

This value is 10 000 times higher than the value in Part 1 above, which is: dwf/dt = 10-6 

m3/(m3·s). The two freezing rates cannot be directly compared, however, since they are valid for 
different materials; cement paste with w/c-ratio 0.83 and concrete with w/c-ratio 0.57. It seems 
obvious, however, that the rate of ice formation is considerably higher when super-cooling is 
interrupted than when the more slow temperature change takes place thereafter. The reason why 
damage does not necessarily occur is that only a small amount of ice is formed and permeability 
therefore still rather high. 

2.2 Relation to observations

The following observations can be explained by the hydraulic pressure theory: 

1: The existence of a critical flow distance and hence the existence of a critical degree of 
saturation, Figure 1.
2: The fairly good relation between the experimentally determined and the theoretically 
calculated critical flow distance, Equation (6) and (7). 
3: the rapid expansion followed by the rapid contraction when super-cooling is terminated, 
Figure 2 and 3.
4: The fact that air entrainment seems to have small or no effect on frost resistance of concrete 
with very low water-cement ratio [10]. The permeability of this type of concrete might be so low 
that water is freezing more or less as in a “closed container”. Theoretically, also a very small 
amount of freezable water might destroy concrete under such conditions. 
5: The fact that porous coarse aggregate grains can destroy concrete during freezing. 

The following observation seems to contradict the hydraulic pressure theory: when temperature 
is held constant no more ice is formed, Figure 4. Therefore, theoretically, hydraulic pressure 
should vanish and the specimen should contract. This does not happen however, Figure 3 (upper 
figure). A plausible explanation is that damage caused during freezing that precedes the halt in 
temperature lowering has caused so much damage to the concrete that contraction cannot take 
place. The fracture tensile strain of concrete is about 0.15 ‰. But as seen by Figure 3 the strain 
caused by freezing before the halt in temperature is about 0.2 ‰. 

3.           DESTRUCTION MECHANISM-EXPANSION OF ICE DURING THAWING

At heating of a frozen specimen damaged by frost, there might be a period of maintained 
expansion showing that there is no relaxation of tensile stresses. One example is seen in Figure 2 
(lower figure); contraction caused by melting of ice does not start until temperature has been 
reduced to about -7°C. The reason behind this phenomenon must be the big hysteresis between 
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ice formation and ice melting, Figure 5. Thermal expansion of ice is higher than that of concrete. 
Therefore, thermal expansion of ice before it melts might cause damage.

The coefficient of thermal expansion of a frozen material containing ice, α, can be calculated by 
the following composite material expression:

          𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 =
𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 · 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 · 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 · 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 · 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 · 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 · 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
                                                                                          (10)

Where,
α expansion coefficient m/m
V volume fraction, m3/m3

E E-modulus, Pa
Indices i and m represent ice and unfrozen material.

Example 1:
The following data are valid for the cement paste in Figure 2 lower:
αi ≈ 50·10-6 m/m, αm ≈ 10·10-6 m/m, Vi and Vm vary with temperature, for -27°C the following 
values are approximately valid, Vi = 0.30, Vm = 0.70 , Ei ≈ 10GPa, Em ≈ 3GPa (Em = 40(1-P)3

GPa [11], where P is paste porosity, which is about 60%) . This gives:

           𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 =
50 · 10−6 · 0.30 · 10 · 109 + 10 · 10−6 · 0.70 · 3 · 109

0.30 · 10 · 109 + 0.70 · 3 · 109
= 33 · 10−6          

This is more than the thermal expansion of cement paste containing no ice, which according to 
the contraction curve for temperature above 0°C is 10·10-6 m/m. Additional expansion caused 
by ice during the temperature interval -27°C to -10°C for the specimen in Figure 2, provided no 
ice is melted, is: 

          ∆ε = (33 − 10) · 10−6 · (27 − 10) = 0.39 per mille                                                (11)

This is a high value. Therefore, one cannot exclude that ice expansion caused by heating will 
add to damage previously caused by freezing. 

4.               DESTRUCTION MECHANISM - PRESSURE FROM GROWING ICE

4.1             Principles

The principles for this mechanism were presented by Powers [12]. The mechanism is illustrated 
by Figure 7. At a certain instance below freezing temperature four water phases co-exist: (1) ice 
bodies completely filling coarser capillaries, (2) some ice in air-pores, (3) unfrozen water in very 
small capillaries and gel pores caused by freezing point depression and by super-cooling, (4) 
unfrozen gel water in saturated cement gel. The distance from ice in the capillary to the nearest 
air-pore is t. No consideration is taken below to geometrical arrangements of pores, ice and water. 
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Figure 7 - Illustration of the destruction mechanism growing ice pressure. Unfilled arrows 
indicate pressure from growing ice. Filled arrows indicate water flow to ice bodies. The un-filled 
circle in pore with unfrozen water indicates drying caused by water transfer.

The system is supposed to be at equilibrium. When temperature is lowered by dT the free energy 
of ice and water is changed. However, free energy of stress-free ice will be lower than that of 
unfrozen water. The change in free energy at constant pressure is:

For unfrozen bulk water:

        d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = �
∂𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
∂𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

�
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

· d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇                                                                                       (12)

For bulk ice:

          d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �
∂𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∂𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

�
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

· d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇                                                                                           (13)

Where,
Gw and Gi free energy of super-cooled water and ice, J/mole
Sw and Si entropy of unfrozen water and ice, J/(mole·K)

The difference in free energy is:

          d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = (d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 − d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = (−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇                                                                 (14)

Example 2:
The absolute entropies at 0°C for unfrozen water and ice are, Sw ≈ 63 J/(mole·K), Si ≈ 41 
J/(mole·K). Temperature reduction -∆T gives the following difference in free energy:

          ∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = (−63 + 41) · (−∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)                                                                                              (15)

In order the restore equilibrium, water will move from the water-filled pores towards ice bodies 
in ice-filled capillaries and towards ice in air-pores. The rate of water transfer is determined by 
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the difference in vapour pressure between super-cooled water and ice. This is about 26 Pa at      
-10°C and 22 Pa at -20°C. The water transfer takes part within the water-filled cement gel. 
Water is transformed into ice when arriving to the ice bodies causing these to grow and exert 
pressure to the pore walls. Water transfer does not stop until pressure in the ice has become so 
high that its free energy is equal to the free energy of unfrozen water. Before this happens the 
concrete might be fractured. Ice growth will also stop if water is exposed to sufficiently high 
under-pressure (suction). The distance water has to flow from water-filled capillaries to ice-
filled capillaries is very short. Therefore, for normal freezing rates, new equilibrium is rapidly 
reached when temperature lowering is stopped. Consequently water transport and ice growth 
stops.

There are two scenarios:
1. The concrete stays completely water-saturated during the freezing process. This is valid 

for a structure that is exposed to unfrozen water during freezing, like a foundation 
exposed to frost at one part and at the same time sucking ground water at a lower part, or 
a in a dam where the downstream part freezes while the upstream part is exposed to 
unfrozen water. It will also be valid for fresh concrete where the surface part freezes 
while the inner part of the structure contains unfrozen mixing water. 

2. The concrete is isolated so that no water can enter or leave during the freezing process. 
This is typical for most real structures and for specimens freeze-tested in the lab. 

In both cases ice growth might take place simultaneously in capillaries and in air-pores.

4.2                Scenario 1: The concrete stays saturated. Ice growth in ice-filled capillaries

Ice pressure is transferred to the solid pore walls through a liquid water phase. Ice bodies 
confined in capillaries cannot grow freely so ice formation will cause pressure against pore 
walls and within the ice. Ice growth exerts pressure to the water phase which in turn transfers 
pressure to the solid pore wall. Ice pressure will increase the free energy of ice according to the 
Equation below:

          d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �
∂𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∂𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

�
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

· d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + �
∂𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

· d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 = −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖⋅ d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0                                           (16)

Where,
dP0 increase of compressive pressure in ice, N/m2

vi molar volume of ice, m3/mole  (vi=19.6⋅10-6 m3/mole)

         𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = �
∂𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
∂𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

�
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

· d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + �
∂𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
∂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

· d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 = −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤⋅ d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0                                      (17)

The following relation is valid at equilibrium. (The relation is equivalent to the Clapeyron Equation):  

          
∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0
∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

=
(−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

                                                                                                                (18)
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Example 3: 
Temperature is decreased by 5°C from 0°C.  Ice density and entropies are approximately 
constant during this small temperature change. The ice pressure when ice growth stops is:

          ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 ≈  
−63 + 41

19.6⋅10−6 − 18 · 10−6
· (−5) = 68.8 MPa                                                      (19)

Thus, very high pressure must be exerted on ice in order to stop its growth. 

Note: This high pressure will only appear when the ice body is enclosed in a completely rigid, 
incompressible and un-fractured pore (container). In reality, the material will be fractured long 
before this pressure is reached. 

4.3            Scenario 2: The concrete is moisture isolated. Ice growth in capillaries                       

In the normal case there is no ingress of water from outside during freezing. Water transfer to 
ice-bodies in capillaries will therefore cause drying of pores containing unfrozen water. This 
will increase the hydrostatic tension in water, decreasing its free energy:

          d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = −�
∂𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
∂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

· d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = −𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤                                                                           (20)

Where,
dGw,d    change of free energy of water caused by drying, J/mole
dPw increase of hydrostatic tension in water, N/m2

vw molar volume of water, m3/mole  (vw=18⋅10-6 m3/mole)

The free energy of water is changed to:

          d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤⋅ d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤                                                                                 (21)
The free energy of ice, Equation (16), is unchanged. Equilibrium occurs when:

          −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤⋅ d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖⋅ d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0                                                     (22)

Hydrostatic tension can be expressed in terms of relative humidity:

          𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = −
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 · 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

· ln 𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙                                                                                                                (23)

Where,
R the gas constant, 8.314 J/(mole·K)
T absolute temperature, K
ϕ Relative Humidity (RH)

Inserting this value in Equation (22) gives the following pressure at equilibrium:

          ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 =
(−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

⋅∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 +
8.314⋅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

⋅ln𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙                                                                            (24)
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Example 4: 
Temperature is decreased by 5°C from 0°C. As in Example 3 relative humidity is changed to 
0.97. Ice pressure in a completely rigid, incompressible ice-filled pore (container) becomes:

          ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 =
(−63 + 41)

(19.6 − 18)10−6
⋅(−5) +

8.314⋅268
(19.6 − 18)10−6

⋅ln0.97 =  26 MPa                 (25)

The calculation shows that even small drying might substantially reduce ice pressure. According 
to the equation, water flow stops when RH is reduced to 95%. Drying will cause the cement 
paste to contract which will compensate for ice expansion. Lowering temperature further will 
cause bigger reduction of hydrostatic pressure causing bigger contraction. 

4.4                Ice growth in air-pores

Water is also transferred towards ice contained in air-filled air-pores by the same mechanism as 
water flow to capillary ice. Air-pore ice can, however, grow in stress-free condition.

Concrete stays saturated
Ice growth will continue as long as temperature is reduced since no ice pressure is built up. 

Concrete is moisture isolated
Ice growth in air pores will stop when the hydrostatic tension in unfrozen pore water is 
sufficiently big. Ice is not exposed to pressure. Its free energy is given by Equation (13). Free 
energy of water is affected by hydrostatic tension. It is:

          d𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · d𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤                                                                                              (26)

The condition for stop of ice growth, 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 , becomes:

           
 ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

=
−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
           or         𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙 = −

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 · 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
8.314 · 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

                                                     (27)

Example 5:
Temperature is decreased by 5°C from 0°C. Ice growth stops when the hydrostatic tension in 

pore water and the remaining relative humidity are:

          𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 =
−63 + 41
18 · 10−6

· (−5) = 6.1 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃                                                                                  (29)

          𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ϕ = −
6.1 · 106 · 18 · 10−6

8.314 · 268
          ϕ = 0.95                                                                 (30)

4.5                Relation to observations

The following observations can be explained by the ice growth theory:
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1: The existence of a critical flow distance and therefore a critical degree of saturation. Since ice 
growth in air-pores may occur in stress-free condition water transfer will primarily go towards 
air-pore ice. The shorter the distance between air-pores, the smaller the pressure built up in 
capillaries. Since free energy of ice under pressure is higher than that of stress-free ice it might 
also be that pressure in ice initially formed in capillaries will be gradually reduced. Hypothetical 
curves of ice pressure versus air-pore spacing are shown in Figure 8. Unfortunately it is difficult 
to express the critical distance theoretically in similar manner as was the case for hydraulic 
pressure.

Figure 8 - Hypothetical pressure time curves for different values of the distance t between an 
ice-filled pore and the nearest air-filled pore.

2: The fact that expansion of moisture insulated concrete containing water content above critical 
stops when temperature is held constant. As seen by Figure 4 ice formation stops when 
temperature is held constant.

3: The fact that contraction takes place when water content is below critical, Figure 2 (upper 
figure) and Figure 3 (lower figure). According to theory, drying caused by transfer of water to 
ice would cause contraction. However, drying before ice growth stops is rather small as 
calculated by Equation (24) and could therefore hardly explain the big contractions observed. 
An alternative explanation to the big contraction is the composite material model described in 
paragraph 3, viz. the fact that he contraction coefficient of ice is bigger than that of unfrozen 
material, Equation (10). This is demonstrated by Examples 6 and 7.

Example 6: 
The following data are valid for the cement paste in Figure 2 (upper figure): Vi and Vm vary with 
temperature, for -10°C the following values are approximately valid, Vi = 0.22, Vm = 0.78, Ei ≈
10GPa, Em ≈ 3 GPa. This gives: 

         α ≈ 
50 · 10−6 · 0.22 · 10 · 109 + 10 · 10−6 · 0.78 · 3 · 109

0.22 · 10 · 109 + 0.78 · 3 · 109
= 29 · 10−6                 (31)

Thus, the contraction coefficient for frozen cement paste is about 3 times higher than that of 
unfrozen material. But, the observed contraction coefficient is also about 30⋅10-6m/m. This 
means that most of the contraction coefficient observed might depend on contraction of ice and 
not on drying caused by water transfer to ice in capillaries or air-pores.
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Example 7:
An additional example of this composite material effect is seen in Figure 9 showing the 
temperature time curve of a hard-burnt clay brick frozen below its critical degree of saturation. 
This is a material with negligible moisture shrinkage, but despite this the thermal shrinkage at 
minus temperature is big. The following data are valid: Vi = 0.21 (all ice is formed in the interval 
0-5°C), Vm = 0,79, Em = 20 GPa, αm = 8GPa. The theoretical contraction coefficient at freezing 
temperature is:

          α ≈ 
50 · 10−6 · 0.21 · 10 · 109 + 8 · 10−6 · 0.79 · 20 · 109

0.21 · 10 · 109 + 0.79 · 20 · 109
= 13⋅10−6

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

            (32)

This is 60% higher than for unfrozen material. The observed contraction coefficient of frozen 
material is 15⋅10-6 m/m.

Figure 9 – Length change-temperature curve of hard-burnt clay brick during freezing. Degree 
of saturation is 0.68. Critical degree of saturation is 0.75. Porosity is 0.31.

4.6                Effect of the water-cement ratio

The amount of unfrozen water required for ice growth in concrete with water content high 
enough to cause frost damage is big for all w/c- ratios, see Table 1. However, the water flow 
needed for ice growth to stop by high water under-pressure is more restricted the lower the w/c-
ratio. Water transport needed for decreasing relative humidity from 100% to 95% and 90% are 
given in Table 1.

Table 1- Unfrozen water, wnf kg/m3 at -10°C based on measurements in [13].
Moisture flow ∆w kg/m3 required to lower RH to 95% and 90%. Based on 
desorption isotherms in [14].

w/c                             wnf/c 1) moisture flow to reduce RH in pores, ∆w/c
undried 2)     dried and re-saturated3)             100% to 95%                     100% to 90%

0.3               0.19                     0.09                                   0.02                                     0.03
0.4               0.26                     0.12 0.04                                     0.06
0.6               0.36                     0.18                                   0.09                                     0.13
0.8               0.42                     0.23 0.16                                     0.22

1) c is the cement content, kg/m3.
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2) Saturated, never dried.
3) Pre-dried at +105°C and then re-saturated.

Normal cement content for concrete with w/c-ratio 0.30 is about 500 kg/m3. Therefore, 
according to Table 1, the water flow from 100% to 95% RH is 10 liter/m3. The volume 
expansion when this water freezes is 1 liter/m3 which gives a volume expansion of concrete of 
1‰ when it is completely saturated. For concrete with w/c-ratio 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 and cement 
contents 400, 300 and 250 kg/m3 the volume expansions are round 1.6, 2.7 and 4.0‰. Thus, it 
seems as the ice growth mechanism might have biggest effect for concrete with normal w/c-
ratio, and will be of less importance for high performance concrete with very low w/c-ratio.

5.                CONCLUSIONS

The following frost destruction mechanisms are presented and discussed:
1: Hydraulic pressure occurring when excess water formed by the 9% volume increase of water 
when transformed into ice is forced through a narrow and partly ice-filled pore system.
2: Ice growth caused by transfer of unfrozen water to ice bodies in capillaries.
3: Volume expansion of ice during thawing due to hysteresis between ice formation and ice 
melting.

The validity of different destruction mechanisms is tested by confronting the theories with 
experimental results. 

Both the hydraulic pressure mechanism and the ice growth mechanism predict the existence of a 
critical flow distance from the place where ice formation takes place to the nearest air-filled 
pore. This means that critical water contents exist, that besides the critical distance depend on 
the air-pore size distribution. An example is shown in Figure 1. In a previous article the critical 
distance was experimentally found to be 0.33 mm for a concrete with w/c-ratio 0.57, [2].  A 
theoretical analysis based on the hydraulic pressure mechanism, Equation (5), using measured 
and realistic data for tensile strength, rate of ice formation and permeability gives a value of the 
critical flow distance that is of the same order as the observed value. This is an indication of the 
validity of the hydraulic pressure mechanism. Hydraulic pressure will explain the rapid 
expansion when super-cooling is interrupted, Equation (9).

Ice growth in capillaries is caused by the appearance of a difference in free energy between ice 
and unfrozen water, when temperature is lowered. In theory, ice pressure might be high enough 
to destroy the concrete, particularly if the concrete has possibility to absorb water during the 
freezing process. For normal moisture conditions, where the structure is protected from moisture 
uptake during freezing, water transfer to ice-bodies will cause the cement paste to dry. 
Therefore, hydrostatic tension will appear in unfrozen water, which will reduce pressure and 
even stop it after rather small drying. Thus, the ice growth mechanism might be most important 
for concrete with limited moisture shrinkage, Table 1. The fact that concrete that is unharmed by 
frost contracts more than normal during freezing is often explained by the drying effect caused 
by water transfer to ice. It is shown that an additional, and possibly more plausible reason for 
contraction, might be thermal contraction of ice in pores. Ice in air-pores will grow in stress-free 
condition and will therefore reduce ice growth in capillaries. Air will therefore protect concrete. 

When frozen concrete is heated, un-melted ice in the pore system will expand and possibly 
cause damage to the concrete. A theory for this is given, Equation (10). The reason why ice is 
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present during a big part of the warming process is the big hysteresis between ice formation and 
melting caused by local super-cooling of water in pores. 

Comments:
The theories presented above relate to freezing in a salt-free environment. Then, damage does 
primarily take place inside the concrete. When concrete is exposed to salt from outside, like in a 
salt scaling test, damage does normally take place on the surface as scaling. The theories 
presented may, however, still be applicable provided the effect of salt ions in pore water is 
introduced in the theories. Moreover, consideration must also be taken to water and ion flow 
across the concrete surface during freeze/thaw. A thorough discussion of the salt scaling 
mechanism is performed in [15].
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Full-scale Test of an Unreinforced Concrete Dome Plug for the Spent Nuclear 
Fuel Repository
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ABSTRACT
In the planned Swedish repository for spent nuclear fuel, plugs are designed to close the 
deposition tunnels. The outer part of these plugs consists of a concrete dome made with self-
compacting-concrete, designed to have low pH to reduce negative effects on the bentonite clay 
buffer. A full-scale test has been performed to evaluate the performance of the plug, to test the 
installation and to verify underlying design assumptions. In this paper, the behaviour of the 
concrete dome is evaluated based on measurements, from casting the concrete until it was 
subjected to 4 MPa hydrostatic water pressure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Swedish nuclear repository

The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste management Co (SKB) is responsible for developing the 
repository for spent nuclear fuel in Sweden. In the proposed concept for deposition, called KBS-
3, the spent fuel will be installed in copper canisters with iron inserts. These will be placed in 
the crystalline rock at depth of about 500 m below ground in the repository in Forsmark. The 
canisters are placed in vertical holes in floor of the deposition tunnels and are enclosed with a 
pre-packed bentonite buffer. After all canisters are installed in a deposition tunnel, the tunnel 
will be filled with the pre-packed bentonite backfill. At the tunnel entrance, a plug will be 
placed as a temporary closure to allow for further deposition in the other deposition tunnels as 
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seen in Figure 1. In total, about 100 deposition tunnels are planned to be built in the repository. 
The designed life-span of these plugs is only during the operation period of the repository, i.e. 
maximum of 100 years. When all deposition tunnels are backfilled and plugged, the adjacent 
main tunnel will also be filled with bentonite clay and in the end, all tunnels and shafts will be 
filled all the way up to the ground level, [1].

Figure 1 – Illustration of the KBS-3 repository, from [1]. 

The plug used to seal the deposition tunnels consists of several material layers, each with its 
specific purpose, see Figure 2. The main parts of the plug are; filter, bentonite seal and a 
concrete dome. The filter is needed to control ground water inflow during casting and hardening 
of the concrete dome through drainage pipes. The bentonite seal is intended to be the water-tight 
seal of the plug and should thereby prevent that leakages occur from the backfilled deposition 
tunnel to the adjacent main tunnel. The concrete dome constitutes the mechanical resistance 
intended to transfer the loads from swelling pressure of bentonite and the hydrostatic water 
pressure to the surrounding rock. The concrete dome has an octagonal shape with a concave 
downstream surface, and thereby carrying the horizontal pressure loads as a dome. The concrete 
dome is unreinforced and built with a specially developed concrete mix that is intended to have 
a lower pH than conventional concrete. The low pH-concrete is described further in detail in the 
following section. Between these material layers, different delimiters are installed only to 
separate the materials. The delimiter closest to the concrete dome consists of concrete beams. 
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Figure 2 – Illustration of the reference design of plugs for the KBS-3 repository, from [1]. 

The concrete dome will theoretically be subjected to high pressure loads during the operation 
phase. The swelling pressure in the backfill is expected to be very high and therefore, the 
backfill closest to the plug (backfill transition zone) will be designed to reduce the swelling 
pressure acting on the concrete dome plug to 2 MPa. However, considering uncertainties in the 
expected swelling pressure, the concrete dome has been designed for a swelling pressure of 
4 MPa. Thereby, the total pressure that the plug is designed for is 9 MPa, including the 
maximum hydrostatic water pressure of 5 MPa, i.e. 500 m of hydraulic head. The expected 
water pressure during operation of the repository is likely lower than this, considering that the 
remaining part of the tunnel system is open and the expected low natural inflow of water which 
means that it will take many years before the water pressure has been built up in the deposition 
tunnels. After the main tunnels (i.e. downstream of the plug) also are filled with bentonite, the 
concrete dome will be subjected to water pressure and swelling pressure from both sides and the 
plug does not fill any function in the repository after this. 

In order to verify the concept for plugging the deposition tunnels, a full-scale test has been 
performed in Äspö Hard rock laboratory (HRL). The purpose of the full-scale test was firstly to 
test how the installation could be made and to ensure that it was possible to build the plug 
according to the design specifications. In addition, the purpose was also to evaluate that the 
design acted as expected during hardening and the serviceability state when it is subjected to 
hydrostatic pressure. Finally, the purpose was also to estimate the water tightness of the 
structure. However, in this paper the focus will be on the early age behaviour and especially to 
assess if the cooling of the dome worked as intended to break the bond between concrete and 
rock prior to grouting.

1.2 Low pH-concrete

The concrete mix used in the nuclear repository needs to have lower pH than conventional 
concrete. The reason for this is that high pH may influence the swelling properties of the 
bentonite clay. Therefore, a specific concrete mix had previously been developed and tested for 
this purpose that result in a pH value below 11, see [2]. The concrete mix is called B200 and is 
self-compacting and contains ordinary Portland cement, densified silica fume, limestone filler, 
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superplasticizer, high quality natural fine aggregates and average quality crushed coarse 
aggregate, see Table 1. 

Due to the low amount of cement used, the heat development due to hydration is low, which 
results is slower maturity. The strength development at early age is slow, but after 28 days the 
expected cylinder strength is about 42 MPa and about 62 MPa after three months. Several 
experimental studies of the material properties of the B200 low pH-concrete have been 
performed and these are presented by [1] and [2]. 

Table 1 – Material composition of B200, from [2].  
Constituent Amount 

(kg / m3)

CEM I 42.5 MH/SR/LA 120
Silica fume (densified) 80
Water 165
Limestone filler L25 369
Sand 0-8 mm (65% of aggregates) 1037
Gravel 8-16 mm (35% of aggregates) 558
Glenium 51 6.38

water/cement 1.38
water/binder 0.83
water/powder 0.29

Typically for higher strength concrete, the autogenous shrinkage is relatively high, and 
especially for the first three months. The high autogenous shrinkage could potentially cause 
cracking in the dome unless measures were used. The early autogenous shrinkage from one hour 
to 24 hours after casting was about 0.8 mm/m, and the additional autogenous shrinkage from 24 
hours after casting to 90 days was about 0.2 mm/m, i.e. resulting in a total autogenous shrinkage 
after 90 days of about 1.0 mm/m, according to [2]. Some of this shrinkage will of course be 
compensated for by a slow casting rate. One of the design requirements for the concrete plug 
was that it should be considered as stress free after 90 days. This means that the shrinkage 
during the first 90 days must be considered as free shrinkage, i.e. without restraint, and therefore 
the concrete plug should release from the rock surface during this time, [3]. Therefore, to avoid 
the risk of cracking, an advanced cooling sequence was utilized with the intention to break the 
bond between the concrete and rock. 

2. THE DOMEPLU FULL-SCALE TEST

The Dome plug (DomePlu) full-scale test started with excavation of the test tunnel, which was 
performed early in 2012. The excavation was made with a drilling and careful blasting technique 
to minimize the excavated damage zone in the rock. The tunnel is horse-shoe shaped with a 
width of 4.2 m and a height of 4.8 m and a total length of about 14 m, see Figure 3 a) and Figure 
3 b). After the excavation was done, wire-sawing was used to excavate a slot in the rock. This 
slot constitutes the abutment for the concrete dome. The excavation of the slot was made by 
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drilling eight 250 mm cores from the downstream side and eight 250 mm holes from the 
upstream side that intersected the previously drilled holes. The holes were inclined to form an 
octagonal shape after this wire-sawing with a pushing cut was made to create the slot, see Figure 
3 b). 

a) b)

Figure 3 – a) Illustration of the excavated test tunnel based on laser scanning, b) Photo of the 
excavated slot, in the photo the project leader Pär Grahm (SKB) is shown. 

The plug that was built in the full-scale test deviated to a small extent compared to the reference 
design of plugs shown previously in Figure 1. The reason for this was that the length of the test 
tunnel, which was excavated a shorter length compared to the deposition tunnels due to practical 
reasons, considering that this test was aimed to evaluate the plug. At the end of the excavated 
tunnel, a concrete wall was cast to ensure a smooth vertical surface for the installation of the 
backfill bentonite blocks, see Figure 3 b). Thereby, no transition zone as shown in Figure 1 was 
installed. 

After the tunnel excavation was finalized, the different material layers in the plug was installed. 
From the upstream side, the tested plug consisted of the following layers

• Backfill zone – 100 cm
• LECA Beams – 30 cm
• Macadam filter – 30 cm
• Geotextile
• Bentonite seal – 50 cm
• Concrete beams – 30 cm
• Two-ply geotextile
• Concrete dome ~ 180 cm (in the centre)

In the following, only the installation of the concrete dome will be described. The installation of 
the other material layers is described in detail in [1]. 

2.1 Building the concrete dome plug
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Casting of the concrete dome was performed on March 13th in 2013. The concrete was delivered 
to the site in Äspö HRL by 13 lorries from the factory in Kalmar. It was highly important that 
correct properties were achieved of the fresh concrete, especially when using self-compacting 
concrete, to ensure a successful pour and casting. Therefore, extensive testing was performed on 
site for each batch of concrete, where slump flow, air content and density were measured on-
site. Besides this, 12 cubes were cast at the factory and at the site and these were used to 
determine the cube strength and the tensile splitting strength. 

The estimated time needed for transport was about 2 hours from the factory to the site 
underground and then additionally 45 minutes were needed for casting. The concrete was 
pumped through a pipeline to the concrete dome plug. The casting of the dome was made with a 
maximum casting height of 100 cm per hour which resulted in a total time for casting of 
approximately 10 hours. 

The concave downstream shape of the dome and the use of self-compacting concrete resulted in 
a rather complex formwork designed to carry the full hydrostatic pressure, as seen in Figure 4 
a). On the upstream side, the concrete beams act as formwork and a geotextile had been installed 
to prevent bond between the concrete dome and the concrete beams, as seen in Figure 4 b). 

Cooling pipes were installed for cooling of the concrete dome. The cooling pipes were made of 
copper with a diameter of ϕ25 mm, and consisted of three separate sections where each section 
had a length of 80 m. Since there was no reinforcement in the concrete dome, a supporting steel 
scaffolding was installed to carry the self-weight of the cooling pipes, as seen in Figure 4 b). A 
design criterion for the steel frame was that it should not be attached to the rock in both the top 
and bottom, i.e. so that it could cause restraint forces in the concrete dome due to shrinkage. One 
cooling machine of at least 20 kW was needed for the cooling. However, since the cooling was 
vital for the construction, a redundant (backup) cooling machine was also placed on site, if the 
first one would fail for some reason. The flow of the cooling media was controlled by 
temperature where the allowed difference between inlet and outlet temperature was defined as 
2 °C. 

a) b)

Figure 4 – Photos from construction of the dome plug, a) formwork, b) cooling pipes and their 
scaffolding. 
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Considering that the concrete dome is unreinforced the intention was to allow for free shrinkage 
during the first three months. This would be achieved by an advanced cooling procedure, where 
the concrete was cooled during hardening (stage A) and when sufficient strength has been 
developed, the intention was to cool the concrete significantly to break the bond between 
concrete and rock (stage B). This procedure would thereby allow for free shrinkage and after 
about three months the concrete dome would be cooled once again (stage C) to make it shrink as 
much as possible to allow for contact grouting between the dome and the rock surface. The 
cooling during contact grouting would also result in thermal pre-stressing of the dome when the 
cooling was ended. The temperature in the tunnels was about 14 °C and the temperature in the 
inlet of the cooling pipes was at most reduced to 1 °C. The temperature in the concrete varied 
and was naturally higher than this, as later presented in Section 4.2. The cooling procedure of 
the dome is illustrated in Figure 5, where the three stages A, B and C are illustrated.

Figure 5 – Illustration of inlet temperature in the cooling pipes during the cooling procedure, 
with the three stages (A) cooling during hydration, (B) cooling to force the dome release from 
the rock and (C) cooling during contact grouting plug used in the full-scale test.

In the wire sawn slot, grouting pipes were installed as shown previously in Figure 2. The 
purpose of the grouting tubes was to ensure water tightness of the dome. In addition, the thermal 
pre-stress of the dome will minimize the risk of cracking and thereby lead to reduced leakage. 
After about three months, contact grouting was performed. The purpose of the contact grouting 
was to seal gaps that had occurred between the concrete dome plug and the surrounding rock. 
Due to the high amount of shrinkage during the first 90 days according the experiments and the 
thermal cooling of the concrete dome plug, it was intended to create a gap between the rock and 
concrete plug. According to [3], the estimated gap due to shrinkage at the time of grouting 
would be about 3.7 mm in the top of the dome plug, under the assumption that the plug has 
released from the rock. In addition, since cooling was performed prior to contact grouting, the 
gap between concrete and rock was planned to increase even further up to 4.2 mm. First the 
inner tube on the upstream side was grouted and after this the outer tube, i.e. on the downstream 
side. Both were performed on the same day, June 11th, 2013. In the first stage, a total of 105 
litres were used and the pressure was stable and ended at 10 bars. During the second stage, i.e. 
grouting of the outer tube, when about 42 litres of grout had been used, a small area with 
leakage of grouting could be detected near the top of the dome. The total amount of grout was 
about 93 litres where the final pressure was 10.7 bar. The third and final grouting stage was 
performed about one week after the first two. In the third grouting stage, the centre tube was
grouted with a total of 406 litres, ending up with a final pressure of 61 bar, i.e. 6 MPa, with a 
pressure increase of 10 bar/min. During the grouting of the last tube, no leakage was detected by 
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the workers on site. The grouting pressure was maintained for 30 minutes before the grouting 
was ended.

A total volume of 654 litres was thereby used for grouting, which is almost three times as much 
as needed to fill the gap between concrete dome and the rock according to a simplified 
estimation of the expected gap. It is thereby likely to assume that grout also may have filled 
voids or cracks/fractures within the rock and or within the concrete dome, such as between 
cooling pipe and concrete dome. It is also possible that the top of the dome was not filled 
completely during casting or that grout may have filled voids in between the concrete beams.

2.3 Pressurization

The swelling pressure acting on the dome is expected to be about 2 MPa, but this develops over 
many years if only natural inflow of water occurs. The purpose of the test was to subject the 
plug to its serviceability loads. Therefore, to decrease the time needed for the experiment, a 
pressurization system was used to control the water pressure in the filter of the plug. Owing to 
the pressurization of water, it was possible to increase the rate of saturation of the bentonite seal 
so that the maximum swelling pressure should be reached during the test period.  

The pressurization of the plug started initially with only natural inflow of water. After about 0.8 
MPa of water pressure was reached in December 2013, the pumps started which continuously 
increased the water pressure until 4 MPa, i.e. a hydraulic head of 400 m, was reached. The 
intention was to increase the water pressure up to 7 MPa, however due to the conditions of the 
surrounding rock at the experimental site it was not possible. After the water pressure had been 
increased to about 3 MPa, a significant leakage in the rock occurred in the adjacent tunnel, about 
15 m from the plug. Water leakage through rock fractures had been recognized as one major 
project risk since the rock at Äspö HRL is significantly fractured in general. Due to the 
encountered rock fracture, by-passing the plug, it was decided to limit the water pressure in the 
plug to 4 MPa and perform continuous measurements of the observed leakages at this level. This 
pressure could successfully be maintained by the water pressurization system for about three 
years. The pressurization curve from the full-scale test is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Pressurization sequence of the plug, where the pressure was increased to 4 MPa. 
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3. INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM

The full-scale test of the plug was instrumented with several types of sensors. However, in this 
paper, only the sensors used to monitor the concrete dome are described. 

3.1 Monitoring of the concrete dome

The concrete dome was instrumented with several sensors, where most of them were embedded 
inside the concrete dome. Some sensors were only used for a shorter period, such as measuring 
the pressure on the formwork, while the others were used to monitor the behaviour from the 
hardening process and continued for about five years. 

The different types of recordings were; temperature in the concrete dome and the ambient air, 
strain in the concrete dome, displacement sensors measuring the displacement of the dome and 
the joints between concrete and rock. In total, the response of the concrete dome was measured 
with 62 recorded signals where the following types of sensors were used [3]:

• 5 pressure sensors (Wika S11) – pressure on the formwork
• 6 joint meters (TML type KJA-A) – relative displacement between concrete and rock
• 3 LVDT (HBM type WA) – displacement of the concrete dome
• 14 strain gauges (TML type KM-AT) – strain and temperature in the concrete dome
• 10 strain gauges (TML type KM-A) – strain in the concrete dome
• 4 strain gauges (Geokon 4200) – strain and temperature in the concrete dome
• 2 temperature sensors (PT 100) – ambient air temperature

In this paper, the focus is on evaluating the early age behaviour and the response during initial 
pressurization. Therefore, all results from this full-scale test will not be presented in this paper. 
In Figure 7, a photo of installed strain gauges and cooling pipes is shown in addition to a sketch 
illustrating the placement of sensors.

  

a) b)

Figure 7 – Installed sensors, a) strain gauges in the centre, b) placement of sensors.

Numerical analyses had been used before the full-scale test to determine suitable measuring 
ranges and to select the placement of the sensors, see [1]. The structural response from
shrinkage and water pressure is expected to be the same regardless which quarter of the dome 
the sensors were placed in as long as the sensors are placed at the same depth and radius, due to 
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symmetry of the dome. However, due to the gravity force, largest stresses will occur in the 
upper half of the dome due to bond between concrete and rock. Therefore, the instrumentation 
of the concrete dome was primarily made in one quarter (in the upper half) of the concrete 
dome. In the monitoring program for the concrete dome, some redundancy was included to 
increase the probability that the behaviour would be measured even if some sensors failed. This 
was achieved both by using the symmetry and placing sensors at positions that were expected to 
give similar results (i.e. placed at similar radius and depth) and in addition of using sensors from 
different manufacturers. 

The following instrumentation loggers were used for the different sensors;
• HBM Spider8 – For sensors measuring the pressure on the formwork
• Gantner Q.bloxx A104 – For Geokon strain gauges  (including their temperature 

signals). A Vib Wire-108 module was used to convert the signal from the sensors 
• Gantner Q.bloxx A106 – For TML strain gauges, joint meters and LVDT sensors
• Gantner Q.bloxx A107 – For ambient air temperature sensors and thermocouple signal of 

TML strain gauges

The sampling rate in the measurements of the pressure on the formwork was one reading each 
minute and for all other measurements a sampling rate of one reading every five minutes was 
used. 

3.2 Instrumentation

In total, 28 strain gauges were embedded in the concrete dome with the intention to capture its 
behaviour from hardening until the test was ended. The placement of all embedded strain gauges 
is illustrated in Figure 8. Sensors were placed at four depths in the centre of the dome and in 
three directions to capture the distribution of strain. In addition, several strain gauges were 
placed close to the interface between concrete and rock. Almost all strain gauges were placed on 
shorter reinforcement bars that were mounted on the cooling pipes, except for the strain gauges 
closest to the rock. In this case it was not possible to attach these to the cooling system, so 
instead reinforcement bars were installed in the rock on which the strain gauges were attached. 
The concrete cover was at least 400 mm for the sensors closest to the surfaces to minimize the 
risk of the sensors being subjected to high water pressure. 

Figure 8 – Placement of installed strain gauges. 
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Joint meters were installed to measure the relative displacement between the concrete dome and 
the rock. In total, 6 joint meters were installed; two sensors each at the left- and right-hand side 
and two in the top. All these sensors were drilled into the rock at the downstream side of the 
slot, where one was placed perpendicular to the rock surface and the other one was placed 
vertically (in the top) or in the tunnel axis direction (left- and right-hand side). The intention of 
these sensors was to observe if the concrete dome released from the rock. It was expected that 
the concrete dome would release from the rock during the second cooling stage (B), and that the 
downstream side would be compressed when the dome was subjected the water pressure. 

Figure 9 – Placement of installed joint meters gauges. 

3.2 Signal processing the measured data

All sensors have been temperature compensated based on the difference in thermal expansion of 
the sensors and the concrete. This is described in detail in [4]. In addition, all measured signals 
have been subjected to signal processing to remove effect from background noise and from 
spurious voltage impulses that occurred. All signal processing has been performed with the 
signal processing toolbox in Matlab by using smoothing filters. For the Geokon sensors, local 
regression using weighted linear least squares and a 1st degree polynomial models that assigns 
lower weight to outliers (denoted “rlowess”) were used primarily to reduce the influences of the 
spurious voltage impulses. For all other signals, the filtering was made with Savitzky-Golay, a 
generalized moving average filter from unweighted linear regression, primarily to attenuate the 
background noise. More information about the signal processing can be found in [4].

4. RESULTS

4.1 Pressure on the formwork during concrete hardening

The pressure on the formwork was measured at five locations over the height of the form/dome. 
The sensors were numbered from 1 to 5 based on their height above the ground, meaning sensor 
no 1 was at the bottom and sensor no 5 was close to the top. In Figure 10 a), the pressure is 
shown as a function of time, measured at each sensor and in Figure 10 b) the same result is 
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presented in a 3D plot (height, pressure and time). As can be seen, the maximum pressure at 
each location of the sensors occurs a few hours after the level of concrete reached that position. 
This means that the hardening of concrete in the bottom started before the whole plug was cast. 
Thereby, the maximum theoretical hydrostatic pressure of 160 kN/m2 (at the bottom) never 
occurred. Instead the maximum pressure measured close to the bottom was approximately 25 
kN/m2. The maximum form pressure was typically 35 kN/m2 measured at all sensor positions. 
However, there was a significant increase measured at the sensor in the top where it increased 
from about 30 kN/m2 to a maximum of approximately 80 kN/m2 for a period of four minutes. 
This was however after casting was completed. According to the staff at site during casting, the 
contact grouting tubes were pressurized at the end of casting to cleanse the tubes. This pressure 
impulse, is likely a result of this action. 

a) b)

Figure 10 – Recorded pressure on the formwork. 

4.2 Temperature development during concrete hardening

The temperature in the ambient air in the tunnel varied typically between 13 and 15 °C during 
the measuring period. The initial temperature for all batches of concrete was about 10 °C prior 
to casting. After the hydration of the concrete had started, the cooling pipes started to reduce the 
temperature in the concrete. The cooling sequence was conducted in smaller steps as shown in 
Figure 5. The aim of the concrete cooling during hydration (stage A) was to ensure that the 
temperature in the dome was less than 20 °C. As it can be seen in Figure 11, the maximum 
temperature in the concrete was slightly below 18 °C during hydration. After this, the cooling 
stage B was performed, intended to break the bond between concrete and rock. During this 
stage, the temperature in the cooling pipes was reduced to 4 °C and maintained at this level for 6 
days. This resulted in a temperature in the concrete between 6 and 10 °C. After this the 
temperature increased as the cooling equipment was turned off. 

Finally, after about three months, the cooling system was used once again to cool the concrete 
dome as much as possible to allow for effective contact grouting. During this cooling stage (C), 
the inlet temperature in the cooling pipe was reduced to 1 °C to create a large thermal pre-
stressing of the concrete dome, i.e. to introduce compressive forces into the dome after the 
cooling was completed. The measured temperature during the cooling period prior to the contact 
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grouting (stage C), decreased to a minimum of 3 °C and was about 8 °C as maximum, as seen in 
Figure 11.  

Figure 11 – Recorded temperatures in the concrete during the first five months. 

The advanced cooling sequence had worked and no visible cracks could be detected in the 
concrete dome. However, whether the concrete dome had released from the rock or not during 
cooling stage B was uncertain. Therefore, different methods were used to evaluate this based on 
the measurements as shown in the following sections. 

4.3 Relative displacement between concrete and rock

The joint meters measured the relative displacement between concrete and rock at six locations, 
as previously shown in Figure 9. The results up to the point after contact grouting is shown in 
Figure 12. As can be seen in Figure 12, the joint meters show small relative movement between 
concrete and rock which indicates no direct crack opening during the first stages. The maximum 
relative displacement is 0.1 mm during cooling prior to grouting (stage C). If the concrete dome 
had released from the rock, a relative displacement of about 4.2 mm had occurred according to 
[3]. This shows that the concrete dome did not release from the rock on the downstream side of 
the slot, at least not at these locations. The relative displacements are in general so small, and 
most likely corresponds to elastic strains in the concrete. However, all joint meters show a 
slightly larger value after grouting than before, which indicates that at least some parts of the 
slot have been grouted. The largest difference before and after grouting is seen on JM05 which 
measures the relative displacement in the tunnel axis and is located on the right-hand side 
(viewed from the downstream side). 
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Figure 12 – Variation in relative displacement at the interface between concrete and rock. 

4.4 Induced strains in the concrete 

The difficulty with analysing the induced strains in the concrete is to determine at which point 
sufficient bond between concrete and the sensors has been reached. During the first hours after 
pouring the concrete, the concrete behaves completely plastic and no reliable strains can be 
measured. After this, as the hydration initiates and the concrete strength starts to develop and 
due to the increased temperature from the hydration, compressive stresses occur in the concrete.
When the heat generated by the hydration reduces which result in decreased temperature in the 
concrete, where tensile stresses develop, [5]. 

In the full-scale test, two different type of strain gauges were used. The strain gauges with larger 
flanges (Geokon 4200) at the ends, were significantly easier to evaluate regarding the early age 
behaviour since they quite early recorded reliable strains in the concrete. In Figure 13, the 
development of strain from one of these sensors is shown as an example for the early age strain 
development in the dome. In the figure, the corresponding measured temperature at this sensor 
is also presented. In the figure, the graph is presented from the start of casting (at 07:00 in the 
morning). The presented sensor is however located in the centre of the dome and hence was not 
embedded in concrete until about seven hours after casting begun. 

For the other strain gauges, with smaller flanges it was much more difficult to capture the early 
behaviour since several sudden changes in strain occurred in these signals during the casting and 
early in the hydration process. Methods to find suitable zero-reference level for the strain gauges 
used in case have been presented by [3] and [6]. The determination of the zero-reference value 
is, however, only important for obtaining the absolute value of the strain and to predict induced 
stresses. In this case, it is more interesting to find the influence from the advanced cooling and 
to quantify the effect from the thermal pre-stress. Thereby, to achieve this only the relative 
difference of the strain before and after the third cooling stage (stage C) as shown in Figure 14 
should be considered, which is described in Section 4.5. 
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Figure 13 – Early strain/stress development in concrete. Measured strain development in the 
dome plug with a Geokon sensor (top), temperature development from the same Geokon sensor 
(bottom).

Two of the strain gauges failed during the third and final grouting stage. The two strain gauges 
that failed (ST23 and ST25) were placed adjacent to the joint meters (JM01 and JM03). As it 
can be seen in Figure 15, these sensors were installed on reinforcement bars drilled in to the 
rock. However, these reinforcement bars were placed close to the centre tube that was grouted in 
the final grouting stage. It is therefore believed that the grout travelled along the reinforcement 
bar up to the strain gauges and the high grout pressure of 6 MPa destroyed these gauges. 

Figure 14 – Variation in measured strain based on all strain gauges. 
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a) b)

Figure 15 – Photos of strain gauges that failed during the third grouting, a) strain gauge ST23 
and b) ST25. Also seen in the photo: the installed joint meters, a) JM01 and JM02 and b) JM03 
and JM04. 

4.5 Effect of the thermal pre-stress

To estimate the effect from the thermal pre-stress, the relative difference in strain before and 
after cooling stage C) was analysed for all strain gauges. The time points for the start and stop of 
the third cooling cycle was illustrated with two black lines in Figure 14. Here the strain 
difference has been multiplied with the elastic modulus of concrete (33.9 GPa according to [2]) 
to calculate the compressive pre-stress. The calculated compressive stresses induced due to 
grouting is presented in Figure 16 a). As seen in the figure, the thermal pre-stress (i.e. 
compressive) varies from about 0.5 MPa to 3.5 MPa in the concrete dome. It should be noted 
that the two strain gauges that failed during grouting are shown as zero stress in the figure. 

If no grouting could be inserted between the concrete dome and the rock, then the strain would 
be identical before and after. For a case without bond between the concrete and rock, the full 
temperature reduction from cooling would result in thermal pre-stress. Here, the temperature 
difference is based on the difference in temperature for each sensor between maximum 
temperature during hydration (between 15 and 18 °C) and minimum temperature during cooling 
prior to contact grouting (between 3 and 8 °C). The maximum temperature during hydration is 
considered as the strain free temperature for the concrete. This is denoted as the maximum 
thermal pre-stress and is shown in Figure 16 b). Considering that the temperature varies in the 
concrete dome to some extent, this results in a variation in maximum theoretical thermal pre-
stress between 3 and 4.5 MPa. 
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a) b)

Figure 16 – Calculated effect from the thermal pre-stress during grouting, a) induced 
compressive strain based on the strain gauges, b) maximal stresses due to the variation in 
temperature.  

Finally, the ratio between the obtained strain difference before and after grouting (Figure 16 a) 
and the maximum thermal pre-stresses (Figure 16 b) indicates the degree of achieved pre-stress 
in the dome. By calculating the relative ratio of the induced pre-stress, the results are no longer 
dependent on the estimated elastic modulus of the concrete and is thereby only dependent on the 
measured quantities. It can be seen in Figure 17 that one sensor gives 100%, i.e. where the 
obtained pre-stress is equal the theoretical maximum. This sensor is denoted ST12 and is 
mounted in the centre of the dome, about 400 mm from the upstream surface and measures in 
the vertical direction. The two sensors close to this, ST10 and ST11 also show high utilization of 
pre-stress, about 80% of the maximum theoretical value. In common for the five sensors, that 
show highest achieved relative pre-stress, is that all are mounted on the upstream side of the 
dome. Most of the strain gauges show relatively low pre-stress compared to the theoretical 
maximum where the average utilization is 53%. Thereby, based on the calculated effect of 
thermal pre-stress it can be concluded that the dome plug had partially released from the rock 
and it is likely that the upstream side of the slot released to a greater extent than the downstream 
side (i.e. where the joint meters are located).
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Figure 17 – Achieved pre-stress compared to maximum thermal stress. 

4.6 Pressurization 4 MPa and long-term behaviour

As shown previously, the pressurization of the plug was performed to a water pressure of 4 
MPa. When the water pressure reached about 3.5 MPa, a significant change for the two sensors 
in the top of the dome (JM03 & JM04) occurred as seen in Figure 18. This is likely caused by 
the dome releasing on the upstream side of the slot and thereby all loads are carried by to the 
downstream side of the slot in this region. Thereby, the joint meters were compressed and 
stopped recording reliable displacements when it was compressed beyond its measuring range. 
A water pressure sensor had been installed on the rock on the upstream side of the slot in this 
region. This sensor showed that water pressure increased in a similar manner as shown in Figure 
6 before the sensor failed. 

Figure 18 – Installed strain gauges. 

Thereby, the concrete has most likely released on the upstream side of the slot in this region 
during the increasing water pressure, as illustrated in Figure 19 a). In addition, a small leakage 
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between concrete and rock was observed near the top of the concrete as seen in Figure 19 b). It 
should be noted that this is the same location where leakage of grout occurred during grouting. It 
is therefore likely that this location had not been sufficiently grouted which caused this leakage 
path. All leakage from the plug was gathered in a weir installed downstream of the concrete 
dome, see Figure 2. To prevent loss of water due to evaporation, a plastic sheet had been 
installed that enclosed the area upstream of the weir. From this weir, the leakage water was 
collected and measured automatically. The total leakage through the plug and the adjacent rock 
that was collected in the weir was 108 ml/min at this point and after this, the leakage at the top 
successively decreased and was 43 ml/min after 6 months, according to [1].

a) b)

Figure 19 – a) Illustration of water pressure in upstream side of the slot, b) photo of small 
leakage near the top of the concrete dome.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a full-scale test of the Dome plug intended to be used in the future repository for 
spent nuclear fuel in Sweden has been presented. The purpose of the full-scale test was to verify 
that it was possible to build the plug according to the design specifications. In addition, the 
purpose was also to evaluate that the design acted as expected during hardening and the 
serviceability state when it was subjected to hydrostatic pressure and estimate the water 
tightness of the structure.

The full-scale test showed that it was possible to build a plug according to the specifications and 
the whole installation worked as planned. The test showed that it was possible to build a 
concrete dome that could both carry its serviceability loads and be sufficiently water tight to 
allow for the bentonite seal to homogenize. 

Due to the high autogenous shrinkage, the design was made for the unreinforced concrete to 
release from the rock during the hardening process by means of cooling. The measurements 
showed however that this was difficult to accomplish. 

Based on the results from the strain gauges it can be observed that the contact grouting resulted 
in a thermal pre-stressing of the concrete dome plug. The obtained pre-stress varied between 0.5 

Water pressure
in upstream
side of the slot
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MPa and 3.5 MPa in the concrete dome, depending on the direction and location of the sensors. 
Only one sensor obtained the actual theoretical level of pre-stress and a few other sensors 
showed pre-stress above 70% of the theoretical value. The average pre-stress obtained from all 
strain gauges in operation was 53%.  If the concrete dome had released from the rock during the 
cooling stages, it is expected that all sensors would obtain their theoretical value. This indicates 
that the concrete dome only partially released from the rock in the top of the dome. 

According to the measurements it is likely that the dome released partially, especially on the 
upstream side. At the location of the joint meters on the downstream side of the slot, the dome 
seems to have been constrained to the rock during the whole test. There could be several reasons 
for this. Naturally, the bond strength may have been higher than the previous test values that 
were used in design. However, if this was the case then numerical analyses showed that there 
would be a significant risk of cracking in the dome if it was subjected to the design values of the 
shrinkage without releasing from the rock. The full-scale test did however not show any visible 
cracks or leakages through the concrete (except for a small area in the interface between
concrete and rock in the top of the dome as shown in Figure 19 b). Other reasons for the 
discrepancy could of course be that numerical analyses were conservative or that the autogenous 
shrinkage of the concrete was less than assumed in the design. 

6. FURTHER RESEARCH

Considering that this is an extensive project, it has not been possible to present all results from 
the full-scale test. In this paper, the focus was on the early age behaviour and, especially, to 
evaluate if the concrete released from the rock as expected prior to grouting. The project is 
currently on-going and has moved in to the second phase. At the end of the serviceability load 
test (sustained load of 4 MPa load for 3 years), a strength integrity test will be performed where 
the water pressure will be increased up to 9 MPa. After this, the whole plug will be demolished 
where a lot of test samples will be taken out. Before demolition, non-destructive testing will be 
performed to find if any internal damages are visible which could indicate interesting locations 
for core samples, etc. During the demolition, the thickness of the grout will be studied which 
will show the efficiency of the grouting and the results can be used to verify the results from the 
monitoring. Thereby, the results from the evaluations in this paper will be possible to verify 
with actual observations and measurements of the bond between concrete and rock and 
thickness of the grout in the future. 

SKB will also continue to develop the concept for sealing deposition tunnels. The findings
presented in this paper showed areas for improvement and further work. For instance, one 
important aspect is to study if the cooling scheme could be simplified and determine if the 
second cooling stage (stage B) is necessary. Another important aspect for further work is to 
continue develop the formwork used for the dome plug. As the test showed, the pressure on the 
formwork was much lower than the hydrostatic pressure due to the low casting rate.  
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ABSTRACT
Addition of fly ash or GGBS in concrete has shown to increase the durability and thus the 
service life of concrete structures exposed to chlorides. Currently, the durability relies on 
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regulations, which beside a minimum cover thickness also put constraint on amount and type of 
SCM in different environments. Swedish regulations do not, however, consider the actual 
durability of different binders. As a consequence, a LCA might be misleading. This paper 
investigates the climate impact of concrete with SCM in chloride environment. Current 
prescriptive design approach is compared with a performance based service life approach and 
applied to bridge parts. 

Key words: chloride induced corrosion, Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCM), climate 
impact, bridge, service life, LCA, concrete.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Swedish Transport Administration (STA) has identified a need to reduce greenhouse gases 
from infrastructures at a life-cycle perspective. In order to reduce these emissions STA has set a 
vision to reduce the climate impact of infrastructures by 15 % until 2020, 30 % until 2025 and 
zero emissions by 2050, compared to levels from 2015. For this reason STA has since 2016 set a 
demand that all infrastructure projects with an investment cost above 50 million SEK 
(approximately 5 million EUR) have to declare their climate impact [1]. Since concrete is the 
most common material used in bridges, efforts to reduce its climate impact will have a big effect 
on the overall reduction potential of the infrastructure [2]. 

There are different ways to reduce the climate impact of concrete structures. One way is to use 
the resources more efficiently by reducing the total clinker content in the concrete mix. This can 
be achieved for example by replacing part of the Portland cement (CEM I) with supplementary 
cementitious materials (SCM) from industrial waste products such as fly ash (FA) and ground-
granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS). Another way to reduce the climate impact is by 
increasing the durability of the structure and thereby extending the service life and reducing the 
need for repair and replacement. Müller et al. [3] propose that the sustainability potential of a 
concrete structure should be defined as the relationship between the lifetime performance and 
the environmental impact. According to this definition the authors suggest three approaches to 
enhance the sustainability: 1) lowering the environmental impact of the concrete mix; 2) 
improving the concrete performance, i.e. reduction of cross-section of members through high 
load bearing capacity and 3) by extending the life span of the material and the structure. By 
reducing the need for repair and replacement there can be a significant reduction in 
environmental impact over the life span of a construction. 

A bridge part that is frequently maintained and repaired is the edge beam. It is exposed to harsh 
conditions such as freezing and as a consequence also to chlorides due to the de-icing salts. 
According to a study by Racutanu the edge beam system is one of the bridge parts that gets 
damaged the most and stands for 33 % of all damages noted in a large sample of Swedish 
concrete bridges [4]. Based on statistical data, the average age before replacing an edge beam is 
45 years [5]. According to this research the time before replacement depends on the location 
where an edge beam in heavy traffic is replaced more frequently than in non-heavy traffic. This 
is also due to use of de-icing salts. Moreover, a study by Safi found that the life cycle measures 
(LCM) applied to an edge beam are: repair every 20 years, replacement every 60 years and 
impregnation every 20 years [6].  According to Veganzones et al. [7], except for high LCM 
costs, repair and replacement of bridge edge beams also cause user and societal costs due to 
traffic disturbance. 
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One of the main deterioration problems in reinforced concrete (RC) structures is chloride 
induced corrosion [8]. In order to protect the reinforcement from corrosion and obtain a certain 
service life a minimum concrete cover thickness is needed. At present, this cover thickness is 
mainly based on current regulations in Sweden that do not differentiate between cement types 
and concrete compositions. A study on chloride ingress in Swedish conditions by Tang and 
Löfgren [9] concludes, however, that this cover thickness should also depend on the addition of 
SCM.  The aim of this study is therefore to evaluate the global warming potential (GWP) of RC 
structures exposed to chlorides considering the durability of SCMs. Although researches have 
shown the link between environmental impact and durability there is still a lack of LCA studies 
that include the actual performance of reinforced concrete structures with different mix designs. 
This study evaluates the climate impact of mix designs with various amounts of SCM based on 
their influence on concrete performance. The mix designs are applied on two bridge parts, a 
bridge edge beam, which is exposed to de-icing salt and a bridge pier, which is exposed to 
constant chloride diffusion. The performance based approach is based on recent research [9] and 
compared with current prescriptive approach. Chloride induced corrosion is the only 
deterioration mechanism that is considered in this study. 

2. DURABILITY OF CHLORIDE EXPOSED CONCRETE WITH SCM

Durability of steel reinforced concrete depends on several factors such as concrete properties, 
environmental exposure, ageing of concrete and steel quality. Steel reinforcement in concrete is 
protected from corrosion by a passivating film that is created due to the high alkalinity of the 
pore solution. When concrete carbonates, the pH in the pore solution drops, activating the 
corrosion process. However, a pH reduction is not the only corrosion inducing process. When 
chloride ions penetrate the concrete and reach a certain concentration at the depth of the 
reinforcement, a so called threshold value, an electrochemical process starts the corrosion of 
steel, even without a drop in pH. There are three mechanisms leading to chloride induced 
corrosion [10]; 1) The chloride ions in the electrolyte may penetrate through the passive film to 
the steel surface due to the high potential difference across the film. 2) The film may break due 
to discontinuities in the film. 3) And lastly, adsorption of ions to the film may lead to 
progressive thinning. 

When chloride ions diffuse through pores into the concrete, some of the ions will be bound 
chemically to the aluminate phase in the cement [11], some will be physically bound to the pore 
walls [12] and some will be free in the pore solution. The reaction of steel is dependent on the 
concentration of free chloride ions. However, when defining a chloride threshold value it is 
difficult to measure the free ions only and a total chloride content is therefore used. The 
resistance of concrete to chloride diffusion depends on several factors of which one is the 
addition of SCM. In previous times addition of fly ash or ground-granulated blast furnace slag 
(GGBS) has been linked to an increased risk of corrosion due to a lower alkalinity in the pore 
solution [13,14]. More recent studies, however, have shown that fly ash and GGBS contain a 
higher amount of alumina which leads to an increased chemical binding of chlorides [15,11], 
thus increasing chloride threshold. Additionally, a denser microstructure in fly ash and GGBS 
incorporated concrete has also been observed which means that the diffusion coefficient might 
also be lower [16].  A literature study by Shi et al. [17] concluded that concrete with SCMs has 
an overall improved resistance to chloride ingress.
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The chloride threshold is an important parameter regarding service life modelling. There is 
however a large scatter in the literature. According to Angst et al. [15] the scatter of the chloride 
threshold value is smaller for field studies.

3. SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION 

Sustainability of a structure is greatly dependent on the technical performance under the 
designed service life. The more durable the structure is the lower are the repair costs and the 
environmental impact. The difficulty in a LCA model is the service life prediction. There is 
statistical data on repair and maintenance, but they do not consider the durability of different 
concrete mix designs and binders. The consequence is therefore a significant gap when 
designing a sustainable concrete structure.
The design service life should include an anticipated maintenance, but without the necessity of a 
major repair. ISO 16204 defines 4 methods with different levels of sophistication to verify the 
design service life, namely: full probabilistic (DuraCrete model in Fib bulletin 34) [18], partial 
factor, deemed-to-satisfy and avoidance of deterioration [19]. This paper compares a 
performance based service life model for chloride ingress with a prescriptive service life 
approach.

3.1 Today’s prescriptive service life design

In a prescriptive or deemed-to satisfy service life approach the service life is designed through 
constrains on minimum cover thickness and on concrete properties in different environmental 
exposures such as water to cement ratio, clinker content and amount of SCM content in binder 
[20]. The concrete cover does not, however, vary with type of binder. It only depends on the 
water to cement (w/c) ratio. 

Table 1 demonstrates the allowable limits for reinforced concrete in different chloride 
environments in order to reach a service life of 100 years as defined in the Swedish application 
of the European construction standards, EKS 10 [21,22].

Table 1 – Allowable limits for the chloride exposure classes used in this research. The material 
properties are from SS EN 137003 [21] while the cover thicknesses are from EKS 10 [22].

XS2 
(submerged in sea)

XD3 
(de-icing salt)

XF4 
(frost)

W/C(eq) [-] 0.45 0.40 0.45

Max addition [% of binder]

FA

GGBS

35

65

35

35

20

20

Concrete cover for:

W/C 0.4, 100yr [mm]1

W/C 0.45, 100yr [mm]1

45

50

45

-

NA

NA
1Excluding 10 mm tolerance 
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3.2 Performance based service life design

There are several models for calculating the chloride ingress in reinforced concrete structures. 
Some models are: the simple ERFC model, the Mejlbro-Poulsen’s model, the DuraCrete model, 
ACI Life 365 and the ClinConc model [9]. The first four models use the total chloride content as 
the main driving force in the transport function while the ClinConc model takes into account the 
free chlorides in the pore solution. What the models have in common is the assumption of a 
crack-free concrete and that they are based on Fick’s 2nd law of diffusion.

The best curve fitted model is, according to Tang et al. [23], the ClinConc model which 
considers the free chlorides in the pore solution. Tang and Löfgren [9] used this model to 
evaluate the durability of concrete with SCM exposed to chlorides. The chloride ingress was 
modeled for marine and road environments with a service life of 100 years and chloride 
threshold at 1.0 % and 0.4 % of mass of binder respectively. Field data from concrete exposed to 
Swedish seawater under a period of 20 years were used for validating the study. Tang and 
Löfgren concluded that an addition of FA and GGBS in concrete improves the resistance to 
chloride ingress and that current prescribed cover thicknesses are not enough for concrete 
without SCM. The authors proposed therefore modified concrete cover thicknesses which also 
consider the addition of FA and GGBS. Table 2 shows the proposed cover thicknesses for the 
environmental classes XS2 and XD3 and water to binder (w/b) ratios 0.40 and 0.45.

Table 2 – Suggested concrete cover thicknesses (in mm) for chloride environment [9]. 

CEM I CEM II/A-S CEM II/A-V
or

CEM II/B-V

CEM II/B-S CEM III/A

XS2 (east coast1)
w/b 0.45
w/b 0.40

90
80

60
50

60
45

60
50

50
45

XD3
w/b 0.40 70 45 45 45 45
1Refers to the east coast of Sweden which has a chloride concentration of about 0.4% by mass of 
seawater.

To evaluate the sensitivity of the cover thicknesses Tang and Löfgren [9] included the 
uncertainties of the input parameters; chloride threshold, diffusion coefficient at 6 months, 
surface chloride content and temperature. The results showed that a 10 % variation of the input 
parameters resulted in a 3 to 5 % variation of the determined cover thicknesses independent of 
type of concrete. The chloride threshold value was shown to have the lowest influence on the 
cover thickness (approximately 3 %).

4. LCA OF RC STRUCTURES IN CHLORIDE ENVIRONMENT – A CASE 
STUDY

The environmental effect of using todays’ prescriptive cover thicknesses is investigated. The 
cover thicknesses in Table 1 are compared to the performance based cover thicknesses in Table 
2 for concrete mix designs with and without SCM and two w/b ratios.

The following aspects are investigated in the analysis:
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• The effect of SCM on service life and material consumption during a period of 100 
years. To what extend does the improved durability of concrete with SCM reduce the 
GWP?

• The effect of introducing a performance based cover thickness on GWP. What would a 
difference in cover thickness mean?

• The difference in w/b ratio on GWP of RC structure. Concrete with higher w/b ratio has 
a lower durability and needs therefore a thicker concrete cover but has on the other hand 
lower clinker content. Is it better for the climate to use concrete with lower w/b ratio or 
higher?

• The consequences of using today’s prescribed cover thicknesses.

4.1 Case study

A bridge edge beam and a bridge pier have been chosen as case studies for the LCA. The bridge 
edge beam is a sensitive part of a bridge in terms of damages and has a high repair cost and 
environmental impact due to traffic disturbances.  In this case study the edge beam is part of a 
road bridge and is exposed to de-icing salt which means that it is subjected to chlorides through 
spraying. This is exposure class XD3 according to EN 206 and limits the w/c ratio to maximum 
0.40.

A bridge pier has a load carrying function and is subjected to different chloride exposures which 
are related to the atmospheric zone, tidal/splash zone and the submerged zone. From a 20 year 
field study on chloride ingress it has been observed that the submerged zone is the most severe 
case [24].  For that reason the submerged zone is chosen for the analysis in this case study. The 
influence of using different w/c ratios is investigated for the pier only as XD3 does not allow a 
w/b ratio of 0.45. The question is if it is more environmentally friendly to have a concrete with a 
higher w/c ratio and thus lower clinker content or more beneficial to have a lower w/c ratio 
where the concrete has a denser structure.

Both case studies are fictive and not related to a specific type of bridge which means that the 
maintenance will be unknown. Instead a theoretical figure for repair and replacement is used. A 
cast in situ concrete is assumed for both cases. The reference dimensions for both cases are 
shown in Table 3 and are based on concrete cover thicknesses according to EKS 10. An 
adequate distance between piers is assumed.

Table 3 – Specifications of the reference cases. 

Reference case w/c ratio Cover 
thickness

Cross section Length Reinforcement

Bridge edge 
beam

0.40 45 mm Rectangular 0.5 
m x 0.5 m

10 m 4 weight-%

Bridge pier 0.40 45 mm Circular 1 m 
diameter

6 m 4 % of cross 
sectional area

When the concrete cover thickness is varied it is assumed that the reinforcement position and 
amount are constant. This means that there will be a change in cross sectional area and thus 
concrete volume which could be the case when the amount of reinforcement is already 
optimized and moving the reinforcement inward is not an option. Additionally, it is also a 
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conservative way of performing the LCA because it adds an extra GWP to the performance 
based cover thicknesses. 

4.2 Concrete mix design

In this study 8 different concrete mix designs, which were developed within a STA project, have 
been evaluated (Table 4). The mix designs consist of 4 types of binders with varying amount of 
FA and GGBS and two w/b ratios. No efficiency factor (i.e., a factor = 1) was used in the 
concrete mixes with SCM which means that w/b ratio is equal to w/c ratio. Mixes with a binder 
that contains 20 weight-% SCM or less meets the requirements for frost resistance according to 
SS 137003, the Swedish application of EN 206 [22]. The concrete mixes with 29 % GGBS 
exceeds the limit but is still included due to a recent study which shows that a GGBS content of 
up to 40 % of binder may be acceptable with respect to the salt-frost scaling resistance [25]. The 
mixes also contain superplastisizers and air-entrainer which are not shown in Table 4. This is 
due to the small amounts used which are assumed to have only a negligible effect on the 
outcome of the environmental impact.

Table 4 – Mix design of the concretes used in this analysis.

4.3 LCA method

In order to calculate the GWP of the aforementioned concrete structures a LCA method in 
accordance with EN 15804 [26] is applied. EN 15804 provides core product category rules for 
construction products and services and also the means for developing a Type III environmental 
declaration. The GWP is calculated by using the method by IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change) 2013 GWP100a. 

The LCA includes the following life-cycle stages:

Mix ID w/b OPC 

[kg/m3]

FA

[kg/m3]

GGBS

[kg/m3]

Aggregates, 
crushed

[kg/m3]

Aggregates, 
natural

[kg/m3]

CEM I 0.40 0.40 425 846 864

16% FA 0.40 0.40 353 69 844 863

20% GGBS 0.40 0.40 340 85 842 861

29% GGBS 0.40 0.40 302 123 836 854

CEM I 0.45 0.45 400 846 864

16% FA 0.45 0.45 336 64 842 861

20% GGBS 0.45 0.45 320 80 841 859

29% GGBS 0.45 0.45 284 116 839 858
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• Production stage (module A1-A3). It includes raw material extraction, transport of raw 
material to factory and manufacturing)

• Replacement (module B4). With a system boundary of 100 years.

The service life of the edge beam and pier is included through the replacement stage. For 
example, if a structure has a service life of 80 years and the system boundary is 100 years, then 
it would mean that the structure needs to be replaced theoretically 0.25 times to reach those 100 
years. In reality, not all structures with a specific service life are repaired at the same time. Some 
might be repaired earlier and some might be repaired later. This theoretical number represents 
an average value.

The functional units for the cases are:
1. 1 length meter bridge edge beam with a service life of 100 years. Exposed to de-icing 

salt.
2. 1 length meter bridge pier with a service life of 100 years. Exposed to marine 

environment with a 0.4 % chloride concentration. 
It should be noted that the LCA does not take into account the construction and maintenance 
activities at site such as machinery. It only considers the material use. 

Life-cycle inventory data were mainly gathered from environmental product declarations (EPD) 
for the Swedish market and the LCA database ecoinvent version 3 [27]. An inventory of 
materials and energy is described in Table 5.

Regarding waste products and secondary materials, they are considered to have no 
environmental burden allocated from the main product unless they have a contribution to the 
overall revenue that is higher than 1 %. An economic evaluation was performed which showed 
that the revenue of fly ash and the slag leaving the industrial process can be considered to be 
very low according to EN 15804 [26]. Hence there is no environmental burden allocated to fly 
ash and slag waste. However, while fly ash can be utilized directly in the concrete mix without 
further processing GGBS needs to be grinded and dried before applied. This adds an extra 
environmental burden to GGBS. Information about GGBS processing was delivered through 
personal contact with Merox AB [28].

The required energy at the factory is based on information from a Thomas Concrete Group 
factory in Sweden and has an energy consumption of 18 kWh/m3 electricity and 15 kWh/m3

district heating [29]. The district heating is based on a Swedish mix from Svensk fjärrvärme 
during the reference year 2014 [30] where the fuels were gathered from ecoinvent v.3. All 
materials, except for the reinforcement, are transported from real manufacturing places to a 
concrete factory located in Stockholm. The reinforcement is instead transported directly to the 
construction site. Data for transport were gathered from Network for Transport Measures 
(NTM) [31]. 
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Table 5 – GWP of materials and energy sources. 
Resource Unit GWP [kg CO2-eq] Reference 
OPC 1 ton 678 EPD-HCG-20140186-CAD1-

EN
FA 1 ton 0

GGBS 1 ton 88 [28]

Water 1 ton 0.28 Ecoinvent v.3

Aggregates, crushed 1 ton 2.4 Ecoinvent v.31

Aggregates, natural 1 ton 1.7 Ecoinvent v.31

Carbon steel 
reinforcement

1 ton 370 EPD S-P-00305

District heating 1 kWh 0.092 [30]

Swedish electricity mix 1 kWh 0.056 Ecoinvent v.3

1 Modified for Swedish conditions.

4.4 Service life modelling

According to Tang and Löfgren [9] the prescribed cover thicknesses for a service life of 100 
years are not always sufficient and need therefore to be updated. In order to calculate the service 
life of reinforced concrete designed with current Swedish regulations, the ERFC (error function 
complement) model for chloride diffusion in an infinite half-space was used. The influence of 
concrete ageing is excluded in the model which is a conservative way of calculating the service 
life. 

For the reason that the chloride profile is fixed for each concrete mix due to the same 
environmental exposures and chloride diffusion properties then the service life will only depend 
on the relation between two cover thicknesses. This is expressed in equation (1). The service life 
can be calculated by using the figures of Tang and Löfgren [9], also expressed in Table 2, as a 
reference which the calculated service life relates to. For example, if a reinforced concrete 
structure of a certain mix has a cover thickness of 45 mm and it is assumed that the 
corresponding service life is 100 years then a cover thickness of 40 mm will result in a service 
life of t years. In this case a 45 mm cover thickness and a service life of 100 years will be the 
reference.

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . � 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

�
2

(1)

Where:
t = service life of concrete with x cover thickness [year]
tref = service life of reference concrete with xref  cover thickness [year]
x = cover thickness of concrete [mm]
xref = cover thickness of reference concrete [mm]
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5. CLIMATE IMPACT AND SERVICE LIFE OF THE CASE STUDY

5.1 Impact of concrete mix design

It is well known that the climate impact of a concrete mix is highly dependent on the clinker 
content. When a part of the clinker is replaced with FA or GGBS the climate impact is expected 
to decrease accordingly. Figure 1 shows the GWP of the concrete mix designs used in this study 
divided into the life cycle stages: material production, transport to factory and production at 
factory. It can be noted that a clinker replacement with 16 % FA results in a 15 % reduction of 
GWP compared to CEM I concrete for both w/b ratios. An increase in w/b ratio results in an 
approximately 6 % decrease in GWP. Transport to factory and production at factory has a slight 
impact on the GWP.

Figure 1 – GWP of 1 m3 of concrete mixes used in this research, divided into three life cycle 
stages

5.2 Impact of edge beam and pier during production stage

When the concrete mixes are applied to a reinforced bridge edge beam with a cover thickness 
according to today’s Swedish regulations the result show a decrease in GWP of 14 %, 16 % and 
23 % for the concrete mixes with 16 % FA, 20 % GGBS and 29 % GGBS respectively, 
compared with CEM I (Figure 2). These greenhouse gases are emitted during the production 
stage of the concrete and reinforcement. For the proposed performance based concrete cover 
thicknesses the effect of lower chloride ingress due to addition of SCM may be visualized. In 
order to have a sufficient cover thickness which enables a service life of 100 years the cover 
needs to be increased by 25 mm. This leads, in this case, to an increase in volume which in turn 
results in an increase in GWP by 19 %. According to the performance based approach an 
addition of 16 % FA have the potential to lower the GWP by 27 %, which is a big impact. 
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Figure 2 – GWP from production of one bridge edge beam.

Concerning the bridge pier, except for an addition of SCM the effect of w/b ratio on the GWP 
has also been investigated. The results revealed that there is not a significant difference between 
w/b ratios as the extra cover thickness compensate for a reduction in clinker content (Figure 3). 
Still there is a notable difference between CEM I and concrete with SCM.

Figure 3 – GWP from production of one bridge pier.

The GWP of the reinforcement is 7 % of the total GWP for the edge beam and 20 % for the pier.

5.3 Impact of edge beam and pier including service life

The cover thicknesses according to Tang and Löfgren [9] represent a service life of 100 years. 
The cover thicknesses according to standard are fixed and do not vary with binder type which 
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leads to a variation in service life. Table 7 shows the calculated service lives for a fixed concrete 
cover according to the standard using Eq. (1). 

Table 7 – Calculated service life of edge beam and pier with a cover thickness according to EKS 
10 [22].

Cover 
thickness

Mix –
CEM I
[years]

Mix –
16%FA
[years]

Mix –
20%GGBS
[years]

Mix –
29%GGBS
[years]

Edge beam w/b 0.40 45 mm 41 100 100 100
Pier w/b 0.40 45 mm 32 100 81 81
Pier w/b 0.45 50 mm 31 69 69 69

When the service life and hence the need of repair and replacement is included in the LCA the 
effect of the chloride ingress becomes clearer. If a fixed cover thickness is used for all binder 
types then the results reveal that there will be a dramatic increase in GWP for concrete with 
CEM I for both exposure classes due to the better durability performance of concrete with SCM. 
For the bridge edge beam with CEM I this would mean a replacement of 1.4 times during a 
period of 100 years which equals a total GWP of 2597 kg CO2-eq (Figure 4). An addition of fly 
ash could in this case reduce both CO2 emissions and costs. Regarding the pier the results show 
an even bigger difference with a replacement ratio of 1.7 times which equals a total GWP of 
7598 kg CO2-eq (Figure 5). However, a bridge pier is rarely replaced and not all of the 
reinforcement is replaced either which could mean a lower GWP in reality. Nevertheless, there 
is still a significant difference in GWP for concrete with and without SCM. 

If a w/b of 0.45 was to be used instead of a w/b of 0.40 when designing a pier according to EKS 
10 [22] then this would lead to a reduced service life for all binder types. A small increase in 
cover thickness has a big reduction in GWP. When a performance based cover thickness is 
applied then there is not a significant difference between w/b ratios 0.40 and 0.45.

Figure 4 – GWP from production and replacement of bridge edge beam.
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Figure 5 – GWP from production and replacement of bridge pier.

5.4 Influence of SCM on service life design and CO2

The results in this study show that an addition of FA and GGBS lowers the climate impact not 
only due to lower clinker content but also by increasing the durability properties of concrete 
exposed to chlorides. By adapting the cover thickness after type of binder major savings in 
GWP can be achieved. The relation between cover thickness, service life, binder type and GWP 
for a bridge pier with two dimensions, 0.5 m and 1 m in diameter, is expressed in Figure 6. Only 
the concrete has been taking into consideration. In this case where the reinforcement is fixed a 
GWP for a specific type of reinforcement can be added to the GWP for a total climate impact of 
the structure. The binder types which are analyzed in a performance based approach are CEM I 
and 16 % FA for w/b 0.40. 

Figure 6 shows that when designing a pier to last a certain amount of years, a cover thickness 
and GWP will be obtained depending on binder type. For example would a service life of 100 
years result in a cover thickness of 80 mm for CEM I and 45 mm for a binder with 16 % FA. 
The GWP would then be 1.0 kg CO2-eq/m.year for CEM I and 0.66 kg CO2-eq/m.year for 16 % 
FA, a 34 % difference.  The GWP can also be calculated the other way around by first choosing 
cover thickness. If a pier is designed to have a concrete cover of 50 mm then using a binder with 
16 % FA instead of CEM I would increase the service life by 80 years which is equal to a 72 % 
decrease in GWP. 

The cross-section area also has an influence on the GWP. The smaller the cross-section area is 
the greater will it be affected by the binder type and thus cover thickness. The reason is that the 
total relative volume change due to an increase or decrease in cover thickness will be greater. 
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Figure 6 – Relation between GWP, service life, cover thickness and binder type. 

6. DISCUSSION

This study shows that there is a twofold effect of SCM on the GWP of reinforced concrete 
structures exposed to chlorides. Not only does it reduce the climate impact by lowering the 
clinker content but it also extends the service life through an improvement in durability. This 
reduces the demand for repair and replacement, thus saving resources through the whole life 
cycle. 

The results showed that today’s cover thicknesses are, for the most part, not adequate in order to 
reach a service life of 100 years. For an edge beam with CEM I and w/b 0.40 this would result 
in 1.4 replacements during the service life which is in line with today’s maintenance of 1 
replacement and 3 repairs. If, however, the cover thickness is instead increased from 45 mm to 
70 mm or if fly ash is added then the need for repair would be dramatically reduced resulting in 
a lower GWP. A reduced maintenance does not only reduce the climate impact it also reduces 
user and societal costs significantly, especially for heavily trafficked road bridges. 

For a submerged condition, XS2, an even bigger reduction in GWP can be made. The analysis 
also revealed that there is not a significant difference between w/b 0.40 and 0.45. Nevertheless, 
this analysis investigates the effect of the concrete volume only, meaning that the reinforcement 
is fixed to a constant amount and location. Another approach is to also investigate the effect of 
the reinforcement by fixing the cross-section area.

Consequences of ignoring the durability in LCA are wrong assumptions for the service life and 
maintenance which result in misleading environmental impact results. Durability and service life 
should be included in the environmental optimization of reinforced concrete structures. 
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Introducing a performance-based approach for service life design could help reducing the GWP 
as it could open up for usage of new binder types and concrete mix design. 

To reduce the climate impact of concrete infrastructures it is suggested that a minimum amount 
of FA or GGBS is encouraged by STA for bridges exposed to chlorides. It would not only 
improve the durability but also the sustainability potential defined by Müller et al. [3] by all 
three approaches; lower GWP in mix design, reduction in concrete volume and increased service 
life. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Based on the results of this study it can be concluded that there is a need to implement 
performance based cover thicknesses. The following observation could be made for concrete 
with SCM in a chloride environment:

• A lower climate impact per cubic meter of concrete due to lower clinker content.
• No significant difference between w/b ratios due to a compensation of an increase in 

concrete volume.
• A longer service life for bridges due to lower maintenance which results in a lower 

climate impact per year.
• Lower owner, user and societal costs in the case of bridge edge beams.

Addition of FA or GGBS in concrete is an efficient way to reduce the climate impact of the built 
environment. Also, by adapting performance based concrete cover thicknesses that include 
SCMs as well would greatly improve the quality of LCA and LCC of new projects and help 
pushing the industry towards a more sustainable development and an increased demand of 
existing and new SCMs.

The following directions for future research are suggested:

• Including an analysis of the reinforcement by keeping the cross-section area of the edge 
beam or pier constant while changing the amount and location of the reinforcement. 

• A structural analysis could also be included in this type of study by adding the load 
bearing capacity to the functional unit. In that way different design options could be 
investigated.

• Including other durable materials such as ultra-high performance concrete and taking 
into consideration the possibility for a more slender structure. 

• Investigating other deterioration mechanisms such as frost attack or the effect of multiple 
deterioration mechanisms.

• Adding LCC to the analysis.
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ABSTRACT
Knowledge of the elastic properties of concrete at early age is often a pre-requisite for numerical 
calculations. This paper discusses the use of a laboratory technique for determining Poisson’s 
ratio at early concrete age. A non-destructive test set-up using the impact resonance method has
been tested and evaluated. With the method, it has been possible to obtain results already at 7 
hours of concrete age. Poisson's ratio is found to decrease sharply during the first 24 hours to 
reach a value of 0.08 and then increase to approximately 0.15 after seven days.

Key words: Modelling, testing, Poisson’s ratio, young concrete

1. INTRODUCTION

Young concrete is studied, with a special focus on the period from the first contact between 
cement and water and up to 12 hours of age, which often is regarded as the most critical period 
with respect to e.g. vibration damage [1]. In some structural applications, for example in 
tunnelling, mining, bridge deck maintenance, construction of hydropower and nuclear power 
facilities, there is a need to control the response of young concrete that can be subjected to 
different types of dynamic loads, for example from impact vibration. Due to difficulties in 
performing experiments on young concrete, for example early formwork removal problems, 
simulation models are needed as a complement. These models require insertion of material data 
for concrete, such as the development of compressive strength, tensile strength, modulus of 
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elasticity and Poisson’s ratio. It is very important to understand how elastic properties of 
concrete develop with time, which can be subjected to the effects of thermal gradients and 
autogenous shrinkage. In numerical tests [1], it was found that Poisson’s ratio has a significant 
effect on maximum crack width for young concrete models. For example, the simulated 
maximum crack widths decreased from 0.8 to 0.4 mm when the Poisson’s ratio was reduced 
from 0.2 to 0.1.

Of previous studies that measured Poisson’s ratio at an early age, most concluded that this 
parameter is insensitive to age, i.e. the measured Poisson’s ratio shows practically the same 
value for all ages and curing conditions. Poisson’s ratio can be obtained from both static and 
dynamic test methods. The static test is the most commonly used to determine Poisson’s ratio 
where a concrete cylinder is subjected to a force in the longitudinal direction. The concrete 
cylinder will be shorter in this direction, but also thicker in the transversal direction. The relation 
between transversal deformation and the longitudinal direction is called Poisson’s ratio. The 
static Poisson’s ratio normally for hardened concrete varies between 0.15-0.25 [2]. For a fluid 
like material, the Poisson’s ratio is 0.5. Fresh concrete can be regarded as a fluid.  This means 
that Poisson’s ratio for concrete at a very early age should be close to 0.5 but cannot exceed this 
value [3]. 

In static tests, however, compressive forces produce deformations which result in a reduction in 
the volume of the specimen, whereas the dynamic tests cause little or no deformation. In one 
study, a hypothetical relation between the static and dynamic values of Poisson’s ratio and age 
for saturated concrete mixes was developed, see Figure 1. In this relationship, the static value of 
Poisson’s ratio tends towards a dynamic value of Poisson’s ratio at the infinite time. The basis 
of this hypothesis is that weak, porous or dry paste, mortars and concrete will have a low 
Poisson’s ratio due to the occurrence of plastic deformations and reductions in volume which 
are more significant than in strong pastes [2]. 
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Figure 1 – Hypothetical relation between the static and dynamic Poisson’s ratios and age for 
saturated concrete mix [2].
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However, two important studies [3] and [4], describe a significant decrease in Poisson’s ratio at 
very early ages. A static test was performed in [3] and showed decreasing trends for static 
Poisson’s ratio, from approximately 0.4 to 0.1 during the first 10-15 hours, at a compressive 
strength of about 1 MPa, Figure 2 (a). After this, Poisson’s ratio increases with strength growth. 
Poisson’s ratio was determined via the deformations obtained at a stress level of 1/3 of the 
compressive strength. The results of an investigation on high-performance concrete using the 
pulse velocity method [4] are showed a similar trend. It can be shown from this dynamic test 
that dynamic Poisson’s ratio is decreasing during a short period of about 9 to 18 hours, reaching 
a value of 0.14, then increasing to its final value after seven days, Figure 2 (b). Although some 
experimental results [5] show increasing values of Poisson’s ratio with age during the first 12 
hours, for example up to about 25%, this is often considered as a close to constant value. To
date, there is no information given in the Eurocode 2 [6] about how to specify Poisson’s ratio at 
early ages.
It is thus likely that this parameter has a significant effect on numerical results for early age 
concrete [1]. Knowing Poisson’s ratio is required to simulate experimental behaviour by 
numerical analyses. Therefore, a small-scale laboratory test was performed to find a technique to 
measure Poisson’s ratio at early concrete age, which is here summarized. Moreover, the aim was 
to investigate the influence on the static and dynamic Poisson’s ratios according to the lines 
suggested in Figure 1.
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Figure 2 – Evolution of Poisson’s ratio at early age; (a) static test [3] and (b) dynamic test [4].
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2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

2.1 Materials

In this study, two concrete prisms of 160×100×800 mm3 were cast. The concrete composition is 
presented in Table 1, chosen on the basis of laboratory investigations performed in [7]. A series 
of 150 mm cubes was cast to determine the development of compressive strength which was 
possible from 10 hours. The equation, where t is concrete age in days, is derived from tested 
cubes, giving the relation between the age of concrete and compressive strength (fc) [7] as:

Table 1 – Compositions and mechanical property of the concrete used in the tests.
Composition Content

Cement (CEM I 42.5 N – SR 3 MH), kg/m3 495
Water, kg/m3 220
Aggregate 0-8 mm, kg/m3 1540
Silika U/D, kg/m3 20
Glenium, kg/m3 4
Compressive strength, cube test MPa 84

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) = 106.9 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−1.79/𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0.51 for  0 ≤ t ≤ 112 days (1)

Eurocode 2 [6] provides an empirical equation to estimate the relative compressive strength of 
concrete at various ages as follows:

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓cm(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) =  𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑).𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (2)

𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) =  𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∙[1− 28𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ]0.5
(3)

where:
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓cm (t) mean compressive strength of concrete at age t, MPa
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓cm mean compressive strength of concrete at age 28 days and equals to 0.8 of cube 

strength, MPa
𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽cc(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) function to describe the development of compressive strength with time
s coefficient which depends on the type of cement and is here assumed to be 0.2 for 

fcm greater than 60 MPa [6].

2.2 Determination of resonant frequencies

The focus of this pilot test was to evaluate some dynamic properties of concrete using impact 
resonance method [8] where a supported specimen is struck with a small impactor and the 
specimen response is measured by three accelerometers on the specimen p1, p2 and p3. The 
output of the accelerometer is recorded. Three accelerometers were positioned onto the 
specimen, as shown in Figure 3, enabling recording of particle accelerations as the three 
fundamental longitudinal, torsional and transverse resonant frequencies of the concrete, 
respectively. The fundamental frequencies for the three different modes of vibration are 
obtained by proper location of the impact point and the accelerometers. The recording time was 
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approximately 0.035 s with a sampling frequency of 9600 Hz, the highest possible. According to 
[9], the recorded signals of impact must be low-pass filtered before the data are sampled. In 
order to prevent out-of-band signals from being improperly interpreted within the analysis 
range, a phenomenon known as 'aliasing', the transducer signals were filtered using a low-pass 
(Bessel) filter with a cut-off frequency 2400 Hz, of available in the data acquisition system.

Frequency spectra were obtained using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) routines of the Matlab 
numeric software [10]. Using the FFT introduces limitations in the resolution of the spectrum so 
that it is only possible to obtain information on frequencies up to the Nyquist sampling 
frequency [9], i.e. here 4800 Hz. It should be noted that the number of longitudinal resonance 
frequencies measured up to this frequency depends on the material and the boundary condition. 
For example, the acceleration–frequency spectra for the three points are plotted in Figure 4.  The 
obtained longitudinal and torsional frequencies are given in Table 2.

   
 

Figure 3 – The suspended prism and the position of the accelerometers according to the testing 
standard [7].

Accelerometers 

p1 

p3 

p2 
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Table 2 – Measured frequencies and calculated longitudinal and torsional modulus of elasticity 
and Poisson’s ratios
Curing 

age 
(hours)

Longitudinal 
frequency 

(Hz)

Torsional 
frequency

(Hz)

Longitudinal 
modulus of elasticity 

(GPa)

Torsional modulus 
of elasticity 

(GPa)

Estimated 
Poisson's 

ratio
7.0 (526) (271) 1.59 0.61 0.294
7.5 951 277 5.25 2.11 0.242
8.0 (693) (374) 2.75 1.17 0.179
8.5 (749) (412) 3.22 1.42 0.135
9.0 (880) (447) 3.89 1.72 0.131
9.5 (824) (454) 4.44 1.98 0.121
10.0 (941), 1369 (520), 773 5.08, 10.74 2.26, 4.99 0.103*
11.0 (1049), 1460 (590), 829 6.31, 12.22 2.91, 5.74 0.084*
12.0 1547 874 12.22 5.74 0.076
14.0 1730 975 13.72 6.38 0.081
15.0 1787 1003 17.16 7.93 0.090
18.0 1927 1076 18.30 8.40 0.101
24.0 2041 1140 21.28 9.66 0.101
30.0 2110 1175 23.88 10.85 0.107
72.0 2295 1255 25.52 11.52 0.148

144.0 2375 1300 30.19 13.14 0.148
168.0 2385 1304 30.19 13.14 0.146

- The values within parentheses refer to prism No. 2., - * average value of two prisms
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4 – Example of the acceleration–frequency spectra of (a) longitudinal (b) torsional and 
(c) transverse vibrations of 12 hr concrete curing age.
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2.3 Determination of dynamic moduli of elasticity

To estimate the dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete, a resonance frequency tests 
according to ASTM C215-14 [8] was used. The dynamic modulus of elasticity is generally 
greater than the static modulus. The difference between dynamic and static moduli might be 
based on the fact that the nonhomogeneous characteristics of concrete affect the two moduli in 
different ways [11].  The Eurocode 2 [6] provides an empirical equation to estimate the static 
modulus of elasticity at the early concrete age as follows:

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ci(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) =  𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽E(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑).𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ci (4)

𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽E = [𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽cc(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)]0.5 (5)

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ci =  𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸c0 ∙ 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼E(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓m
10

 )1/3 (6)

where:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ci (t) tangent modulus of elasticity of concrete at age t
Eci tangent modulus of elasticity of concrete at age of 28 days, MPa
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸c0 ∙ 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼E equal to 20.5 GPa, where a quartzitic aggregate type is assumed.
𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽E function to describe the development of modulus of elasticity with time
𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽cc(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) coefficient according to Eq. 3

From the longitudinal frequency in Table 2, the dynamic modulus of elasticity (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸dy) was 
calculated according to [7] as follows:

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸dy = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓L2 (7)

where:
m mass of specimen, kg
D 4 (L/bd), m-1 for a prism, L is the length, b is the width and d is the depth
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓L fundamental longitudinal frequency, Hz

The longitudinal resonant frequency is measured for each specimen immediately after removal 
from the frame at the specified age. The density of the concrete is assumed as 2265 kg/m3, equal 
to the concrete type used in Table 1 [7]. The calculated longitudinal moduli of elasticity are 
presented in Table 2. 

2.4 Determination of Poisson’s ratio of young concrete

To calculate the dynamic Poisson’s ratio (μ) the ratio of lateral to longitudinal strain for an 
isotropic solid was used, as follows [8]:

𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 = � 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
2𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
� − 1 (8)

where:
E modulus of elasticity
G modulus of rigidity
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In this study, the longitudinal modulus of elasticity, presented in Table 2 is calculated according 
to Eq. (7). Based on the fundamental torsional frequency, the modulus of rigidity was calculated 
as follows [8]:

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓To2 (9)

where:
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓To fundamental torsional frequency, Hz,
B (a/b + b/a)/[4a/b – 2.52(a/b)2 + 0.21(a/b)6] for a rectangular prism whose cross-

sectional dimensions are a and b, m, with a less than b.

The torsional moduli of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio are calculated and presented in Table 2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The growth of the Poisson’s ratio during the seven days is shown in Figure 5 (a). This 
demonstrates the evolution of Poisson’s ratio as a function of time for two test prisms. It can be 
seen that during the first 12 hours, a significant decrease of Poisson’s ratio occurs, which after
that stabilises. By using Eq. (1), a corresponding curve for the relationship between compressive 
strength and Poisson’s ratio can also be presented in Figure 5 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 – Poisson’s ratio versus (a) curing age and (b) compressive strength.
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The growth of the compressive strength by applying different formulas, i.e. Eq. (1) and (2) 
according to [7] and Eurocode 2 [6] respectively, is shown in Figure 6.  This figure shows that 
the Eurocode 2 equation (Eq. 2) worked well to predict the development of the compressive 
strength of the experimental values obtained from [7].  It should be noted that Eq. (1) has been 
derived from test data of concrete cubes that were conditioned in +20°C and 100% humidity (in 
water) before testing.

Figure 6 – Development of the compressive strength with time. 

The growth of the dynamic modulus of elasticity based on the longitudinal resonant frequency 
and during the first 7 days is shown in Figure 7, together with the corresponding curve for the 
static modulus of elasticity by using Eq. (4). As expected, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is always greater than 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. The 
difference between the two moduli decreases as concrete strength develops with time. The 
dynamic elastic modulus is generally 60, 33, and 14 % higher than the static elastic modulus for 
1, 3 and 7 days curing age, respectively.

Figure7 – Development of the static and dynamic moduli of elasticity with time.
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4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to test and evaluate an experimental technique for estimation of 
the development of Poisson’s ratio and to obtain a better understanding of the test used to 
compute the dynamic Poisson’s ratio. From the results, it can be observed that the Poisson’s 
ratio to a great extent depends on concrete age during the first few hours after casting, see 
Figure 5 (a). The measurement results showed similar decreasing trends as previously suggested 
for other concrete types and methods in [3,4]. It can be observed that the possible relationship of 
dynamic Poisson’s ratio with age in Figure 1 is not valid and the static and dynamic Poisson’s 
ratios in concrete have similar decreasing trends. This behaviour may be caused by the 
composite nature of concrete rather than the used test method. 

Both static and dynamic moduli of elasticity were calculated. As expected the values of dynamic 
modulus of elasticity is higher than static modulus for this concrete mix, in which dynamic 
modulus might trend towards static at the hardened concrete stage. 

The used impact resonance method, in this study, was sensitive to the specimen dimensions and 
density of the concrete. This study can be used as a means for a more comprehensive 
programme research to investigate the characteristic of the mix on the Poisson’s ratio. Not only 
would it provide a better understanding of internal mechanisms, but also to establish consistent 
and accurate formulas to compute Poisson’s ratio that has an important role in the model 
analysis.
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ABSTRACT
Bleeding and sedimentation quantify the stability of fresh cement paste, whereas the addition of 
fillers and water reducers affect the stability. The effect of various types of fillers and water 
reducers was investigated by measuring bleeding, hydrostatic pressure and electroacoustic zeta-
potential. Depending on their characteristics and use, fillers can improve stability by reducing 
sedimentation rate and bleeding. The combined effects of fillers and water reducers on the 
sedimentation rates, quantified as time-dependent hydrostatic pressure changes (dp/dt) in fresh 
matrix, correspond to their effects on zeta-potentials. The influence of the water reducers on 
sedimentation and bleeding exceed that of filler type.

Key words: stability, sedimentation, bleeding, zeta-potential, filler, water reducer

1. INTRODUCTION

Concrete can generally be regarded as a two phase material with a fluid phase and a particle 
phase. The properties of a given concrete are determined by the properties of each phase and the 
proportions between the two phases. Many models have defined the materials in each phase, 
among which the Particle-Matrix model (PM model) [1] suggests all particles > 125 μm as the 
particle phase and all fluids and particles ≤ 125 μm as the matrix phase. Self-compacting 
concrete (SCC) was developed and is used for its advantage of not needing vibration. Two 
important properties of SCC are its flowability and its stability. Based on the PM model, the low 
yield stress and viscosity of the matrix and the density difference between the particles and the 
fluid causes particles to sink, resulting in sedimentation and bleeding, which are important 
factors in the instability of SCC [2]. According to Hammer et al. [3], the stability of the matrix 
itself affects the fresh properties of SCC by contributing to the bleeding and/or inhomogeneity 
of the concrete. Traditionally, bleeding has been seen as the main form of cement paste and 
matrix instability.  However, sedimentation is also a part of the bleeding process and it has been 
suggested that the sedimentation rate can be used to evaluate the stability of modern cement 
matrix with admixtures and mineral additives [4]. 

For cementitious materials, filler addition is a good way to improve both the flow and stability 
simultaneously because it increases the matrix volume without adding extra cement [5].  Cement 
can be replaced by filler to reduce the cost and optimize some fresh properties of concrete such 
as rheology and stability. However, requirements for strength and durability in terms of w/c or 
water binder ratio must always be met.  Filler can therefore be applied to concrete in two 
different ways: either to add it to decrease the water to powder ratio (w/p) while keeping w/c
unchanged, or to increase w/c by replacing part of cement while keeping w/p constant. Addition 
and replacement both influence the sedimentation process by changing the solid fraction, the 
particle size distribution and the total surface area. As the solid fraction Φ increases or the 
particle size decreases, the influence of surface forces relative to body forces increases. 
Flocculation occurs in colloidal mixtures (suspensions consisting of colloid particles with one or 
more linear dimension between about 1 nm and 1 μm suspended in a fluid [6]). The particles, 
both the flocs and the single particles, have associated and/or adsorbed ions, molecules and/or 
liquid pockets so that the volume or thickness of “free” suspending fluid can vary greatly. The 
addition of admixtures influences the flocculation state of the suspension by electrostatic 
repulsion and steric hindrance. These interactions affect the effective “particle” sinking velocity 
during sedimentation. Depending on filler characteristics (particle size, specific surface, 
flocculation state, etc.) and combination with water reducer, the filler can affect the stability to 
various degrees.
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Theories including Stokes’ Law [7], Richardson-Zaki Equation (R-Z) [8], Kynch theory [9], 
Kozeny-Carman Equation (K-C) [10, 11] etc. describe particle sedimentation and bleeding. As
to the experimental method, it has long been recognized that the zeta-potential is a good index of
the interaction magnitude between colloidal particles. For colloidal stability, the repulsive forces 
must be dominant i.e. the greater the zeta-potential the more likely that the suspension is stable. 
If the zeta-potential is close to zero, the tendency for flocculation increases [12, 13]. 
Measurements of zeta-potential are commonly used to assess the stability of colloidal systems 
[14]. On the other hand, non-intrusive methods such as X-ray, gamma-ray and ultrasonic 
techniques have been developed which allow a full determination of the distribution of the 
dispersed material [15]. In our earlier research, a conceptual model [16] was proposed which 
described the stability of cement paste as the changing process of different zones. Several 
parallel test methods including HYdroStatic Pressure Test (HYSPT), in situ volume fraction 
measurements and total bleeding test were introduced for matrix stability study [16, 17]. 
HYSPT relies on the fact that the mainly restricted Stokesian settlement of particles causes 
changes in solid fraction and fresh density at a given height and time. During particle 
sedimentation, the hydrostatic pressure can be calculated in accordance with Eq. (1) [16], 
assuming a homogeneous zone below a sharp bleeding front:

p = ρl·g·hb+ρm·g· (h-hb) = ρl·g·hb+[ρsΦ+ρl (1-Φ)]·g· (h-hb)                                            (1)

Where p (Pa) is the pressure, h and hb (m) are the middle depth and bleeding height respectively, 
ρl ρs and ρm are the density of the liquid, solid and mixture respectively. The mixture between 
the bleeding front and the middle test level is assumed to be homogeneous with solid fraction Φ
[16]. It can be calculated by inserting the pressure and bleeding measurement results into Eq. 
(1), see Eq. (2). 

Φ = (p-ρlgh) / [(ρs-ρl) g(h-hb)]                                                                                       (2)

The scope of this research was to investigate the effect on the sedimentation process of adding 
and replacing two different fillers in pastes of w/c = 0.5 and 0.7 when combined with various 
water reducers. Bleeding, hydrostatic pressure and zeta-potential were measured to study how 
the interactions between particles affect the effective sinking velocity. 

2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Materials
An ordinary Portland cement, CEM I 42.5 in accordance with EN 197-1, was used for the 
experiments. Two different fillers, crushed Årdal and limestone, were applied both as partial 
replacement for, and as addition to the cement. The limestone filler consists of almost 85% 
calcite in addition to clay minerals. The Årdal filler originates from glaciouflovial aggregate and 
mostly consists of granite and gneiss. The main minerals are feldspars (plagioclase and 
potassium feldspar) (approx. 65%), quartz (approx. 18%) and mica (approx. 10%), in addition to 
some chlorite and amphibolite. The oxide compositions of these two fillers and the cement are 
shown in Table 1. The particle size distributions of the cement and the fillers determined by a 
Mastersizer laser granulometer are shown in Figure 1. The limestone powder is much finer than 
the Årdal filler, but coarser than the cement particles. This is also reflected in their respective 
Blaine values. Two different types of water reducer, polycarboxylate (PCE) and lignosulfonate 
(LS) were applied. Table 2 gives the main characteristics of the water reducers. The dosages for 
all the samples are the solid of the water reducer by the mass of powder including cement and 
filler (sbwp, solid by the weight of the powder), see Table 3.  
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Table 1 - The oxide compositions of the powder materials detected by X-ray fluorescence (XRF).

Figure 1 - The particle size distributions of the cement and filler powders.

Table 2 - The main characteristics of the water reducers.

Three liters of cement pastes or matrixes with filler addition were prepared for both HYSPT and 
bleeding measurements. The mixtures were made using a Hobart mixer with the following 
mixing procedure: the dry powder was mixed at low speed (591 rpm) for 1 min; water and SP
were added simultaneously and mixed for 2 min at lower speed; then continued mixing at 

Properties PCE LS
Viscosity* (mPa·s) Low, < 30 Low, < 30
Solid content 30.0 ± 1.5 39.0 ± 2.0
Specific gravity (g/cm3) 1.09 ± 0.02 1.20 ± 0.03
pH-value 6.5 ± 1 8.0 ± 1
Chloride content (%) < 0.01 ≤ 0.1
Alkali (Na2O equivalent) (%) < 2.5 ≤ 6
*Viscosity is measured by Brookfield Viscometer, DV-1, LV1, 100 rpm, 20 ± 2°C
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middle speed (1485 rpm) for 1 min; waited for 5 min while using spatula and hand to check the 
dispersing status and reduced the agglomerates; finally mixed at middle speed for 1 min. All 
experiments started about 10 min after water addition.

2.2 Experiments
a) HYSPT
HYSPT was used to investigate the sedimentation of the matrices. Figures 2 and 3 show HYSPT
system setup with two stationary positions for p (t, h) at the depths hb = 200 mm and hm = 110 
mm. The pressure sensors (Endress&Hauser) have an accuracy of 0.75 Pa. They automatically 
correct for atmospheric pressure variations giving only the hydrostatic pressure contribution. 
More details about the measurement method can be found in our previous papers [16, 17].  

Figure 2 - HYSPT diagram for sedimentation measurements [16].

Figure 3 - HYSPT measuring system setup [16].
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The recipes for the HYSPT measurements are shown in Table 3. The proportioning of 
cementitious materials for industry use is normally done on a mass basis. Therefore, the 
proportioning in this research was also done by keeping w/c constant at 0.50 and 0.70 and 
replacing cement with filler on a mass basis. However, from Eq. (1) and R-Z Equation it can be 
seen that the volume based fraction is an important factor for investigating the particle 
sedimentation and bleeding. Two different fillers, crushed Årdal and limestone, were applied 
either as additions to reduce w/p or as replacement for the cements (approximately constant w/p
whereas w/c increased). The small variation in w/p ratio at the same volume-based filler addition 
was due to the density difference between Årdal and limestone. So the main variables at similar 
or constant solid fraction were the type of filler and/or admixture. 

Table 3 - The recipes of all the cement matrices for HYSPT and visual bleeding measurements. 

b) Bleeding
The bleeding of all HYSPT samples was measured visually, as shown in Figure 4. The 
experiments were done by filling samples from the same batch of mixtures as for HYSPT into a 
graduated glass cylinder with 65 mm diameter and measuring the depth of the visible bleeding 
water after 4 h. The filling height of samples for the bleeding measurements was the same as for 
the HYSPT. The cylinder was kept covered with sealing tape during the test to avoid 
evaporation. 

Figure 4 - The visual bleeding of the matrices with fillers (left with limestone; right with Årdal), 
see the water layer shown in red box.

w/c w/p Φ Vf/Vp  type* dosage*
 wc0.5wp0.5 0.50 0.500 3150 0.388
 wc0.7wp0.7 0.70 0.700 3150 0.312
 wc0.5wp0.5PCE0.18 0.50 0.500 3150 0.388 PCE 0.18%
 ård-wc0.7wp0.585PCE0.18 0.70 0.585 Årdal 20% 3063 0.358 18.5% PCE 0.18%
 ård-wc0.7wp0.5 0.70 0.503 Årdal 40% 3003 0.397 31.2%
 ård-wc0.7wp0.5PCE0.18 0.70 0.503 Årdal 40% 3003 0.397 31.2% PCE 0.18%
 ård-wc0.7wp0.5LS0.18 0.70 0.503 Årdal 40% 3003 0.397 31.2% LS 0.18%
 lim-wc0.7wp0.5 0.70 0.500 limestone 40% 3025 0.397 31.2%
 lim-wc0.7wp0.5PCE0.18 0.70 0.500 limestone 40% 3025 0.397 31.2% PCE 0.18%
 lim-wc0.7wp0.5LS0.18 0.70 0.500 limestone 40% 3025 0.397 31.2% LS 0.18%
*Notes: 
1. PCE means polycarboxylate water reducer, LS means lignosulfonate.
2. The water reducers were added with solid by the weight of the powder (sbwp);

Av. powder 
density

(ρ, kg/m3)

Mass based 
fractions

Water reducer
Matrix code Filler 

types

Volume based 
fraction

Add.f./c
mass 
based
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c) Zeta-potential
The zeta-potential of the above two different filler particles, limestone and Årdal, were 
quantified by the electroacoustic method [18], applying a model DT1200 Electroacoustic 
Spectrometer from Dispersion Technology Inc. (Bedford Hills, NY/USA). The principle of this 
method was based on ultrasound propagation through the medium, resulting in an 
electroacoustic phenomenon called colloid vibration current, from which the zeta-potential is 
then calculated. The electroacoustic technique characterized the dynamic mobility of particles in 
suspension. Usually, this technique was used to measure stable homogeneous suspensions with 
spherical particles (1 nm to 10 µm). An electric field with frequency around 106 Hz was applied 
to the samples, causing charged particles to oscillate, and to produce a sound wave at the same 
frequency. The oscillation (dynamic mobility) of the particles was described by its magnitude 
and phase angle (how far the particle motion lags behind the field applied). The sound wave was 
detected and analyzed to determine the motion of the particles. The main advantage of this 
technique over “traditional” electrophoretic apparatus is its ability to measure zeta-potential in 
slurries of greater than 10% wt. solids concentration, up to 60% wt. (= 33% vol. for a relative 
solid powder density of 3000 kg/m3 suspended in water) depending on the sample.

Table 4 - The mixtures for zeta-potential measurements.

The zeta-potential for the samples containing only cement was measured on samples prepared 
with deionised water. For the samples containing filler without water reducer, cement pore 
solution was used. The cement pore solution was obtained by filtering (1) standard cement 
slurries, (2) filler slurries or (3) cement + filler slurries using a Büchner funnel with cellulose 
filter paper and connected to a water pump setup. The w/c of the suspensions was kept at 0.5 
when preparing the cement pore solution. For each batch of pore solution, 400 g of dry powder 
was employed to minimize any systematic error which could arise as a result of differences in 
suction force on samples based on differences in their weight. The yield of pore solution per 
batch of suction filtration was less than 100 g. The pore solutions were used almost immediately 

Cement 

[g] type
amount

[g]
type

amount
[g]

amount
[sbwp, %]

1  Cem+water 50 - - - - - 0.5 0.5 water
2  Cem+LS 50 - - LS 0.3 0.24 0.5 0.5 water
3  Cem+PCE 50 - - PCE 0.3 0.18 0.5 0.5 water
4  Lim+water - Lim 50 - - - - 0.57 water
5  Lim+(Cem-PS) - Lim 16.8 - - - 0.67 0.5 Cem-PS
6  Lim+LS (Cem-PS) - Lim 50 LS 0.3 0.24 0.5*2 0.57 Cem-PS
7  Lim+PCE (Cem-PS) - Lim 50 PCE 0.3 0.18 0.5*2 0.57 Cem-PS
8  Ård+water - Ård 50 - - - - 0.57 water
9  Ård+(Cem-PS) - Ård 16.8 - - - 0.67 0.5 Cem-PS
10  Ård+LS (Cem-PS) - Ård 50 LS 0.3 0.24 0.5*2 0.57 Cem-PS
11  Ård+PCE (Cem-PS) - Ård 50 PCE 0.3 0.18 0.5*2 0.57 Cem-PS
12  Lim+Cem+LS 33.2 Lim 16.8 - - - 0.67 0.5 water
13  Lim+Cem+PCE 33.2 Lim 16.8 0.3 0.3 0.18 0.67 0.5 water
14  Ård+Cem+LS 33.2 Ård 16.8 - - - 0.67 0.5 water
15  Ård+Cem+PCE 33.2 Ård 16.8 0.3 0.3 0.18 0.67 0.5 water

Notes

*1: Cem-cement, Lim-limstone, Ård-Årdal;
*2: the w/c with *2 means the w/c ratio only used for the pore solution medium. 
*3: the dosage of all the water reducer refer to solid by the weight of the powder. 
*4: Because the cement was used to prepare the pore solution while the filler and water reducer were added 

Apparent 
w/p*4 Medium

group I

group 
II

group 
III

w/cNo. group Recipes*1
Filler Water reducer*3
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and stored under vacuum to reduce the risk of carbonation. Prior to the zeta-potential 
measurements, all dry powders (cement and fillers when applicable) were weighed out in a 50 
ml PE tube. The total amount of dry powder for each preparation was kept at a constant amount 
of 50 g. Water or pore solution at the desired water to filler ratio (w/f) was added to the dry 
powder and the sample was mixed in a vortex for 15 s. The homogenized mixture was 
subsequently poured into a 15 mL beaker, where the zeta-potential values were measured within 
3 min after wetting. Where required, the water reducers were mixed into the solution before 
adding it to the dry powder. The amount of materials and the type of medium (water or pore 
solution) employed for each measurement can be found in Table 4. High concentrations of filler 
were not used in this study to avoid excessive sedimentation of particles that could affect the 
zeta-potential measurements. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Bleeding
Table 5 enables comparison of the bleeding depths of the suspensions shown in Table 3 at 4 h 
after mixing. The paste with higher w/c ratio (i.e. low solid fraction) without water reducer 
showed much higher bleeding. No clear bleeding could be observed for the paste or matrices 
with 0.18% PCE. The top of these matrices contain a diluted muddy layer (see Figure 5), instead 
of the transparent bleeding water that could be seen with the same dosage of LS (Figure 6). This 
could be due to the different dispersing efficiency between LS and PCE. When the particles are 
better dispersed in matrices with PCE, the particles sink slower or even remain suspended. 

Table 5 - The visible bleeding depth of the matrices for HYSPT at 4 h after mixing.

The matrix with Årdal filler, displays higher bleeding depth than the matrix with limestone, both 
with and without admixture, compare No. 5 with No. 8 and No. 7 with No. 10 (all with the same 
initial solid fraction), see also Figure 6. The higher bleeding depth is to be expected because the 
coarser particle size and lower specific surface area of Årdal filler induces a higher particle 
sinking velocity and therefore more water flowing upwards. The change of bleeding with water 
reducer is in line with earlier observations [17] and is presumably due to the smaller effective 
particle size in a de-flocculated suspension.
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Figure 5 - No clear bleeding was observed for the matrices with filler and 0.18% PCE.

Fiure. 6 – Visible bleeding was observed for the matrices with filler and 0.18% LS.

3.2 Sedimentation of matrices
a) Reference pastes with and without water reducer
Figure 7 shows the pressure changes at bottom (left plot) and middle (right plot) for pastes of 
varying w/p ratio without water reducer. The differences between the starting points for the two 
materials in each plot show the different initial pressure due to different densities and heights of 
the suspensions in the container (shown in Figure 2). The paste with higher Φ (w/p = 0.5) shows 
a slightly larger dp/dt and thus a higher sedimentation rate. This does not coincide with the R-Z
Eq. [8], which predicts that a higher initial solid fraction Φ0 induces lower particle sinking 
velocity. The most probable reason is that more flocculation occurred in the pastes with higher 
Φ0, which induces larger “effective” particle sizes and higher particle sinking velocity. At 
around 2 h, both pastes reach the plateau with a clear inflection point. At the plateau the solid 
particles above the sensor tip have settled and the pressure detected is the liquid pressure. Fig. 7 
shows that both pressure curves reach the plateau pressures close to the pure water pressures of 
1100 Pa in the middle and 2000 Pa at the bottom. This confirms that the pressure detected is 
governed by particle sedimentation. 

Fiure. 7 - Pressure curves of the pastes with different w/c ratio without water reducer.
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Figure 8 shows the pressure results of the pastes with PCE water reducer. In the first 0.5 h, the 
matrix with lower Φ0 (wc0.7wp0.7PCE0.18) shows a larger dp/dt and a higher sedimentation 
rate. This coincides with the R-Z Eq. However, the matrix with higher Φ0 (wc0.5wp0.5PCE0.18)
presents a higher sedimentation rate after this period and thus does not obey the R-Z Eq. any 
longer. This alteration indicates two possible phenomena: either 0.18% PCE SP is not enough to 
disperse all the particles for the paste with w/p = 0.5; or particle flocculation may be delayed by 
water reducer until after a period of measurement. 

 
Figure 8 - Pressure curves of the pastes with w/c = 0.5 and 0.7 and 0.18% PCE.

b) Filler replacement/addition effect for matrices without water reducer
The matrices with constant w/p = 0.5 without water reducer were investigated to check the filler 
replacement effect, as shown in Figure 9. Note that the matrices with fillers have a bit higher Φ0
(0.397) than that of the paste with Φ0 = 0.388 due to differences in powder density. The 40% 
limestone replacement by mass leads to higher sedimentation rate and takes less time to reach 
the plateau than the reference cement paste wc0.5wp0.5, while the coarser Årdal replacement 
induces the opposite effect. This indicates that the finer limestone induced higher sedimentation 
rates, which does not coincide with Stokes law [15]. It is believed that this was caused by more 
flocculation of the matrix with limestone, see the separate zeta-potential investigation below. 
Compared with wc0.7wp0.7, the additions of the different fillers result in quite different effects. 
Figure 9 shows that the average dp/dt is slightly higher for the limestone matrix than for the pure 
paste with w/c = 0.7. However, comparing dp/dt of wc0.7wp0.7 with ård-wc0.7wp0.5, the Årdal 
matrix shows slightly lower dp/dt and takes a longer time to reach the plateau. This indicates 
that the Årdal modified matrix had the slowest sedimentation rate.

Figure 9 - Pressure curves of the matrices with w/p = 0.7 or 0.5 by adding various fillers, no 
water reducer.
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c) Filler effect for matrices with SP
 Filler replacement (constant w/p) 
It has previously been observed [17] that water reducer helps stabilizing the cement paste by 
dispersing the particles, which reduces the effective particle size and delays the early hydration 
of cement. Figure 10 shows the sedimentation behavior of matrices with limestone or Årdal 
filler and with 0.18% solid dosage of PCE water reducer (Φ0 = 0.397) compared with the paste 
with the same SP (Φ0 = 0.388). Compared to Figure 9, dp/dt is lower and the inflection point 
less sharp in Figure10 as more small particles settled. Figure 11 shows that with LS water 
reducer, there is no longer any difference in the sedimentation behavior of the matrices at the 
same Φ0 as opposed to Figure 9. It seems that the dosage applied is sufficient to disperse the 
limestone particles so that the different particles behave in a similar way at Φ=0.397. Compared 
with the matrices without water reducer shown in Figure 9, it can also be seen that the time 
periods to reach the plateau were all delayed and a less sharp inflection points appeared for all 
matrices in Figure 10. Again, the dispersing effect of 0.18% of PCE, i.e. the normal dosage of 
this water reducer overshadowed the influence of various fillers on the sedimentation process 
compared to the matrices without water reducer. Similarly, the two matrices with LS (see Figure
11) show identical dp/dt. According to Table 5, the LS addition at 0.18% seems to increase the 
bleeding though only the visual bleeding was taken into account. The matrices with coarser 
particles, either with or without water reducer, caused higher bleeding as expected from K-C Eq. 
[10, 11]. This is why fillers with different particle sizes showed an opposite effect on 
sedimentation and visual bleeding. It is reasonable because visual bleeding tests did not include 
the soft turbid bleeding and the solid fraction differences at the zones below bleeding, while 
HYSPT measurements take solid fraction changes of more zones into account at both levels. 
This phenomenon will be explained further in Figure 15 below.

 

Figure 10 - Pressure curves of paste (Φ0 = 0.388) and two matrices with the same dosage of 
PCE but with different types of filler (Φ0 = 0.397).

Figure 11 - Pressure curves of two matrices with the same dosage of LS but with different types 
of filler (Φ0 = 0.397).
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 Filler addition (constant w/c = 0.7)
Figure 12 shows the HYSPT results for cement paste (Φ = 0.312) and matrices with two 
different filler dosages (Φ0 = 0.358 and 0.397), all with the same water reducer. There is very 
little difference in the sedimentation curves. The variation is probably within the expected 
variation of the test method itself [16, 17].  This is surprising but indicates that at this Φ0, this 
dosage of PCE leads to equal states of dispersion. This is a very important factor and could 
describe the critical dosage of this SP for matrix at this Φ0, with which all the particles get 
totally dispersed. Visual bleeding tests show that there were no clear bleeding fronts but turbid 
bleeding zones for both matrices, see Figure 15.

 

Figure 12 - Pressure curves of paste (Φ0=0.312) and two matrices with different percentage of 
Årdal filler (Φ0=0.358 and 0.397) but the same dosage of PCE.

d) The effect of different water reducer 
Figure 13 shows the effects of no water reducer, LS and PCE on the sedimentation of the 
matrices with limestone filler. Compared with the matrix without water reducer, the matrices 
with PCE and LS take much longer time to reach a plateau or did not reach it within 4 h. The 
matrix with PCE displays a very low sedimentation rate during most parts of the sedimentation 
process. The matrix with LS also takes longer time and has less clear inflection point. This 
indicates that with the same filler addition, PCE has more effect on slowing down sedimentation 
due to the better dispersing effect. Previously, these two types of water reducers have been 
investigated in a plain cement paste with w/c = 0.5 (Φ0 = 0.388) [17] without noticing any 
particular effect of changing the type of water reducer. 

 

Figure 13 - Pressure curves of matrices with the same limestone addition without and with 2 
different water reducers at 0.18 %.
A conceptual model for sedimentation and bleeding of cement paste was proposed in the 
previous paper [16]. It describes the process to be variation of zones including supernatant 
(bleeding), homogeneous zone, variable concentration and sediment cake, as shown in Figure
14. The bleeding observations accentuates the importance of the volume fraction curve (Φ-
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curve), which indicates that in stage 1 the transition between bleeding and paste is not a sharp 
front shown as the various gray scales. According to the photo with high resolution shown in 
Figure 15, the phenomena observed during experiments seem to coincide qualitatively with the 
conceptual model. 

Figure 14 - The conceptual model for stability of cement paste [4, 16].

Figure 15 - Zones transformation for lim-wc0.7wp0.5PCE0.18 at 2 h sedimentation after 
mixing.
The effect of different water reducers is also compared for the matrices with the Årdal filler, as 
shown in Figure 16. The features of the curves are similar to those in Figure 13, but the rank of 
sedimentation differs from the reference. With regard to dp/dt and the time to reach the plateau, 
Figure 16 shows that the matrix with PCE presents faster sedimentation than that with LS. So LS 
seems to stabilize the Årdal matrix better than PCE water reducer. The reason for the faster 
sedimentation with PCE could be the different influence of these two water reducers on the 
inter- the middle level. There could be two reasons for this. Firstly, there are probably particle 
forces, which will be discussed in section 3.3 below. Moreover, these results only show the 
sedimentation process within the first 4 h. Figure 16 also shows that the pressure after 4 h is 
more than 2000 Pa at the bottom level and more than 1100 Pa at tiny particles which settled at a 
very low velocity or could not sink at all. Secondly, the compression of the sediment cake 
continues. Our previous research [4, 16, 17] also found that cement paste with the same PCE 
showed a gradual pressure reduction after reaching the plateau. The combined effect of SP and 
filler on compressibility was earlier discussed in terms of paragenesis [17]. 
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Figure 16 - Pressure curves of the matrices with the same Årdal addition and different water 
reducers.

3.2 Combined effect of filler and water reducer on zeta-potential
a) Effect of water reducer on cement
The zeta-potential results are shown in Figures 17 to 19 in the three different groups as 
presented in Table 4: (1) cement only, (2) filler only and (3) filler mixed with cement. The zeta-
potentials of the first group are shown in Figure 17. There are at least two possible explanations 
for the positive zeta-potential (+2.2 mV in the pure cement paste with w/c = 0.5): (1) the 
heterogeneous cement particles is represented by more positively charged clinker phases on the 
surfaces; (2) the rapid hydration of ~7% C3A happened in presence of gypsum. Hydration of the 
aluminate phase leads to the formation of CAH compounds, which carry a positive zeta-potential 
[19]. Possibly, it could be a combination of with high Ca2+ concentrations in the pore solution which 
shields the negatively charged surfaces and potentially “recharge” them. 

When water reducer was added, the zeta-potential increased slightly to become more positive, 
which is in line with better dispersion effect by adding water reducer and thus a lowered 
sedimentation rate as observed by the HYSPT. A possible hypothesis for this observation could 
be linked to the negative nature of the water reducer and abundant cations such as Ca2+ released 
in cement pore solutions [20]. The presence of negative water reducer on the cement particles 
masks their positive surfaces, turns them negative and promoted adsorption of cations onto the 
polymer to form a double layer. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the cement pastes 
with the more anionic LS water reducer show a lower zeta-potential value than that with PCE.

Figure 17 - zeta-potential of group 1 samples - cement paste with and without LS or PCE water 
reducer, respectively.
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b) Effect of water reducer on fillers
The fillers were first tested in deionized water to determine the innate surface of the particles. 
Figure 18 shows that both fillers had a zeta-potential value close to zero: limestone gave a 
positive value of +0.8 mV, whereas Årdal was negative at -0.5 mV. This renders them less 
stable than the cement particles, thus the fillers may be more susceptible to flocculation in 
deionized water, but not in the same environment, i.e. pH and ionic strength as Cem-PS. When added to 
cement pore solution, the zeta potentials are rapidly reversed, indicating a quick adsorption of 
ions, Ca2+ and SO4

2- most likely onto the charged surfaces of the fillers.

Figure 18 - Zeta-potential of cement paste, limestone and Årdal in water or pore solution with 
either presence or absence of water reducer.
Due to the rapid uptake of ions, the addition of both fillers does not intensify the flocculation of 
the matrices lim-wc0.7wp0.5 and ård-wc0.7wp0.5. Figure 18 also shows that both fillers display 
negative zeta-potentials when adding water reducer, whereby the zeta-potentials of the 
suspensions with LS are more negative than that with PCE. This can be accounted for the steric 
bulk or the higher charge density of LS, which enhances the stability of the suspension and thus 
lower the sedimentation rate as shown in Figure 13. Similar phenomenon can also be seen in the 
filler modified matrices that will be discussed later. 

The two water reducers exert various interesting effects on the fillers. In the presence of LS, 
limestone suspensions display a more negative zeta-potential value (-7.6 mV) than Årdal 
suspensions (-5.5 mV). This can be attributed to the initial zeta-potentials of the fillers, whereby 
an overall less negative zeta-potential in Årdal than by limestone occurs after adsorption. 
However, ΔZ (9 mV) between Ård+(Cem-PS) / Ård+LS(Cem-PS) (ΔZ = 9 mV) is greater than 
that between Lim+(Cem-PS) / Lim+LS(Cem-PS) (ΔZ = 4.7 mV). This suggests that a higher 
amount of LS is adsorbed by Årdal than by limestone, which could lead to LS having a better 
dispersing effect on Årdal. In general, the higher the zeta-potential value (+/-), the more stable 
fillers in the polyelectrolyte rich medium would be, due to the better dispersion of the particles. 
This could be the reason for the lower sedimentation rates of matrices with LS than those of 
matrices with PCE, as shown in Figure 13 and 16. 

c) Cement mixed with filler in presence of water reducers
Figure 19 shows zeta-potential results of suspension group III (see Table 4) for the combination 
of filler and cement in a water reducer dispersed suspension. Based on their polarity, both the 
cement and fillers are potential docking sites for the adsorption of the water reducer, which in 
turn effectively varies the zeta-potential of the suspension. The zeta-potential values of the 
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matrices with LS are lower than for pure filler suspensions due to the inherent positive nature of 
the cement suspension. Such negative zeta-potential also indicates that LS adsorbed onto the 
filler equally rapidly as on to cement particles, which allows the zeta-potential of the matrices 
with both types of fillers to be negative. However, the change of filler from limestone to Årdal 
in the matrices with PCE made the zeta-potential vary from +0.2 to -1.8 mV. This indicates that 
PCE may preferentially adsorb onto cement particles for the matrices with limestone, while 
competitive adsorption of PCE between cement and Årdal may happen due to the highly 
positive surface charge of Årdal filler after SP-adsorption (see Figure 18). In group III of Table 
4, the suspensions with LS shows similar negative zeta-potential values, which match with the 
similar sedimentation rate between matrices with LS and various fillers, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 19 - zeta-potential of the combined filler and cement particles in pore solutions with 
presence of LS or PCE.
Considering the various zeta-potential values of the matrices with PCE, the addition of Årdal or 
limestone filler should present very different effects on particle dispersion and therefore the 
sedimentation process. However, both Figures 10 and 12 show that the addition of various fillers 
brings about a similar effect on sedimentation when combined with same PCE. This seemingly 
contradictory effect can be related to the following three facts. Firstly, the steric effect needs to 
be taken into account for the matrices with PCE-based water reducer. It can greatly alter the 
dispersion and reduce flocculation in the matrices which appears to have low stability in zeta-
potential measurements. Moreover, the preferential adsorption of PCE onto cement particles for 
the matrices with limestone may further increase the overall dispersity of the suspensions. 
Finally, the w/c ratios of the samples in group III are higher than those for HYSPT, which might 
partially explain the contradictory effect of the filler on sedimentation and zeta-potential. In 
general, the matrices with LS displayed a larger absolute value of the zeta-potential than those 
with PCE. This again indicates lower tendency to particle flocculation in the samples with LS
and resulted in lower sedimentation rates, as can be seen in Figure 13 and 16. After the initial 
few minutes, the results are relatively stable for all samples in the zeta-potential measurements. 
Small changes are observed in measurements up to 10 min. This indicates two points: firstly the 
overall variation of the filler surfaces is minimal after the initial change; secondly the adsorption 
of water reducer on the particle surfaces is rapid and stable as long as no external factor presents 
to influence this attraction. 
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3.3 Final discussion   
The bleeding results show that the solid fraction and specific surface of the particles could be 
the main parameters in line with the K-C Eq. [10]: the highest and lowest bleeding (28 mm and 
2.5 mm as shown in Table 5) are for the pure pastes with large difference in solid fraction and 
equal particle fineness. However, the two reference pastes show similar sedimentation 
processes. This indicates that the total bleeding- and sedimentation measurements might not 
separately demonstrate the same stabilizing effect. This is in line with the findings [21] on 
fundamental differences between total bleeding- and hydrostatic pressure measurements and 
how bleeding rates and dp/dt close to the surface relate.  It should also be noted that only the 
transparent bleeding could be observed in the visual bleeding tests. For the cases with PCE, a
long compressing process which did not reach a plateau was observed. A turbid bleeding layer 
existed but there were still zones transformation in the matrix. However, a clear bleeding layer 
can be observed in the visual bleeding test for the matrices with the same volume addition of 
fillers and 0.18% sbwp LS, see Figure 6. This indicates differing dispersing effects on particles 
with the different water reducers. 

Table 6 - The average dp/dt [Pa/s] of the mixtures at bottom and middle level after 2 h.

In Table 6, dp/dt by HYPST measurements for all samples are compared, which indicates the 
combined effects of filler and water reducer on sedimentation. When the filler is applied as an 
additional powder, it generally stabilizes the cement paste due to the increased solid fraction and 
presumably also higher inter-particle forces, but the different fillers have different behaviour. 
The addition of the coarser Årdal filler prolongs the sedimentation period but gives a similar 
sedimentation rate, while the addition of the finer limestone may cause more flocculation and 
therefore induces a higher sedimentation rate. However, the additional limestone filler probably 
reduces the bleeding because the suspensions became more homogeneous and the sediment cake 
less compact. When the filler is applied as a replacement of cement to increase the w/c ratio, e.g. 
Årdal-wc0.7wp0.5, lim-wc0.7wp0.5 and wc0.5wp0.5, the replacement with coarse Årdal filler 
lowered the sedimentation rate more visibly than the limestone filler did. This is possibly due to 
the greater zeta-potential change which Årdal filler induces for the particles in the matrix than 
limestone filler does. It is also likely that the flocculation state affected the bleeding. However, 
limestone filler decreases the total clear bleeding depth either with or without presence of water 
reducer. For the matrices with the addition of water reducer at a dosage of 0.18%, the stabilizing 
effect of water reducer overshadows the effect from both types of fillers even at 40% addition or 
replacement. Both PCE and LS reduce the difference of the sedimentation performance shown 
for cement matrices without water reducer. The matrix with combined application of LS and 
Årdal shows the lowest sedimentation rate in HYSPT measurements, which is probably due to 
the greatest zeta-potential change compared with that of the matrix without LS.

No. matrix code average dp/dt in 2 h (bot.) average dp/dt in 2 h (mid.)
1  wc0.5wp0.5 0.250 0.116
2  wc0.7wp0.7 0.205 0.100
3  wc0.5wp0.5PCE0.18 0.168 0.068
4  ård-wc0.7wp0.585PCE0.18 0.151 0.077
5  ård-wc0.7wp0.5 0.152 0.066
6  ård-wc0.7wp0.5PCE0.18 0.164 0.091
7  ård-wc0.7wp0.5LS0.18 0.124 0.039
8  lim-wc0.7wp0.5 0.256 0.132
9  lim-wc0.7wp0.5PCE0.18 0.177 0.088

10  lim-wc0.7wp0.5LS0.18 0.115 0.024
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Finally, it should be figured out that the particle interaction may vary with time and depth. The 
flocculation state of the particles would change with time and also be various at different zones 
of the mixtures. HYSPT experiments that carried out in 4 h take the effect of the particle 
flocculation on the sedimentation into account while zeta-potentials were measurement shortly 
after mixing. Therefore, the sedimentation rate may have varied at different levels in the 
mixtures, which may have induced different rates of expulsion of bleeding water. The matrix 
with fine limestone addition may therefore have had a lower sedimentation rate and bleeding 
rate at the bleeding front. However, as sedimentation continues, more serious flocculation could 
take place for finer particles than for the coarser ones with the same solid fraction, which results 
in a higher sedimentation rate. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The sedimentation and bleeding of cement matrices have been studied using HYSPT and 
bleeding measurements to investigate the effect of various combinations of fillers and water 
reducers on stability. To study how the interactions of the particles influence particle sinking, 
the zeta-potentials of cement and filler powder were measured electro-acoustically. It is found 
that the matrices show zones transformation, which coincides with the conceptual model 
previously proposed. To sum up: 

1. The stability of a cement matrix with filler and water reducer cannot be characterized from 
final bleeding alone, because of turbid bleeding layers, particularly for PCE and filler. 

2. Filler modifies the sedimentation and bleeding by varying the solid fraction, specific surface 
and inter-particle’s forces. 

3. Without water reducer, the addition of the coarser Årdal filler prolongs the sedimentation 
period but gives similar sedimentation rate, while the addition of the finer limestone filler 
induces higher sedimentation rate possibly due to the occurrence of more flocculation.

4. Filler can be used as either replacement or addition to cement. A finer filler does not always 
stabilize the matrix more than the coarser one. The replacement of coarse Årdal filler lowers 
the sedimentation rate more visibly than limestone, especially when combined with LS, 
probably due to the higher zeta-potential change it induces. 

5. For the matrices with water reducer added at a solid dosage of 0.18%, the stabilizing effect 
of water reducer overshadows the effect from both types of fillers even at 40% addition or 
replacement.

For further research, it is suggested to investigate the sedimentation, bleeding rate and bleeding 
of matrices with more types of fillers combined with water reducer and the effect of particle 
size, mineralogy and adsorption of admixtures on the stability of cement matrices. 
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ABSTRACT 
As part of a report [1] on continuous preventive bridge maintenance, a survey was conducted 
with Swedish municipalities. The survey’s focus was on bridges and preventive maintenance, as
well as the demands and performance control stated by the municipalities. The preventive 
maintenance the survey focused on was the annual maintenance concerning washing, cleaning 
of drainage system and removal of vegetation. The survey showed both similarities and 
differences within the municipalities but also in comparison with Swedish Transport Agency 
(STA).

Key words: bridge maintenance, preventive maintenance, survey.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Sweden, the primary owner of the country’s over 30 000 bridges is the state, through the 
Swedish Transport Administration (STA) [2]. This of course means that the vast majority of 
knowledge and experience exists within this organization. But a few thousand of bridges belong 
to Swedish municipalities. As part of a pre-study [1] on the preventive bridge maintenance in 
Sweden, the STA’s experience and requirements [3]-[10] were examined. The question about 
possible similarities and differences between municipalities arose. Therefore a survey was 
conducted with the goal of examining the municipalities’ bridge maintenance. The results from 
the survey and pre-study are the base used in further research that will examine the effect of 
washing on concrete bridge elements.

2. BACKGROUND

The majority of Swedish bridges were constructed during the three decades between 1950 and 
1980. They have now reached an age of 40-70 years and many of these bridges are in need of 
repair if they have not already been repaired. The knowledge on durability was less during this 
period which means that the deterioration processes go faster than what will be anticipated for 
modern bridges which are constructed for a service life of 120 years. However, both old and 
new bridges need some kind of maintenance in order to reach the intended service life and fulfil 
the performance criteria. From a sustainability point of view, every year of prolonged use leads 
to less use of new virgin construction materials and, thus, less environmental footprint.

The maintenance is traditionally divided into preventive and corrective maintenance, but the 
wording and definitions may vary. In Sweden, STA has made the definitions and developed the 
requirements as stated above. The preventive bridge maintenance consists of simple measures, 
e.g., water washing, cleaning, vegetation removal, crack repair, material refill, and stretching of 
bridge railings. The Swedish preventive bridge maintenance has been analysed and criticized 
[11-12] and research needs has been identified. A hypothesis is that improved preventive bridge 
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maintenance will be a cost-effective measure to prolong the bridge’s service life and improve its 
performance. Current research project is a result of these efforts.

As a minor part of a pre-study on the continuous preventive maintenance of Swedish bridges 
[1], a survey was sent out to municipalities. 17 replies were sent back of over a 100 contacted 
municipalities. In total there are 290 municipalities in Sweden. Over 210 of these municipalities 
use the database designed for bridge and tunnel management (BaTMan), created and managed 
by the STA. In total there are over 30 000 bridges in Sweden and the vast majority of them 
belongs to the STA [2]. Due to this, the STA and its predecessors are the leading source for 
requirements of bridge maintenance in Sweden. BaTMan contains a lot of structural information 
on bridges, results from inspections and measures but nothing concerning the washing or 
cleaning is registered in the database. The procedures and controls contracts used by the STA 
are based on information from BaTMan, such as information about length of edge beams, length 
of bridge joints and number of drainages.  Several municipalities use and adapt the requirements 
and procedures used by the STA [5], [8] & [10]. But due to the information gathered in the 
survey, there are some factors the municipalities do differently and have a different view on than 
the STA. Noteworthy is that for a lot of municipalities, there has been unwanted neglect of 
bridge maintenance or prioritizing due to lack of funds. For several municipalities in the survey, 
and even information from non-participants, there has been an increase in funds and prioritizing 
of infrastructure in recent years. This has resulted in an increased standard of bridges enabling 
“catch up” maintenance and repairs. Most municipalities in the survey are still in the phase of 
catching up and some are just starting. From a maintenance point of view it is positive to 
increase funds for maintenance in order to avoid or delay major repairs. 

As mentioned, this survey was considered to constitute a minor part of a pre-study. However, 
there are a lot of interesting answers from the responders that presented a good indication of the 
situation. The survey’s goal was to examine similarities and differences between the STA and 
municipalities and between the municipalities.  The lack of variation in geographical location 
resulted in that its influence could not be examined. 

3. METHOD

A survey was sent out to representatives or responsible persons of bridge maintenance in the 
municipalities. Depending on the size of the municipalities and the amount of bridges the 
maintenance responsibility could include a small side task for one person to divided 
responsibility between many people. All surveys that were filled in, except one, generally 
answered all the questions completely.

The responders either filled out the questions on their own or over the phone with the first 
author. A translated version of these questions can be seen in the appendix as the original is in 
Swedish. 
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3.1 The responders

The responses are from representatives of 17 municipalities in Sweden. All except one are 
located in the middle and south of Sweden. Nine municipalities are located along the coast sides 
(five on the west coast and four on the east coast). An additional three are located near the 
capital, Stockholm. The last five municipals are all located near one of the three biggest lakes in 
Sweden. 

Despite few responses, observed differences and similarities in answers have given a good 
initial indication of the situation between municipalities themselves and in comparison with the 
STA.  In the questionnaire the municipalities could choose between allowing the name of person 
and municipalities to be published in the report and total anonymity with steps in-between. As 
some choose total anonymity, no municipalities will be referenced by name in this article for 
consistency. The 17 participating municipalities generally gave thorough answers and additional 
interesting information beyond what the questions required. Some of these answers will be 
presented as examples by those that gave their permission. 

The contacted municipalities were chosen from a process where municipalities with a 
population under 15 000 and those that had fewer than five bridges in BaTMan were eliminated. 
Of the over 100 municipalities contacted, more than half didn’t respond at all. Several 
responded that they were quitting or just started and therefore could not answer as they were 
themselves trying to get to grips with the matter. A few also referred to their contractors, which 
was not the group of interest for this survey, as the goal was to examine the municipalities, but 
could be of further interest when comparing and examining contractors. 

3.2 The survey

The survey consisted of 31 questions where 16 were multiple choice questions and the rest 
generally required short answers. For each question there was an option for comment, which 
mostly was used to explain, give examples or provide additional information that would be of 
interest. A translated version can be seen in full in the appendix.

4. RESULT

Initially there was a wish for diversity and many replies, but the end result was few but 
satisfactory. The initial goal of the survey was to detect similarities and differences between 
municipalities and the STA. Some of the municipalities were under change in several aspects, 
from economically, contracts, investments, personnel, etc. In that case the municipality reported 
both the current situation and the future one. For future changes, it could mean from weeks to 
years depending on nature, extension, and degree of the change.
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4.1 General facts

While there wasn’t a satisfactory diversity in geographical location, there was a good diversity 
in number of bridges in each municipality, see Figure 1.  The number of bridges owned by a 
municipality ranged from 22 to over 200. The municipality with the highest number of 
structures had over 800 bridges registered in the database BaTMan. The municipality 
commented however that the number was a bit misleading. This is because other types of 
structures are registered as bridges in the database.  For example traffic decks were registered as 
bridges, and continuous bridges could be registered as one single bridge or as several bridges. 
The exact number of bridges was thereby uncertain.

Figure 1 – Histogram over the number of bridges of the participating municipalities.

For the majority of the municipalities the main construction material of their bridges was 
reinforced concrete or a combination of steel and concrete. A few municipalities had smaller 
timber bridges, usually only for pedestrians. In most municipalities there was around the same 
number of pedestrian bridges as road bridges. Otherwise road bridges were more common. Only 
for one municipality were pedestrian bridges more common than road bridges. Five of the 
responders had movable bridges, in range from 1 to18.

The municipalities’ budgets for bridge maintenance varied between them, with no clear relation, 
except maybe incitements from the politicians. Some had very large budgets and others smaller 
ones. No direct correlation between the budget and the number of bridges or population could be 
seen. Simple tests with the least square method (R2) showed around almost no correlation 
between municipalities’ budgets with the number of bridges, population or area. The R2 values 
for a trend lines was between 0.07 and 0.12, as one example shows in Figure 2. Even if the 
municipality with the most eccentric result in Figure 2 is removed the R2 value only increases a 
bit on the second decimal. This indicates that there is no distinct correlation with the 
maintenance budget and these individual factors. The only factors that had high R2 (0.73) value 
were unsurprisingly between the population and the number of bridges.  Some municipalities 
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had large budgets in order to catch up on required maintenance and repairs. Some were doing 
repairs after several decades of only acute maintenance and repairs. These investments were 
both short and long term. Some municipalities were going to start and some were in the middle 
or end of their catch up repairs. Generally, there seems to be an effect of political decisions to 
invest in infrastructure. To the frustration of the people working with bridge maintenance there 
is always a shortage of means in comparison to required maintenance. Thereby there is always a 
choice on what needs to be prioritized. 

Figure 2 – Diagram with the number of bridges in a municipality plotted against the budget.

The STA uses something they call “integrated bridge maintenance" [13]. It is simplified a way 
to improve the efficiency of bridge maintenance. By having contractors working in determined 
geographical areas as to conduct maintenance for bridges in geographical closeness to one-
another to increase time efficiency and reduce costs. The integrated bridge maintenance contract 
also includes minor repairs on selected bridges during the contract period. The STA’s 
experience with the integrated bridge maintenance have had positive with better efficiency and 
reduction in costs.

For the participating municipalities, four responded that they use integrated bridge maintenance. 
Another two responded that they were planning to implement it in the future. Some of the 
municipalities that didn’t use integrated maintenance motivated this by the fact that their 
geographical area was too small.   

Two thirds of the municipalities use annual scheduling for their continuous preventive bridge 
maintenance. Most scheduled activities are inspections, washing and cleaning of drainage in 
correlation with when the gritting sand from the winter season is collected. 

The municipalities were asked the question of who’s responsible for the maintenance of a bridge 
when the ownership is shared. Shared bridges are not common and usually exist when the bridge 
is geographically located at the border between municipalities. Another possibility is that one 
part of the bridge belongs to the STA and another part belongs to a municipality, this is usually 
when roads belonging to each part meet or are connected to each other by ramps for example. 
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The responses can be seen in Figure 3, where the left circle shows how many of the 
municipalities share bridges (65 %) and those that don’t share or didn’t respond to the question 
(35 %). In that case it has been assumed that the municipality don’t share any, as it was an 
extended question. The right circle shows the answers for those municipalities that answered 
“yes” to shared bridges. The majority answered how they share responsibility and cooperated. 
The municipalities often specified or gave examples of what each part did. Usually it was 
different types of maintenance. For example, one municipality answered that they were 
responsible for the electronics on the bridge and removal of graffiti. Otherwise the answers were 
evenly split between doing all of it themselves or it was depending on the bridge concerning 
responsibility. 

Figure 3 – Diagrams over who is responsible for maintenance of a bridge when the ownership 
is divided. The left circle shows the percentage of those that share and don’t share or didn't 

answer. The right diagram shows the responsible part when sharing bridges.

4.2 Contracts for bridge maintenance

The STA has been using contractors for the practical aspects of the maintenance for the last 
decades. The assumption that municipalities also did was examined. 

All of the municipalities have contracts with consultant firms for the inspection of the bridges, 
similar to the STA. Two municipalities did this partly, where some small and simple bridges 
were inspected by their own personnel. One municipality stated that they inspected the small 
timber bridges in the forest on their own. These bridges were not in BaTMan and the 
municipality specified that only those registered in BaTMan were inspected by consultants. 

The washing of bridges was generally done by contractors (10 municipalities). The rest either 
had contractors doing some of it or the municipalities did everything themselves.  For removal 
of vegetation the municipalities were almost evenly split between using only contractors, partly 
contractors and or by the municipalities themselves. One municipality couldn’t answer who was 
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responsible for the washing and removal of vegetation as this was the responsibility of another 
division and considered a part of the road maintenance. 

Cleaning of drainage systems was either fully or partly done by contractors. Only two 
municipalities didn’t use any contractors for cleaning the drainage system.  For both small repair 
and controls the operation was usually done by contractors. A few municipalities didn’t use 
contractors at all.  

Five municipalities used contractors for everything, two municipalities partly used contractors 
for everything, excluding inspection. One municipality didn’t use contractors at all except for 
inspections. The rest had varied or mixed usage of contractors. 

4.3 Inspection

In Sweden there are different types of bridge inspections that have different levels of 
thoroughness and have different recommended frequencies[14].There are three major inspection 
types with corresponding frequency of 1, 3 and 6 years. The lower the frequency of the 
inspection, the more detailed and thorough inspection. The municipalities used one or more of 
these types. Some municipalities also made one or several of their own minor inspections. It is 
common that maintenance contractors perform continuous supervision and should report if they 
find any damage or something not functioning. There were some exceptions to the normal 
frequency of inspections. One municipality reported that they inspected their movable bridges 
every fortnight during sailing season. 

The inspectors from the consultancy firms get a certain period or dates where they can do their 
inspections. Usually this is done during the warmer season but can happen at any time during 
the year. There was a great range between the consultancy firms used by the municipalities, 
where almost every municipality used a different firm. 

4.4 Maintenance

Due to the winter conditions in Sweden, the use of de-icing salts is common practice. The use of 
it in the municipalities is therefore an important aspect to consider, especially because de-icing 
salt contributes to corrosion of steel and of the rebars in concrete. A special focus in Sweden is 
on the edge beams, which constitute a continuous problem. The participants were asked when 
the salting occurred and how many of their bridges that were directly exposed to de-icing salts. 
Almost all of the participants used de-icing salts on their bridges to some degree, see Figure 4.  
Some municipalities only use de-icing salts on their road bridges or, as one municipality 
commented, only on the roads used by public transport. The geographical location of the 
municipalities didn’t indicate any influence on the amount of bridges exposed to de-icing salts.  
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For municipals located next to each other or very close, one municipality usually had a high 
number and the neighbour a low one. 

The period for using de-icing salts was quite consistent for the 15 municipalities that used de-
icing salts. Unsurprisingly, the main period is during the winter months but as all the 
municipalities commented on, it depends on the weather conditions and prognosis. All had 
December to February with most also including March (87 %) and November (73 %). A few 
also said April and/or October. This could of course be because the question was interpreted 
differently with some only stating all of the possible months and others only stating the most 
common ones. 

Figure 4 – Histogram showing what percentage of a bridges within a municipality are directly 
exposed to de-icing salts

Washing of bridges occur when the winter season is over and after the collection of grit sand 
used for ice prevention during the winter. The main period of washing is late spring and/or early 
summer, but could also be done later, see Figure 5. The municipalities usually have a period or a 
date of when the washing of bridges should be done. Some also have a specified starting date 
when work can start, which is usually in April or May. The municipals that answered August to 
November also had washing done in May and/or July, indicating two washing periods. The STA 
states in their contracts for integrated bridge maintenance [15] that the period for washing is 
generally from the middle of May to the middle of July. The geographical location indicated no 
influence on the period of washing.
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Figure 5 – The period of a bridge washing in the municipalities.

4.5 Demands

The majority of the municipalities reported that they used the STA’s current demands (TDOK 
2013:0415) [4] and advice (TDOK 2013:0416) [7] for bridge maintenance. Of these 17 
municipalities only two had additional demands than those based on the STA’s. Another two 
municipalities had occasionally more demands. But the majority didn’t have more requirements 
than those the STA has for bridge maintenance. Some comments from the municipalities 
indicated, however, the usage of older versions’ demands. Certain comments were made on 
demands on washing that were the same as in the STA’s older versions [9], [10] but not the 
newer one. This can be the result of preferences or lack of knowledge of updates. When asked 
for their demands on washing, the municipalities either referred to STA’s or answered edge 
beam, bridge bearing & pillars, railings, drainage systems etc. The majority of the municipalities 
felt that their demands were being fulfilled. Only a quarter of the municipalities felt that the 
demands had been fulfilled partly while the rest felt that it had been fulfilled completely. One 
municipality commented that it had shown flaws during checks and another commented that 
their subsidiary didn’t have the right equipment, making it hard to reach and perform the 
maintenance correctly. 

4.6 Problems and actions

The most common problems for bridge maintenance in municipalities were quite different 
depending on the municipality and interpretation of the question. The answers touched upon 
railings, joints, edge beams, accumulations, different surface damages, economy etc. and no 
municipality answered the same. Many municipalities responded with a few different answers. 
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This also reflects the different and many issues that exist with the bridges. Some problems could 
be solved with washing and cleaning while other requires minor or major repairs. 

There is a consensus amongst the participants that the actions taken on their bridges have had a 
positive effect on the standard of the bridges. 

4.7 Control

The people that performed the controls of maintenance were generally different consultants, 
contractors or someone from the municipalities’ own staff. The way to make sure the 
maintenance has been performed correctly and the demands have been met is mainly by self-
monitoring and/or sampling controls from the municipalities. In the case of shortcomings it is 
usually solved by the contractors having to redo it on their own expense or by form of a penalty. 
During the year of the survey, the controls had been positive for most of the municipalities. A 
few had larger faults that needed to be corrected. One municipality that for a long time had to 
neglect maintenance has in recent years received a larger budget to deal with their problems. 
The municipalities have noticed an improvement in recent years, which shows that investments 
in infrastructure have positive effects. 

Noteworthy is how much maintenance and repairs that can be done depends heavily on the 
municipality’s budget where they have to prioritize, which for a long time meant doing few 
things on the bridges that are in the greatest need and neglect other bridges which resulted in 
more problems on the other bridges and higher repair costs. 

4.8 Definition of preventive bridge maintenance

The participants were finally asked how they would define preventive bridge maintenance. The 
answers could be divided into four categories where the municipalities only gave one answer or 
a combination of two or several ones. The categories are: 

• Cleaning- washing, removal etc. (60%).
• Impregnation and small repairs (60%).
• Continuous supervisions and/or actions done on time (40%).
• Improve or preserve the bridge standard or value (33%).

According the standard for maintenance terminology EN 13306:20 [16] the definition for
preventive maintenance is:

“maintenance carried out at predetermined intervals or according to prescribed criteria and 
intended to reduce the probability of failure or the degradation of the functioning of an item “
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This definition can be in agreement to the responses from the participants, with their answers 
fitting within the definition.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The survey showed both differences and similarities between municipalities. The actual 
maintenance, demands and controls of the bridges are generally the same, but when and by 
whom it is done differentiate greatly, which could have an effect on the efficiency of the 
washing. This is probably connected to the way that the municipalities use and adopt the 
demands and recommendations previously used by the STA as well as their own previous 
experiences.  The survey also showed that each municipality often had a separate issue or 
solution that was a result of their bridge stock or the budget. An unspoken consensus among the 
answers seemed to be that having to prioritize and neglect certain maintenance only increases 
the problems later on. There is always more to be done than can be met with available means. 

The survey shows that the washing of the bridges often starts late. This means that the chlorides 
from the de-icing have all the time during winter and most of the spring to migrate into the 
concrete before the washing. This may affect both frost attack and corrosion of rebars. Research 
on the effect by washing is therefore of interest. 
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APPENDIX SURVEY QUESTIONS
(This is an English translation of the Swedish original)

Preventive bridge maintenance – A survey for municipalities

Generally about bridges

1. How many bridges are you responsible 
for? 
(In this case bridges is defined as having a 
theoretical span of more than 2.0 meters)

Total
Road 
bridges*
Pedestrian 
bridges*
Other*
Movable
Fixed

*Not necessary but would be helpful
Comment:

2. How many bridges are there with the 
following construction material?

Concrete
Steel
Concrete 
& steel
Wood
Stone
Other

Comment:

3. How much money in the municipality is 
spent on maintenance each year?
Answer:
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4. How much is in a preventive purpose? 
(for example washing, removal of 
vegetation and minor repairs)
Answer: 

5. Do you use integrated bridge 
maintenance?
(Bridge maintenance contracts on STA’s 
bridges are divided based on geographical 
location, called integrated bridge 
maintenance package. These packages 
include both time-controlled (preventive) 
and state-controlled (remedial) bridge 
maintenance. In this case, bridges located 
within a geographic area are maintained 
within a period of time. You “perform 
maintenance on several bridges while in the 
area”)

☐ Yes
☐ No

Comment: 

6. For which services do you use 
contractors?

Completely Partly Not
Inspections ☐ ☐ ☐
Washing 
of bridges

☐ ☐ ☐

Removal 
of 
vegetation

☐ ☐ ☐

Cleaning 
of drainage

☐ ☐ ☐

Small 
repairs

☐ ☐ ☐

Control/
Checks

☐ ☐ ☐

Comment:

7. Is there a time schedule for the year?
☐ Yes
☐ No

Comment: 

8. If you share responsibility of bridges with 
the STA and/or other municipals. Who is 
responsible for maintenance?

☐ Yourself
☐ STA/Other municipals
☐ Cooperation
☐ Depends on the bridge

Comment: 

Inspection

9. Do you do the inspection yourself or does 
a consultant?

☐ Ourselves
☐ Consultant
☐ Combination

Name of consultant*: 
Comment:

10. Is it the same person(s) that inspects the 
same bridges or does it vary?

☐ Same
☐ Different
☐ Combination/depends
☐ Don’t know

Comment: 

11. Choose a) and/or b)
a) How many times a year is a bridge 

generally inspected?
☐ 1
☐ 2
☐ 3
☐ 4
☐ >4
☐ Don’t know

Comment:

b) If the bridges are inspected less than 
1 time per year, how large gaps are 
there between inspections?
☐ 2 years 
☐ 3 years
☐ 4 years
☐ 5 years
☐ >5 years
☐ Don’t know
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Comment: 

12. When are the bridges inspected?
☐ January 
☐ February
☐ March
☐ April
☐ May
☐ June
☐ July
☐ August
☐ September
☐ October
☐ November
☐ December
☐ Don’t know

Comment: 

Maintenance

13. How large part of the bridges is salted 
with de-icing salts each year?
(This means on the roads both on and under 
the bridge)

☐ All
☐ >90%
☐ 80-90%
☐ 70-80%
☐ 60-70%
☐ 50-60%
☐ 40-50%
☐ 30-40%
☐ 20-30%
☐ 10-20%
☐ <10%
☐ None

Comment: 

14. During which months are de-icing salts 
used?
(This means on the roads both on and under 
the bridge)

☐ January 
☐ February
☐ March

☐ April
☐ May
☐ June
☐ July
☐ August
☐ September
☐ October
☐ November
☐ December
☐ Don’t know

Comment: 

15. When are the bridges washed?
☐ January 
☐ February
☐ March
☐ April
☐ May
☐ June
☐ July
☐ August
☐ September
☐ October
☐ November
☐ December
☐ Don’t know

Comment: 

Demands

16. Do you base your demands on the STA’s 
documents on demands and advice?

☐ Yes, current
☐ Yes, previous version 
☐ Even older
☐ No, other document(s)

If other, the document’s name: 
Comment: 

17. Which instruction or demands do you 
have on washing?
(If a reference is used, please name it)
Answer: 
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18. What is the most common problem? (not 
counting accidents)
Answer: 

19. What is the most common measure? (in 
regards to the previous question)
Answer:

20. Are the measures considered to have had 
a positive effect on the bridge standard?
Answer: 

21. Are the demands you have fulfilled?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Partly

Comment:

22. Out of the demands you have on bridge 
maintenance, is it something you wish 
would be further investigated?
Answer: 

23. If the following documents are used, 
TDOK Krav (2013:0415) and Råd 
(2013:0416), are additional demands 
included in the contracts?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Sometime

Comment:

Control/Checks

24. Who performs the check/control?
Answer: 

25. How do you verify that the maintenance 
and demands have been fulfilled?
Answer: 

26. Do you have any controls or 
investigations that you which to be 
furthered investigated?
Answer: 

27. What happens if the control shows 
shortcomings in the preventive bridge 
maintenance?
Answer: 

28. Do you use BaTMan?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Have own system

Comment:

29. What is the outcome of the latest 
checks/controls?
Answer: 

Other

30. How would you define preventive 
maintenance? What does it include?
Answer: 

31. Would it be possible to get in contact with 
you again concerning additional 
questions/developments?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Maybe

Comment:
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ABSTRACT

Hydrated Portland cement paste exposed to a NaCl solution was acidified by adding HCl in 
small steps, gradually lowering the pH. The chloride binding of the cement paste changed as a 
function of the pH. For the range of pH from 13.2 to 12.2, decreasing pH resulted in a 
considerable increase in the chloride binding. At a pH of 11, the cement paste showed almost no 
chloride binding. In order to explain the changes in chloride binding upon lowering the pH, the 
phase assemblage was investigated with SEM-EDS, TGA and XRD and compared to a 
thermodynamic modelling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major deterioration mechanisms of reinforced concrete structures, which can limit 
their service life, is chloride induced corrosion of the reinforcement steel. As chlorides diffuse 
into the concrete structure from external sources such as sea water or de-icing salts, the chloride 
concentration at the reinforcement will eventually increase. When a critical chloride 
concentration is reached in the proximity of the reinforcement, pitting corrosion of the steel may 
be initiated. The time until the critical concentration at the steel surface is reached is therefore 
generally used as a limit state for the service life of a reinforced concrete structure.

Service life prediction models commonly predict the chloride ingress profiles using Fick’s law 
[1,2], which describes diffusion caused by a concentration gradient [3]. Ions, such as chlorides, 
dissolved in the pore solution, will always move from a high concentration to a lower 
concentration in the pore solution unless opposed by other forces. Figure 1 shows 
experimentally obtained chloride profiles (solid lines) of Portland cement mortar samples 
exposed to sea water, and fitted curves using the error function solution of Fick’s law (dashed 
lines) [4]. With increasing distance from the surface, the chloride content in the mortar 
decreases according to Fick’s law. However, with increasing exposure time, the outermost 
sections show a lower chloride content than the fitted solution of Fick’s law, and show a peak 
before decreasing with increasing depth from the surface.

Figure 1 - Chloride profiles experimentally obtained on Portland cement mortars submerged in sea 
water for 21, 90, and 180 days (solid lines) and fitted to the error function solution of Fick’s law (dashed 
lines) (adapted from [4]).

Similar peaking behaviour in chloride profiles have also been reported elsewhere [5–8]. Current 
service life models ignore the outer sections and only use the parts of the chloride profile that 
fits the mathematical model [2]. Our hypothesis is that we can capture this peaking behaviour if 
we are able to take into account leaching in the models.
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When concrete is exposed to sea water there are several phase changes that occur with varying 
depths of penetration [5]. Due to the presence of Ca(OH)2 and the alkali metal content in 
hydrated cement paste, the pore solution is highly alkaline, with a pH of 13 or even higher [9]. 
Constant exposure to sea water of near neutral pH will reduce the pH of the pore solution. The 
phase assemblage in the cement paste will change both because the pH is lowered, and because 
of ingress of ions from the sea water. 

In the cement paste, chlorides are bound either chemically, by the formation of chloride-
containing AFm phases, such as Friedel’s salt (3CaO⋅Al2O3⋅CaCl2⋅10H2O), or physically, by 
their accumulation in the diffuse layer of the C-S-H phase [10]. Consequently, changes in the 
phase assemblage of the cement paste with regards to Friedel’s salt or the C-S-H phase caused 
by the exposure of concrete structures to sea water might be the reason for the deviation of the 
chloride profiles experimentally obtained from Fick’s law.

Changing pH influences both the chemical and physical binding of chlorides. Roberts [11] 
showed that lowering the pH would slightly increase the stability of Friedel’s salt, thus 
increasing the chemical chloride binding of the cement. Lowering the pH too far would however 
decrease its stability and lead to reduced binding [12,13]. Since OH- and Cl- both accumulate in 
the diffuse layer of the C-S-H, they can be considered as competitively adsorbing ions. 
Reducing the pH would reduce the competition from OH-, thereby increasing the apparent 
adsorption of Cl- in the diffuse layer [14]. Small decreases in the pH were reported to increase 
the chloride binding of the cement paste [14,15]. However, this was done by introducing 
chlorides in the mixing water, which will affect the microstructure of hydrated concrete. 
Because of this effect, studies using admixed chlorides might not be representative for external 
chloride ingress and binding in concrete. The exposure of cement pastes to CaCl2 solutions has 
also been reported to be accompanied by a decrease in the pH of the pore solution and an 
increase in chloride binding [14,16–19]. However, no previous studies have systematically 
investigated how pH affects chloride binding for chlorides introduced after hydration.

The focus of this study was therefore to develop a method for studying chloride binding for 
hydrated cement pastes exposed to chlorides and systematically lowering the pH. Well-hydrated 
cement pastes of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) were exposed to a NaCl-solution. HCl was 
then added to lower pH without adding other types of ions not already present in the system. 
First, a relationship between volumes of added acid and pH in the pore solution was established. 
This relationship was used to determine how much acid is required to reach specific pH-levels. 
The combination of changes in the phase assemblage and lowering of the pH in the pore 
solution upon acid addition is referred to as leaching in this study. The second part of this study 
consists of acidifying five cement paste samples to targeted levels of pH and determine how the 
acidification affects the chloride binding. The effects of artificial leaching with HCl on the phase 
assemblage were studied, to explain the mechanisms causing changes in chloride binding. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials and sample preparation
In this study, Portland cement pastes were investigated, prepared with an ordinary Portland 
cement (OPC) supplied by Norcem AS, to which only natural gypsum was added during 
grinding. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the Portland cement used determined with 
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X-ray fluorescence (XRF). The Portland cement used had a Blaine specific surface of 416 
m2/kg.

Table 1 - Chemical composition of the Portland cement (OPC) used determined with XRF [wt. %].
SiO2 Al2O3 TiO2 MnO Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O SO3 P2O5

OPC 19.91 5.15 0.28 0.06 3.42 62.73 2.34 1.09 0.48 3.16 0.11

The cement paste was prepared in 4 batches of 540 g with a w/b ratio of 0.5 in a high-shear 
mixer (Braun MR5550CA). The pastes were mixed for 30 s, left to rest for 5 min and mixed 
again for 60 s. The paste was cast in several plastic bottles (125 mL) and sealed with a lid and 
parafilm. The tubes were stored up to their bottle necks in water in sealed boxes at 60°C. To 
maximize hydration and thus minimize any continued hydration during exposure, the samples 
were ground and rehydrated after 3 months of curing. They were crushed in a jaw crusher and 
sieved through a 1 mm sieve. Remaining particles were crushed further in a rotating disc mill 
until they also passed the sieve. After crushing, the samples were put in 1 L polypropylene 
bottles with additional 30wt% of water. The bottles were then sealed with lids and parafilm, and 
stored for another 4 months at 60°C. After this final curing at 60°C, the bottles were stored at 
20°C for 13 months before chloride exposure. The exposure was also performed at 20°C. 

2.2 Exposure of the samples to NaCl and HCl
For the exposure, 15 g of the well-hydrated cement paste, which had a homogenous moist-sand 
appearance, was weighed into 50 mL centrifuge tubes, to which 20 mL of NaCl solution 
(1.5 mol/L) was added using a volumetric pipette. The 1.5 mol/L NaCl solution was prepared 
with deionized water and laboratory-grade NaCl (supplied by Merck). The tubes were then 
closed with lids and parafilm, and thoroughly shaken to mix the liquid and the solid. They were 
then left for two weeks at 20 °C to reach equilibrium, while being shaken once per week to 
ensure full exposure.

After reaching equilibrium with the NaCl solution, one sample (OPC-22.5, see Table 2) was 
used to establish the relationship between the volume of added acid and the resulting pH of the 
pore solution. For this 4 mol/L HCl was added in steps until the sample tube was filled. The acid 
was added in small steps to avoid uneven dissolution of the hydrated cement paste. In addition, 
the samples were centrifuged and the acid was added to the supernatant to avoid direct contact 
between the acid and the solids. The acid was first added in 10 steps of 0.25 mL, then 4 steps of 
0.5 mL, 3 steps of 1 mL, then in 8 steps of 2 mL until the sample tube was filled. The final 
volume of acid added was 22.5 mL. The pH of the sample was measured after 10-15 minutes 
and after 1-3 days of each addition step (“instant pH” and “pH at EQ” respectively in Figure 3).

To one sample tube no HCl was added (OPC-0, see Table 2). This sample was used as a 
reference. To the other tubes of the prepared and equilibrated samples, various amounts of 
4 mol/L HCl (0.5, 2.5, 5, and 17 mL) were added in small steps (12 steps of 0.25 mL, then 2 
steps of 0.5 mL, then 1 step of 1 mL, then 6 steps of 2 mL) to reach the target pH in the pore 
solution (see Table 2). The additions were stopped after the target acid volume was reached in 
the various samples. After each addition, the samples were shaken and left to rest until the next 
acid addition. Acid was added each workday, leading to a minimum resting time of 1 day and a 
maximum of 3 days. After having the full amount of acid added, the samples were stored at 
20°C for two weeks, while they were all shaken once per week.
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Table 2: Overview of the various exposed samples in this study.
Sample name Cement paste

[g]
1.5 mol/L NaCl

[mL]
4 mol/L HCl 

[mL]
OPC-0 (Reference) 15.00 ± 0.01 20 -
OPC-0.5 15.00 ± 0.01 20 0.5
OPC-2.5 15.00 ± 0.01 20 2.5
OPC-5 15.00 ± 0.01 20 5
OPC-17 15.00 ± 0.01 20 17
OPC-22.5 (pH development) 15.00 ± 0.01 20 22.5

2.3 Analyses after exposure
Analyses of the liquid

The liquid phase of the samples was investigated 2 weeks after exposure to the NaCl solution 
(OPC-0) or 2 weeks after the full amount of acid had been added (OPC-0.5 – OPC-17).

The chloride concentration in the liquid phase was determined by potentiometric titration with a
Titrando 905 titrator from Metrohm using 0.1 mol/L AgNO3 solution (Titrisol, supplied by 
Merck). A known volume (0.2–1 mL, depending on the chloride concentration of the exposure 
solution) of the supernatant was pipetted into a measurement beaker with 1 mL of HNO3 (65% 
supplied by Merck, and diluted 1:10), 2.5 mL of 0.2% polyvinyl alcohol (supplied by Merck, 
2 g was dissolved in 1 L deionized water), and approx. 20 mL of deionized water. 

The actual concentration of free chlorides present before binding (CCl,free) was calculated using 
Eq. (1) according to [20]:

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =  
(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) + (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
(1)

where CNaCl is the concentration of chlorides in the NaCl solution, which was measured with
potentiometric titration prior to exposure; CHCl is the concentration of the acid used (4 mol/L); 
VNaCl is the volume of NaCl solution added to the samples (20 mL); VHCl is the volume of acid 
added to the various samples (0, 0.5, 2.5, 5, 17 mL); VH2O is the volume of free water (in g) per 
15 g of the well-hydrated hydrated cement paste before exposure, and was assumed to be equal 
to mH2O (4.6 g per 15 g of well-hydrated cement paste), which was determined by the weight loss 
of the unexposed well-hydrated cement pastes after drying at 40°C in a TGA until constant 
weight.

During the exposure of cement pastes, chlorides from the solution are bound by the hydrates of 
the cement paste. The chloride concentration in the solution will therefore decrease until 
equilibrium between the solid and the liquid phase is established. The amount of bound 
chlorides (NCl,bound) can be calculated as mg/g cement paste dried at 40°C using Eq. (2), 
according to [20]:

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ �𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒� ∙ (𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
(2)
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where CCl,free is the actual concentration of free chlorides present at the beginning of the 
exposure (in mol/L), which can be calculated using Eq. (1); CCl,eq is the chloride concentration 
of the supernatant measured at equilibrium (in mol/L); MCl is the molar mass of chlorine 
(35.453 g/mol); msample is the mass of the sample added to the centrifuge tube (15 g); and mH2O is 
the mass of free water (in g) per 15 g of hydrated cement paste.

After determining the amount of free chlorides, the pH of the liquid phase was measured using a 
6.0255.100 Profitrode from Metrohm in the laboratory at 20°C. Before measuring the pH, the 
sample was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 2 minutes and 30 seconds. 2 mL of the supernatant was 
pipetted into 15 mL centrifuge tubes, in which the pH was measured. The electrode was 
calibrated each day before the measurements using buffer solutions of pH 7, 10 and 13. After 
each measurement, the remaining supernatant was poured back into the sample. 

The concentrations of Ca, Cl, K, Na and S and in the solution were determined by a Thermo 
Scientific Element 2 ICP-MS. 150 µl of the supernatant was acidified with 104 µl 65 % HNO3.
This mixture was then diluted to 15 ml with deionized water, to reach a HNO3-contentration of 
0.1 mol/L in the samples.

Analyses of the solid

After concluding the investigations of the liquid phase, the phase assemblage in the Portland 
cement pastes was investigated. For that approximately 3-5 g of cement pastes was taken out 
from the centrifuge tubes and was placed in 125 mL plastic bottles with 100 mL isopropanol. 
The bottles were shaken for 30 seconds before resting for 5 minutes. After resting, the liquid 
was decanted and another 100 mL isopropanol was added. The bottles were again shaken for 30 
seconds and left to rest for 5 minutes, before the contents were poured into a vacuum filtration 
unit. The isopropanol was filtrated off, and 20 mL petroleum ether was added. The petroleum 
ether and solids were stirred with a glass rod for 30 seconds before resting for 5 minutes. 
Afterwards, the petroleum ether was filtrated off using a vacuum filtration unit, and the samples 
were dried in a desiccator overnight under a slight vacuum (-0.2 bar) applied using a water 
pump. A part of the dried samples were ground to a particle size <63 µm and then analysed with 
TGA or XRD. The rest of each of the dried samples was not ground and used for SEM-EDS 
investigations.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to determine the free water content in the well-
hydrated samples before exposure to a NaCl solution, and to investigate the phase assemblage in 
the samples, which were exposed to only NaCl or NaCl and various amounts of HCl. For all TG 
analyses, approximately 150 mg of the solids were placed in 600 µl alumina crucibles and 
analysed in a Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC3+ device. To determine the free water content of the 
cement paste prior exposure, non-solvent exchanged paste was dried at 40°C until constant 
weight (10 hours) while purging with N2 at 50 mL/min. The weight loss was normalized to the 
initial sample mass, giving the free water content of the cement paste. The solvent exchanged, 
dried, and ground samples were heated from 40 to 900°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min while 
purging with N2 at 50 mL/min. The decomposition of specific phases can be detected as a 
weight loss in specific temperature intervals. This was used to identify various hydration phases 
as suggested by Lothenbach et al. [21]. The first weight loss peak at around 100°C is related to 
the ettringite (Et) decomposition and the beginning of the dehydroxylation of the C-S-H phase. 
C-S-H decomposes gradually between 40°C and 600°C and appears as a polynomial baseline 
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under the other peaks. AFm phases such as monosulphate (Ms), monocarbonate (Mc), and 
Friedel’s salt (Fs) shows typically two mass loss events, the first one between 150 and 200°C 
and the second between 250 and 400°C. Hydrotalcite (Ht) typically also causes a decomposition 
peak in the DTG signal around 350°C. The subsequent sharp peak between approx. 400°C and 
550°C is related to the decomposition of portlandite (CH). Above 550°C, carbonates decompose 
and emit CO2.

The dried powders were also analysed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) to confirm phase changes. 
Approximately 0.5 g of the powders were placed in the sample holders by front loading. We 
used a Bruker AXS D8 Focus with a Lynxeye detector, operating at 40 kV and 40 mA with a 
CuKα radiation source (wavelength 1.54 Å). The samples were measured between 5° 2θ to 55° 
2θ, with a step size of 0.01° 2θ, and a sampling time per step of 0.5 s. 

The samples to be investigated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were cast in epoxy, 
polished and carbon-coated. A Hitachi S-3400N electron microscope equipped with an energy 
dispersive spectrometer (EDS) from Oxford Instruments was used. BSE images and EDS-maps 
of all samples were captured, in addition to 100 EDS point-scans of the cement paste matrix per 
sample. The SEM was operated at an accelerating voltage of 15 keV and a probe current of 
70 µA, a working distance of 5 mm for taking the BSE images, and a working distance of 
10 mm for operating the EDS.

Thermodynamic modelling

The Gibbs free energy minimization software for Geochemical Modelling [22–24], was used to 
model the phase assemblage, the pH, and the composition of the liquid phase at equilibrium 
with increasing amounts of HCl (4 mol/L) added at 20°C. The thermodynamic data from the 
PSI-GEMS database were supplemented with a cement-specific database (CEMDATA14 
database) [25], which includes solubility products of the solids relevant for cementitious 
materials. For the C-S-H phase, the CSHQ model proposed by Kulik was used [26]. For the 
model, TiO2, MnO, MgO, and P2O5 and C4AF were assumed to be inert. Therefore, the amounts 
of TiO2, MnO, P2O5 and MgO in the cement clinker determined with XRF (see Table 1) were 
subtracted from the composition. The amount of C4AF was calculated with the Bogue 
calculation, and then subtracted from the composition. The remaining oxide composition 
(approx. 85%) was then normalized to 100 %. A reaction degree of 50% was assumed in the 
modelling. Taking into account that only 85% of the oxide composition was used as input in the 
model, this resulted in a total assumed reaction degree of the cement of approx. 70%. During the 
modelling the following phases were prevented from forming: gibbsite, kaolinite, siliceous 
hydrogarnet, thaumasite, hematite, magnetite, brucite and quartz. Further details on the model 
are provided in [27]. In the model, Friedel’s salt is the only phase that is assumed to bind 
chlorides. The chloride binding predicted by the model was therefore calculated using the 
amount of Friedel’s salt predicted by the model (for more details on the calculations see [27]). 
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3. RESULTS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

3.1 Development of the pH with increasing amounts of acid added
First, we needed to determine the acid additions that would yield a relevant change in the pH 
and the phase assemblage for further investigation. As hydrated cement paste is a complex 
system with several pH-buffering phases, we used the thermodynamic model to predict the 
changes in the pH of the exposure solution and the phase assemblage upon the addition of 
increasing volumes of acid (HCl). The system initially consisted of 15 g moist hydrated cement 
paste and 20 mL of 1.5 mol/L NaCl solution. One of the limitations was the volume of exposure 
solution, as high volumes of exposure solution would increase the error on the determination of 
the bound chlorides. Preliminary simulations pointed out that HCl with a concentration of 
4 mol/L would allow us to reach sufficiently low pH for a limited volume of acid added (50 mL 
exposure tubes).

Figure 2 shows the volume of the phases in the samples as a function of the volume of HCl 
(4 mol/L) added, as predicted by the thermodynamic model. The amount of portlandite is 
predicted to decrease linearly with increasing acid addition until it has completely dissolved at 
10 mL of acid added. Once the portlandite completely dissolved, the C-S-H is predicted to start 
dissolving as well. The volume of ettringite remained stable until 19 mL of acid was added, after 
which the volume decreased steadily until it was fully removed at 21 mL acid. The amount of 
Friedel’s salt remained nearly constant up to 15 mL acid, for higher volumes it starts dissolving 
until nothing is left at 17.5 mL acid. At high volumes of acid and low pH, the model predicted 
the formation of natrolite (Na2O⋅Al2O3⋅3SiO2⋅2H2O), gypsum (CaSO4⋅2H2O) and amorphous 
silica (SiO2). 

Figure 2 - The predicted changes in phase assemblage (in cm3 / 15 g cement paste) upon the addition of 
increasing volumes of 4 mol/L HCl (in mL). The sample contained initially 15 g moist hydrated cement 
paste and 20 mL of 1.5 mol/L NaCl solution. The acid additions (0.5, 2.5, 5, 17, and 22.5 mL) which 
were used in this study are indicated by the dotted lines.
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Figure 3 shows the predicted development of the pH of the exposure solution for increasing 
amounts of HCl added (pH GEMS - solid line) which corresponds to the modelling of the solid 
phase assemblage shown in Figure 2. The pH decreases steadily upon HCl addition, with a small 
plateau between approx. 5 and 10 mL acid addded. This is due to the presence of portlandite 
which buffers the pH. When portlandite is predicted to have dissolved, at around 10 mL HCl 
added, the pH drops further. In order to verify the predicted pH development experimentally, 
one sample was acidified (OPC 22.5) in steps of 0.25, 1 and 2 mL HCl until the sample tube was 
filled. The pH-values were measured both directly after adding acid (instant pH - triangles) and 
after 1-3 days of equilibration (pH at EQ - spheres). The experimentally obtained pH-
development curves are also included in Figure 3. The measured pH and the modelled pH agree 
well.

The fact that there was hardly any difference in pH directly after adding acid and one day later 
when less than 7 mL acid was added in steps of 0.25 mL indicates that for these small additions 
the system rapidly reaches equilibrium, meaning there is no severe instantaneous drop in the pH 
of the solution. The risk of locally dissolving phases other than portlandite is therefore low. 
However, the difference between pH immediately after acid addition and after 1-3 days 
increased for higher additions, likely because of larger amounts acid were added per step 
combined with the lower buffer capacity of the system.

Figure 3 - Development of the pH of the exposure solution upon stepwise addition of HCl (4 mol/L). The 
sample contained initially 15 g moist hydrated cement paste and 20 mL of 1.5 mol/L NaCl solution. The 
values experimentally determined 10 min after acid addition, i.e. instant pH (spheres), the pH after 1-3
days of equilibration (triangles) and the pH predicted by thermodynamic modelling with GEMS (solid 
line) are compared. The acid additions (0.5, 2.5, 5, 17, and 22.5 mL) which were used in this study are 
indicated by the dotted lines.

Based on the measured pH and the predicted phase assemblage, four levels of acid addition were 
selected for further investigation: 0, 0.5, 2.5, 5 and 17 mL HCl. The levels are indicated in 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 with dotted lines. The sample without acid (OPC-0) is considered as a 
reference. At these acid additions, separate samples were prepared to investigate the chloride 
binding and the phase assemblage. The results of these investigations are reported in the 
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following sections. The 0.5, 2.5 and 5 mL additions were aimed to reflect different levels of 
moderate leaching as the system was predicted to still contain portlandite. The level of 17 mL 
would reflect advanced leaching as portlandite was nearly depleted and the main hydration 
phase C-S-H would start to decompose. 

3,2 Chloride binding
Figure 4 a) and b) show the experimentally determined amount of bound chlorides for the 
samples as a function of the pH or the free chloride concentration in the liquid phase 
respectively. With increasing amounts of acid added (indicated by the arrows in both figures), 
the pH decreases and the free chloride concentration increases. When the pH drops from 13.2 to 
about 12.2 (≤5 mL of acid added), the amount of bound chlorides increased with decreasing pH 
and increasing free chloride concentration. At a pH of 11 (sample OPC-17) the cement paste 
showed close to no chloride binding. Figure 4 also shows the amount of bound chlorides as 
predicted by the thermodynamic model (dotted line). Friedel’s salt is the only phase that is 
assumed to bind chlorides in the thermodynamic model, thus the model also predicts constant 
chloride binding in the range of 0-15 mL acid added (pH 13.2-11.1). At higher acid addition, 
Friedel’s salt was predicted to decompose (see Figure 2) and consequently the amount of bound 
chlorides is predicted to drop to zero. Hence, the model can potentially account for the loss of 
binding capacity at a pH of 11, but not for the observed increase of chloride binding upon 
lowering the pH from 13.2 to about 12.2. 

Figure 4 - Amount of bound chlorides in the ordinary Portland cement paste samples exposed to 
1.5 mol/L NaCl solution to which varying amounts of HCl was added (0, 0.5, 2.5, 5 and 17 mL) as a 
function of a) the pH, and b) the free chloride concentration in the liquid phase at equilibrium. The 
symbols represent the experimentally determined bound chlorides and the dotted line the one predicted 
by the model. The error bars for the amount of bound chloride and the free chloride concentration were 
calculated with a Gaussian error propagation. The error of the pH determination was estimated to ± 0.1.

3.3 Phase assemblage 
To elucidate the mechanisms that cause the changes in chloride binding described above, this 
section presents the investigation of the phase assemblage of the Portland cement paste samples 
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exposed to 1.5 mol/L NaCl solution to which 0, 0.5, 2.5, 5, 17 and 22.5 mL of HCl was added. 
The results are discussed and compared to the results of the thermodynamic modelling in the 
following.

Figure 5 presents the TGA-curves for all the chloride exposed samples and for OPC that has not 
been exposed to any chloride solutions (OPC-No Cl), as well as the derivative of the TGA-
curves of these sample, the DTG curves. The typical weight loss peaks for ettringite (Et), C-S-H, 
monosulphate (Ms), monocarbonate (Mc), Friedel’s salt (Fs), hydrotalcite (Ht), portlandite (CH) 
and carbonates are indicated.

Figure 6 shows the XRD-spectra of all samples in this study, including the reference, to which 
no HCl was added (OPC-0) in the range between 8.5-12° 2θ and 31-35° 2θ. The peak positions 
of ettringite (Et), Friedel’s salt (Fs), portlandite (CH) and NaCl are indicated. Clear peaks of 
NaCl were observed in all samples exposed to a chloride solution. This indicates that the sample 
preparation for XRD was not able to remove the pore solution completely, which resulted in the 
precipitation of e.g. NaCl upon drying.

Figure 5 – a) TG (in wt. % of initial mass) and DTG (in wt. %/min) curves of the ordinary Portland 
cement (OPC) paste samples exposed to 1.5 mol/L NaCl solution to which varying amounts of HCl 
(4 mol/L) was added (0, 0.5, 2.5, 5, 17, and 22.5 mL). The typical weight loss peaks for ettringite (Et), C-
S-H, monosulphate (Ms), monocarbonate (Mc), Friedel’s salt (Fs), hydrotalcite (Ht), portlandite (CH) 
and carbonates are indicated. Figure 5 b) shows the DTG curves of all samples zoomed into the 
temperature range between 250 and 450°C as indicated by the rectangle in a).

Portlandite

A clear decrease in the portlandite weight loss peak near 450°C was observed with increasing 
acid additions (Figure 5). Moreover, the XRD peak for portlandite also appears to decrease with 
increasing additions of acid (Figure 6). The experimental results from TGA and XRD agree well 
with the thermodynamic model. The amount of portlandite in the samples for the various 
additions of acid predicted by the thermodynamic modelling (OPC-0: 19 wt%, OPC-5: 
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10wt%/10, OPC-17: 0 wt%) agree well with the experimentally obtained values with TGA 
(OPC-0: 15 wt%, OPC-5: 10 wt%, OPC-17: 0 wt%).

Figure 6 - XRD spectra of the ordinary Portland cement (OPC) paste samples exposed to 1.5 mol/L 
NaCl solution to which varying amounts of HCl was added (0, 0.5, 2.5, 5, 17 and 22.5 mL in the range 
between a) 8.5-12° 2θ and b) 31-35° 2θ. The peak positions of ettringite (Et), Friedel’s salt (Fs), 
portlandite (CH) and NaCl are indicated.

AFm/AFt

The weight loss peak near 350°C showed a double peak for the samples to which no or only 
small amounts of acid were added (≤ 2.5 mL), which might indicate the formation of Friedel’s 
salt in these samples [21]. As acid was added, the peak shape changed back to a single peak, as 
in samples to which no chlorides (NaCl) were added (not shown here). Neither the presence nor 
the decomposition of Friedel’s salt could be verified by XRD as no characteristic reflection 
peaks for Friedel’s salt were observed in any of the XRD spectra (Figure 6). There is a small 
hump in the spectra near 11.19° 2θ, which might indicate that the phase is present but is poorly 
crystalline. SEM-EDS did also not allow the detection of Friedel’s salt, indicating that if it is 
present it is finely intermixed with the other hydrates.

The model predicts the presence of Friedel’s salt in the chloride containing samples, and its 
decomposition for acid additions above 15 mL (Figure 2). Even though the model does not 
predict any changes in the amount of Friedel’s salt for acid additions up to 15 mL, there are 
some slight changes in the DTG peaks related to the AFm phases upon acid addition up to 5 mL 
(Figure 5b). However, without clear XRD peaks of these phases their identification is not 
possible.

The absence of typical diffraction peaks for AFm phases such as Friedel’s salt 
(3CaO⋅Al2O3⋅CaCl2⋅10H2O, 11.19° 2θ), monocarbonate (3CaO⋅Al2O3⋅CaCO3⋅11H2O, 11.7° 2θ) 
or monosulphate (3CaO⋅Al2O3⋅CaSO4∙11H2O, 10.3° 2θ) in the XRD-spectra is most likely 
related to the high curing temperature applied [28]. The paste was cured for 7 months at 60°C, 
before being stored at 20°C for more than 13 months. Ettringite is not stable at 60°C [28]. 
Lowering of the curing temperature afterwards might have caused delayed ettringite formation 
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[29]. The occurrence of delayed ettringite formation in the current study is supported by the 
distinct reflections for ettringite in the samples investigated (Figure 6). The only sample that did 
not show a clear reflection of ettringite is OPC-0.5. The reason for this is unknown. The 
presence of ettringite for HCl additions up to 19 mL was predicted by the thermodynamic model 
(Figure 2).

C-S-H

According to the thermodynamic model (Figure 2), C-S-H remains stable as long as there is 
portlandite present in the cement paste. The TGA results (Figure 5) might give the impression 
that more C-S-H is present in the heavily leached samples (OPC-17 and OPC-22.5), however 
this is not the case. This is due to the dissolution of portlandite, which is causing the weight loss 
peaks of all other non-dissolving phases to increase, as the results are expressed relative to the 
initial mass of the sample. 

SEM-EDS was used to investigate changes in the C-S-H composition with increasing amounts 
of HCl added. SEM-EDS point analyses were taken in the matrix of the various samples. The 
results of these point analyses were plotted as the Al/Ca over the Si/Ca ratio. The Si/Ca ratio 
(and thereby the Ca/Si ratio) of the C-S-H was determined as described by Taylor [9]. Figure 7
shows the Ca/Si-ratio of the C-S-H as determined by EDS, and the predicted Ca/Si-ratio and 
volume of C-S-H in the GEMS model as a function of the pH of the exposure solution. 

Figure 7 shows that there are changes in the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H even though its volume 
remains constant. The EDS data and the model both show that the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H
slightly increased with decreasing pH (acid additions ≤ 5 mL). For acid additions larger than 
5 mL (pH ≤ 11) the Ca/Si ratio decreased again. The sample OPC-22.5 showed with 1.2 a 
considerably lower Ca/Si ratio as the sample OPC-0 (Ca/Si = 1.4). According to the model, the 
decomposition of C-S-H starts at a pH of 12.6, at which point the Ca/Si-ratio also rapidly 
declines as the pH decreases. This indicates that for sample OPC-17 and OPC-22.5, it is possible 
that decomposition of the C-S-H has occurred. 

The results from the EDS should be interpreted with care, as sample preparation might have 
caused an artificial increase in the calcium content due to precipitation from the exposure 
solution. However, similar trends of changed Ca/Si-ratio have been observed by De Weerdt and 
Justnes [30], who showed that in cement paste leached by sea water, C-S-H was decalcified 
from a Ca/Si-ratio of 1.8 down to 1.
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Figure 7 - Development of the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H as a function of the pH in the pore solution 
determined experimentally (symbols) and predicted by the thermodynamic modelling (dashed line). In 
addition, the predicted volume of C-S-H upon increasing amounts of acid as predicted by the 
thermodynamic modelling is shown.

Composition of the liquid phase

The symbols in Figure 8 show the concentrations of Ca, Cl, Na, K and S experimentally 
obtained with ICP-MS in the solution of the samples over a) the amount of acid added and b) the 
pH in the samples. The lines represent the concentration of the various elements in the pore 
solution as predicted by GEMS. There is a relatively good agreement between the measured and 
modelled results. The concentrations of Ca and Cl increase as acid is added, whilst the 
concentrations of Na and K decrease. The increase in Cl concentration is due to the addition of 
4 mol/L HCl. The increase in the Ca-content is caused by the dissolution of portlandite and the 
decreased Ca/Si-ratio of the C-S-H. The gradual decrease in the Na and K concentrations are 
due to the dilution with acid. The concentration of S decreases initially, before increasing for the 
17 ml acid sample and decreasing slightly from 17 to 22.5 ml. For S the initial decrease in 
concentration is likely due to dilution, whilst the eventual increase is caused by the dissolution 
of ettringite.

4. DISCUSSION ON THE ALTERED CHLORIDE BINDING DUE TO THE 
ARTIFICIAL LEACHING

4.1 Increase in chloride binding for acid additions ≤ 5 mL
Figure 9 combines the chloride binding results from this study (Figure 4b) with the chloride 
binding isotherms determined by Machner et al. [31] on samples with the same composition 
cured as well at 60°C and exposed at 20°C to either NaCl or CaCl2 solutions. In the case of 
NaCl, the slope of the binding isotherm at free chloride concentrations above 1 mol/L increases 
only marginally and develops towards a plateau [31]. This means that increasing the chloride 
concentration above 1 mol/L should not contribute to considerably increased chloride binding. 
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However, upon the addition of HCl, the chloride binding increases more than could be explained 
by the increase in free chloride concentration. 

Figure 8: The measured (symbols) and modelled (lines) elemental concentrations in the solution of the 
samples as a function of a) the amount of acid added to each sample and b) the pH of the solutions. 

The values of the bound chloride with HCl additions develop rather towards the values of the 
chloride-binding isotherm for CaCl2 exposure reported previously [31]. Significantly greater 
chloride binding has been reported previously when samples were exposed to solutions of CaCl2

rather than NaCl [13,16–20,32]. HCl has a similar effect on the system as CaCl2, as both lower 
the pH and increase the calcium concentration, the former by dissolving portlandite and the 
latter by supplying additional calcium during its dissolution. The difference between the 
chloride-binding capacity of samples exposed to NaCl and CaCl2 has been largely attributed to 
two different mechanisms.

Role of the Friedel’s salt

Shi et al. [16] observed the formation of a larger amount of Friedel’s salt in composite cement 
paste samples containing metakaolin exposed to CaCl2 than in samples exposed to NaCl. He 
explained this by the additional calcium that is available in the case of CaCl2 exposure. With the 
formation of larger amounts of Friedel’s salt, more chloride ions are bound chemically and the 
chloride-binding capacity of the cement paste increased. However, no increase in the amount of 
Friedel’s salt formed was observed for Portland cement pastes [16].

Whether the additional calcium in the pore solution due to the dissolution of the portlandite 
upon HCl addition lead to the formation of additional Friedel’s salt could not be elucidated in 
this study. The high curing temperature (60°C) of the samples before exposure caused the AFm 
phases to be poorly crystalline, which made their identification with XRD impossible. For acid 
additions up to 5 mL, the thermodynamic modelling predicts the dissolution of portlandite and 
the changes in the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H fairly well. Therefore, the thermodynamic model 
should be able to predict additional Friedel’s salt formation due to an increased calcium 
concentration in the pore solution. However, the model predicts a constant amount of Friedel’s 
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salt to be present in samples to which less than 15 mL of HCl was added, which is within the 
range of acid additions that showed an increased chloride binding. This indicates that the 
increased chloride-binding capacity of the samples is probably not due to the formation of 
additional Friedel’s salt. 

Figure 9 - Development of the amount of bound chlorides with increasing free chloride concentrations in 
the liquid phase of this study compared to previous results from Machner et al. [31].

Role of the C-S-H

The increased chloride-binding capacity of cement paste samples exposed to CaCl2 compared to 
NaCl has also been explained by an increased amount of chlorides that can be accumulated in 
the diffuse layer of the C-S-H in the case of CaCl2 exposure. This has previously been explained 
by the overcompensation of the originally negative surface charge of the C-S-H by the 
adsorption of divalent calcium ions in the Stern layer of the C-S-H [33]. This overcompensation 
reverses the surface charge and turns it positive [33], which means negatively charged chloride 
ions can accumulate in the diffuse layer of the C-S-H [19,34]. Such a reversal in the surface 
charge leading to the accumulation of chlorides in the diffuse layer has not been observed with 
monovalent ions, like Na+ [19]. The exposure of cement pastes to CaCl2 solutions has also been 
reported to be accompanied by a decrease in the pH of the pore solution and an increase in 
chloride binding [14,16–19].

The C-S-H in this study changed its Ca/Si ratio upon HCl addition (Figure 7). The changes in 
chloride binding could therefore be due to changes in accumulation of ions in the diffuse layer 
of C-S-H. As shown in Figure 4 the amount of bound chlorides increased with increasing 
amount of acid added up to 5 mL and consequently with decreasing pH from 13.2 to 12.2. With 
decreasing pH, more silanol groups are deprotonated (as schematically shown in Eq. (4), where 
> indicates the connection of the silanol group to the calcium layer), which leads to an increase 
in the negative surface charge density [35]. Consequently, more calcium ions from the pore 
solution can be adsorbed on the C-S-H in the Stern layer leading to a larger overcompensation 
of the surface charge [35]. This is visible in the increased Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H for acid 
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additions ≤ 5 mL (Figure 7). This might consequently lead to a larger amount of chloride ions 
accumulated in the diffuse layer of the C-S-H. The dissolution of portlandite upon acid addition 
ensured sufficient calcium ions in the pore solution (Figure 8) to overcompensate the negative 
surface charge of the C-S-H. 

> 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 →  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆− + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆+ (4)

Moreover, a decrease in the pH of the pore solution leads to a reduction of competing 
accumulation by hydroxyl ions, which might increase the accumulation of chloride ions in the 
diffuse layer additionally [14].

4.2 Decrease in the chloride-binding capacity for higher acid additions
The results of the chloride binding in this study also showed that when 17 mL of HCl was added 
the cement paste shows almost no chloride-binding capacity. This indicates that after a certain 
amount of acid has been added, the reduced pH in the pore solution caused the dissolution of 
chloride-binding phases or prevents them in other ways from binding chlorides.

When more than 5 mL of HCl has been added the C-S-H starts to decalcify, as shown by the 
Ca/Si ratio in Figure 7. This potentially renders the phase less positively charged, and reduces 
the accumulation of chloride in the diffuse layer. Additionally, the amount of C-S-H is predicted 
to decrease for pH values lower than 12.6 (less than 5 mL acid added). Both mechanisms are 
probably responsible for the decrease in the chloride-binding capacity of the paste samples at 
HCl additions of more than 5-10 mL. The loss of chloride binding in the outermost section of 
concrete due to extensive leaching has also been reported for field samples exposed to sea water 
[7,8] and exposed to NaCl solution [4].

4.3 Further work
The current study was performed as a proof of concept for an experimental setup that can be 
used to study the impact of the pH of the pore solution on the chloride binding of hydrated 
cement paste. For further work, the following remarks will be taken into account.

Due to the limited availability of cement paste and therefore the number of samples in the 
current study, the exact point at which the chloride binding decreases is unknown. If it continues 
to increase until it drops to zero or gradually declines will be investigated in a follow-up study.

Because the cement paste samples were cured at 60°C before they were exposed to NaCl 
solutions and HCl, the Friedel’s salt in the paste was not crystalline and its contribution to the 
chloride binding could not be conclusively determined. In a follow-up study, cement paste 
samples cured at 20°C will be prepared and investigated using the methods developed here. This 
should lead to samples containing crystalline AFm phases and should make it possible to 
distinguish between the effects of AFm phase and C-S-H to the chloride binding of the cement 
paste.

Improvements should be made to the sample preparation for analysis of the solids. The current 
method of double solvent exchange and filtration appears to cause the precipitation of NaCl and 
potentially calcium from the pore solution, probably due to the inability of the used solvents 
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(isopropanol and petroleum ether) to penetrate the gel porosity of the C-S-H phase during the 
solvent exchange and replace the pore solution between the C-S-H sheets. This was explained 
by the big molecular size of alcohols compared to water, which inhibits the replacement of the 
water in very small pores [36]. This makes the solids analyses by XRD, SEM and TGA less 
representative. A possible solution could be “washing” the solids with a known amount of 
deionized water over a specified amount of time, similarly to the method described by 
Plusquellec et al. [37]. This would help to remove precipitates like NaCl before solvent 
exchange.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A method for lowering the pH of the pore solution in a hydrated cement paste in a closed system 
was developed. 

Chloride binding of a hydrated cement paste was observed to be closely linked to the pH in the 
pore solution. Lowering the pH from 13.2 to 12.2 increases chloride binding. If the pH drops to 
11, the chloride binding of the cement paste is greatly reduced. 

The applied thermodynamic model indicates that the pH dependency of the chloride binding is 
connected to pH-dependent changes in the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H. The low crystallinity of the 
Friedel’s salt in the investigated samples did not allow us the experimentally verify its role in 
the pH-dependent chloride binding.

These findings might explain why in concrete structures, harsh leaching at the surface will 
reduce the chloride binding, while moderate leaching further into the concrete leads to increased 
chloride binding and therefore an increased maximum in the chloride profile. In order to obtain 
more accurate chloride ingress predictions, service life prediction models for concrete structures 
exposed to chlorides should incorporate the effect of lowered pH due to leaching on chloride 
binding. 
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ABSTRACT
Cement-based materials are the most consumed materials in the construction industry. Low or 
high thermal conductive cement-based materials are of interest in applications such as 
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embedded floor heating systems, building envelopes or structural elements. This paper describes 
prediction models for thermal conductivity of cementitious composites by considering different 
variables such as constituent materials, porosity and moisture content. The presented prediction 
models may be used for thermal conductivity based mix design of cementitious materials. Based 
on the desired accuracy, different solutions are proposed.

Key words: Mix Design, Model, Thermal Conductivity, Cement-based Materials.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Thermal conductivity is an important material property in the energy design process of 
buildings. While cement-based materials are the most consumed materials in the construction 
industry, case-tailored thermal conductivity is desirable for these materials depending on the 
application area. Indoor surfaces such as embedded floor heating systems or cementitious 
materials mixed with phase change materials, may demand high thermal conductivity. On the 
other hand, materials with low thermal conductivity may be of interest as a part of heat 
insulation or for thermal bridge calculations as well as structural elements.

Moisture content, porosity and constituent materials are the main parameters affecting thermal 
conductivity of cement-based materials. The thermal conductivity of water >20 times higher 
than thermal conductivity of the stagnant air and replacement of air by water can make a 
significant change in the thermal conductivity of porous materials. While changes in constituent 
materials and porosity may be neglected after concrete curing for thermal conductivity 
determination, the moisture content is expected to have considerable changes during the lifetime 
of most cementitious materials. This indicates that considering one certain value for thermal 
conductivity of such types of composites, may provide low accuracy when considering the 
material performance during the service life of the material. Calculating thermal conductivity as 
a function of main effective variables such as moisture content, porosity and constituent 
materials using simplified prediction models, can be a practical solution to this challenge. The 
thermal conductivity of dry material may be adjusted in the mix design, using the knowledge 
from concrete technology with regards to porosity and constituent materials. Variations in such 
material property due to moisture content can be estimated based on the saturation degree. 
Moreover, the water sorption can be controlled by modifying the pore structure as well as 
internal or surface hydrophobation [1, 2]. The prediction model can for example be introduced 
to building physics tools, where the thermal conductivity can be adjusted based on the existing 
climate conditions.

2. PREDICTION MODELS FOR CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITES

2.1 Particle-matrix model based on multiphase semi-empirical equation

Determination of the thermal conductivity of the particle and the matrix phases individually, 
makes it possible to determine the thermal conductivity of the cementitious composites using 
the following two-phase model [3].

composite matrix matrix particle particle
n n nV Vl l l= + (1)

where λcomposite, λmatrix and λparticle are the thermal conductivity of the composite, the matrix and 
the particles, respectively. Vmatrix and Vparticle are the volume fractions of the matrix and the 
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particles, respectively, and n is a constant value determined by experimental investigation. The 
upper and lower limits of n factor are 1 and -1 which are identical to parallel and series models, 
respectively.

The accuracy of the model can be modulated based on the accuracy in predicting the thermal 
conductivity of individual phases, which will be discussed further in this study. The expected 
porosity and moisture content of the cement-based materials may also be estimated and tuned by 
using the knowledge of concrete technology and building physics. Consequently, by introducing 
appropriate constituent materials, a particle-matrix model can be used for thermal conductivity 
based mix design of cementitious materials with desirable accuracy.

2.2 Particle-matrix model based on Hirsch model

Hirsch [4] proposed a model which may be used for predicting thermal conductivity of cement-
based composites by considering the two particle and matrix phases. This model combines 
parallel and series models by giving them a share based on the x factor. 

( ) particlematrix

composite particle particle matrix matrix matrix particle

1 1 1
VV

V V
x x

l l l l l
   

= + − +   
     + 

(2)

where x is a constant value determined by experimental investigation. In addition to the x factor, 
the accuracy of this model is also dependent on accurate estimation of the thermal conductivity 
of individual phases. 

2.3 Simplified estimation using Parallel-Series bounds

While the above mentioned semi-empirical models can be used for thermal conductivity based 
mix design as well as estimation of thermal conductivity of cement-based composites with a 
reasonable accuracy, a simplified method may be used for predicting the range of this material 
property. These models are especially appropriated for cases were the upper or lower limits of 
thermal conductivity are required. Such cases could for example be the maximum heat loss 
through a building envelope due to moisture condensation in the pore structure of the materials 
or the estimating upper limit of the thermal resistance property of the cementitious materials in 
an embedded floor heating system due to drying. The upper limit is given by the parallel model:

composite matrix matrix particle particleV Vl l l= + (3)

and the series model gives the lower limit:

particlematrix

composite matrix particle

1 VV
l l l

= + (4)

Thermal conductivity of particle and matrix phases can also be extracted from the literature to 
avoid experimental investigations.
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2.4 Simplified estimation using Hashin-Shtrikman bounds

The Hashin-Shtrikman (H-S) model gives tighter bounds compared to parallel and series 
models. H-S lower (λl) and upper (λu) bounds for two material phases with λ1 ≥ λ2, are given by 
[5]: 

2
l 1

1

2 1 1

1
3

V
Vl l

l l l

= +
+

−

(5)

1
2

2

1 2 2

u 1
3

V
Vl l

l l l

= +
+

−

(6)

When the difference between thermal conductivity of matrix and particle phases becomes lower, 
the two-phase H-S bounds become tighter and a reasonable estimation of thermal conductivity 
of cement-based composites is readily available without experimentally investigating the 
composite. The same procedure may be adopted to predict the thermal conductivity of matrix or 
particle phases separately. For example, in the case of water-submerged hardened cement pastes 
(HCPs) where most of the air (low thermal conductivity), is replaced by water (thermal 
conductivity closer to that of solid structure of the plain HCP), the H-S bounds become tight 
enough to allow for a reasonable estimation of the material property (Figure 1).

Figure 1– Measured thermal conductivity of plain HCPs submerged in water and analytical 
bounds [3].

2.5 Response surface method (RSM)

The Response Surface Method (RSM) method, which was developed by Box et al. [6-8] is a 
collection of statistical and mathematical methodologies, useful for predicting material 
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properties considering different variables and for developing, improving, and optimizing 
processes. It also finds applications in the design, development, and formulation of new 
products, improvement of existing product designs [8], and more recently in reliability analysis. 
The thermal conductivity can for example be approximated with a second-order polynomial 
function, which for 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 random variables is expressed as:

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 = 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1 + ∑∑ 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖<1 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (7)

where, 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 is the predicted thermal conductivity, 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the coded level of a design variable 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is 
the total number of variables present in the problem, coefficient 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽0 is a constant and 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 
𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are the regression coefficients for the linear, quadratic and interaction effects, respectively.

2.6 Multi-scale model

Liu et al. [9] presented a multi-scale micromechanical model based on Mori-Tanaka scheme 
[10].  
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+

∑

∑
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Where Vs and VM are the volume fraction of the inclusions (can be particles) and the matrix, 
respectively, and λMT, λs and λM are the thermal conductivity values of the composite, inclusions 
and the matrix, respectively. By setting As=1, this model will function as a parallel model and 
considering As= λM/ λs it will be equivalent to a series model. 

This model can be deployed for considering the influences of HCP as well as fine and course 
aggregates in different scales. Multi-scale modelling can be an appropriate solution for high 
accuracy results. However, the above mentioned model has large errors in some cases such as 
predicting thermal conductivity of saturated materials. Further study is needed for developing 
this multi-scale model to increase the accuracy.

3. PREDICTING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF INDIVIDUAL PHASES IN 
PARTICLE-MATRIX MODEL

3.1 Matrix

The main factors affecting thermal conductivity of the matrix can be considered as variables in a 
multiphase composite model. Baghban et al. [3] presented a three-phase model for predicting 
thermal conductivity of HCPs:

( ) ( )hcp w tot a tot s1n n n nm ml l ε l ε l+ − −= + (9)

where λhcp, λw, λa and λs are the thermal conductivity of the HCP, water, air, and solid structure 
of the HCP, respectively. εtot is the total porosity, m is the saturation degree showing volumetric 
moisture content and n is a constant value. While λw and λa are known, a proper estimation needs 
to be done for λs and n based on experimental investigation.
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The graph in Figure 2 illustrates the thermal conductivity of plain HCPs at different total 
porosities (εtot) and saturation degree (m) based on Eq. 9. λs is estimated as 1.55 W/mK and n is 
found to be 0.55 for plain hcps. Note that these two values are obtained by minimizing the 
calculation error of Eq. 9 to match the experimental data at different moisture states, which is in 
agreement with the results obtained from the laboratory (see Figure 3). λw and λa are known 
parameters which are considered as 0.026, 0.604 W/mK, respectively. Since thermal 
conductivity of solid structure of the matrix, λs, may vary due to changes in constituent materials 
such as presence of pozzolanic materials, fibres or changes in the cement chemistry, λs can be 
determined as a function of these variables by laboratory research. Furthermore, changes in the 
thermal conductivity of the fluid phase due to variations in the pore structure or different fluid 
chemistries can also be investigated by the same procedure. Other models described in previous 
sections can also be used for predicting thermal conductivity of each phase.

Figure 2 – Thermal conductivity of plain HCPs at different total porosities and saturation 
degrees calculated from Eq. 9 [3]. 
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Figure 3 – Comparison of the measured and calculated thermal conductivities [3].

3.2 Particle

Stone aggregates are the most commonly used particle types in cementitious composites. These 
aggregates have usually a low porosity and the effect of moisture sorption may be neglected for 
many practical applications. On the other hand, multiphase prediction models can also be 
presented for the particles in case of using aggregates with considerable porosity, such as using 
light weight aggregates.

Fine particles in the size range of the matrix particles can be considered as a part of the matrix. 
Moreover, the coupling effects such as effect of interfacial transition zone can also be defined as 
a function of the surface area of the particles in the mix.

4. DISCUSSION

Depending on the application and intended accuracy of thermal conductivity prediction, the 
appropriate prediction model may be chosen. Theoretical bounds are appropriate tools to 
approximate the highest and lowest values. When the maximum heat loss through a building 
envelope due to moisture condensation in the pore structure of the material needs to be 
estimated or highest thermal resistivity of the cementitious materials in an embedded floor 
heating system due to drying is under investigation, the theoretical bounds can help to provide 
with the solution eliminating experiments. In this case, providing the data for thermal 
conductivity of individual phases in the composite is sufficient, which can usually be extracted 
from the existing literature with a reasonable accuracy. While parallel and series models provide 
the absolute upper and lower limits, H-S model can present tighter bounds. When the thermal 
conductivity of the phases are not so far from each other (See Figure 1), H-S bounds can even be 
used for estimating the thermal conductivity of the composite. Figure 4 illustrates a comparison 
of different prediction models for dried HCPs considering two phases of air (porosity) and solid 
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structure, based on experimental results from Baghban et al. [3]. Since the thermal conductivity 
of air is more than 20 times lower than the thermal conductivity of water, the difference between 
H-S bounds are much higher in Figure 4 compared to Figure 1. However, the experimental data 
is close to the upper H-S bound for this case which can be used for predicting thermal 
conductivity of the composites with some over estimation. The parallel model is still farther than 
upper H-S bound and gives considerable difference with the experimental results.

Figure 4 – Comparison of different models with the experimental results of HCPs with two 
phases of air and solid structure.  

Multiphase semi-empirical model has shown the best fit to the experimental data in Figure 4. 
The three-phase model in Figure 2 generated from Eq. 9 is also based on this model which has 
been in alignment with the experimental results. The multi-scale model also matches for this 
example and has the potential for accurate prediction. However, increasing accuracy may bring 
up complications in the modelling, which can make this method difficult to use. On the other 
hand, the Hirsch model gives some error and makes this model less suitable for this case. Since 
RSM is an interpolation technique and not a predefined composite model, which uses statistical 
approaches, it is able to calculate a regression model to predict the response (in this example, 
thermal conductivity of the composite). The result of RSM is a polynomial of existing variables, 
which can easily be fitted to the experimental results in figure 4 and specially multiple variables 
like surfaces such as the one shown in Figure 2. Since this method is not based on a predefined 
composite model, providing properly distributed experimental data in the actual boundaries of 
the composite model can facilitate more accurate estimation of the thermal conductivity pattern. 
Predefined composite models are less sensitive to distribution of the experimental data.

Changes in the mix composition such as incorporating fibres, additives, different types of 
aggregates or moisture changes, may change the thermal conductivity pattern and prediction 
models should be investigated for these cases as well. In general, above-mentioned models are 
expected to have the potential for predicting the thermal conductivity of cementitious 
composites with intended accuracy. 
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5. CONCLUSION

In the framework of this study, different solutions for predicting thermal conductivity of 
cement-based composites were described. Theoretical bounds such as H-S bounds are 
appropriate tools to approximate the highest and lowest values. Semi-empirical models based on 
particle-matrix model can simply approximate this material property with a reasonable accuracy. 
Further investigation is needed for approximating the thermal conductivity of the individual 
phases under different conditions such as moisture changes and incorporation of different 
materials to the composite. Multi-scale modelling has the potential for accurate prediction, 
however, increasing accuracy may result into complications, which can render adoption of this 
method difficult. RSM as an interpolation technique can provide a reasonable prediction if 
properly distributed experimental data are available.
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